nouncement, the audience gave him three
cheers. That is the way we intend to conduct this campaign.
But I do not want to speak to the men
of our own party. Every white man in
South Carolina is upon the platform upon
which we stand. We want to reach the
colored people, and I have offered to divide the time with any Republican who
might desire it.
The very evening i saw that Gov. Chamberlain was nominated by the Republicans
1 sent a telegram to the Committee in Columbia, asking them to invito (lov. < 'hamberlaiu to meet me at every one of my
appointments. 1 had hoard, and his newspaper had said, that I would bo afraid to
meet him on the slump and that lie wanted nothing better than to come uefure the
people of South Carolina, hr lie was certain lie could bring thousands over into
the Republican ranks.
But when 1 sent
that dispatch and went to llonea Rath,
whore 4000 people had assembled. I received a telegram from Gov Chamberlain
saying that it was impossible for him to
attend the meeting, lie, the limn who
calls himself the Governor ol .Suiith Carolina, he. the man who. as a candidate lor
re-election, ought to have eotno out and
met the people face to face and tell them
what were liis principles; who ought to
have given an account of his stewardship
at the very first invitation, says he is unable to come.
And why is lie unable to
come?
Why did lie not tell the reason
and speak the whole truth ? Why did lie
not say ho could not meet the \ cumin ry
of Mouth Carolina ? fho man, whom God
in his infinite wisdom, 1 suppose on account < our sin>. is now the Governor of
Mouth Carolina. Why did tic not say he
could not ciuiio to meet this people because he is going to Washington to borrow I 'ailed States bayonets to pin him to
the Gubernatorial chair, that lie is going
to tell Grunt lie cannot enforce the law-
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YVintev Mulcli.

Tiie winter last past, 1875-6, very severe upon meadow
lands, and natch of Die
drainage in many instances could Inve
been avoided by proper attention and
treatment ot the lands alter harvest and
during the fail. During a considerable
portion of Dm winter, it will be remem
hered, tiie earth was left hare of snow
and exposed to intense cold.
The ground
froze, to a great depth, mid the alternate
freezing and thawing killed the roots of
grasses to a greater extent than usual.
'• hatever inconvenience and discomfort
there may be in dei p ami long-continued
snows in our climate,
they serve as a protection or winter mulch for our grass lauds.
1-very one must have observed that where
the smov lies deep and long, there the
1'he old
grass springs up thick and rank.
adage, that "snoiv is the poor man's manure.'' is not without foundation in fact,
it
costs nothing, and is very valuable in its
prevention of frost-. Nature teaches important Jessons, and we may learn from
the action of the snows that a winter mulch
is not without prolit.
During spring, and up to the present
time, we have made personal examination
of many meadows in Herkimer ami other
counties of New York, lying in Die dairy
iiL'h. and in not a single instance nave wo
found the grass destroyed on meadows
where the lands were not allowed to he
pastured after the hay harvest and where
a r ood coat of
grass remained it the eomlii. iieemer.t
ot winter
Tiie protection
w 1::-oi this coverin'.: gives to the roots and
to ai'-r sheets during a season of little
sm'ii. and where the ground is laid open
to the blasts of winter, will lie almost
c'ji;oi. in results, to a coating of manure
applied oi spring to meadows that have
bei n led down close in tall, while Die hitler is fir more

The

Crickets.

Raising himself in bed with diHiculty,

| Pipe, little
Pipe

minstrel of the waning year,
In gentle concert pipe!
in the warm noons; the mellow harvest
The apples dropping ripe;

near;

tempered

The

sunshine and tlie softened shade;
The trill of lonely bird;
The sweet, sad hush on Nature’s gladness laid;
The sounds through silence heard!

Pipe tenderly

the passing of the year,
The summer's brief reprieve;

dry husk rustling round the yellow ear,

The

The chill of

Pipe

Pipe

morn

and eve!

the untroubled trouble of the year;
Pipe low the painless pain ;
your unceasing melancholy cheer;
The year is in the wane.

; Harriet McT.wen

A

Kimball.

Box

of Diamonds.

It
many years since the circumstances
occurred which 1 am about to relate: before the Mail companies and Glasgow clippers. when a man had to make his will and
set his house in order before putting liis
toot on board a ship, and when once you
had passed the Eddystone, it was almost a
hundred to one against your ever setting
loot again in old England. However, here
1 am laid up like an old hulk lor the remainder of my days, with nothing to fall
back upon but the memories of the past,
and sad memories some of them are you
may stake your iite.
1 was a young man then, and had been
knocking about in the Brazils and West
Indies—everywhere in South America, I
may say, for I believe I made one of the
lii'.-t party of Englishmen to cross llie Andes. irom Valparaiso to Buenos Ayres—no
light feat in those days, 1 can tell you. i
was
doctor by profession, and many a
time, by the exercise of my professional
skill, 1 have saved my own scalp among
tile savage Indians of the Pampas. lam
not going, however, to tell you anything
about Hie Indians now—some other time,
perhaps—a slice of lemon ? Thank you
and sugar, that will do.
Now for mv

village in Somersetshire, hut could never
ohtam any clue to his representatives. It
was as well
perhaps that 1 failed. 1 am
stu a poor man, hut. i would rather die
.sy than accept the possibility of becoming
rich at the terrible risk which attended
the unluckv bmpiest of the Box of Diamonds.

lie unlocked the box, and disclosed an array ot unset diamonds, whose, brilliancy

fairly dazzled me.
"Here are TbO.OOU woltii of diamonds,
i have eonproceeded Mr, Grierson.
verted all my fortune into these gems, and
these i intend to entrust to your care.
Take this box at once to your own cabin
and return to me for your instructions as
to the disposal ot the contents.
1 hesitated, but he was imperative.
"Not a word—1 am dying fast, and i
implore jolt to aeeeed to my last request.”
1 took the box, locked it, and left the
cabin As 1 opened the door I ran against
l’ete.
"What the devil are you doing here ?"

The

the main deck toward
my own cabin forward, and on my way I
met Captain MeFarlane.
"How is your patient, doctor
"Hying. 1 lee.r lie cannot last long."
I passed on. and depositing the box in a
place of safety, returned. Grierson was
rapidly sinking, and in a few broken Sentences he instructed me as to the disposal
of his properly, feu thousand pounds was
to go to the bankers, Messrs
Holt «V
Wariihn, of Lambeit street, and the balance to the family of the murdered man,
whose name was given me, and whose
topreSi ntaiive I pledged my word to dis-

passed

on

along

mks. wor.n.swoiiiit

elapsed the unhappy

man

was

no

more.

Going on deck. 1 communicated the news
captain, who gave the necessity directions as to the funeral, which took
place next day; and once more we were
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about the house
hard without much cost” is a <|uestion
which we have often asked ottrseh cs with-

out

Manuring.
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growing
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Coal ashes, sand, such as is used ibr mortal'. and clay in the proportion ot rather
more sand than coal ashes—the difference
made up with Die clay—till well mixed
together and laid at least four inches
deep, w ill become very compact and hard.
Macadamized paths arc to lie recommended in point ol cheapness
('ollect all the
-tonesyou can. 1‘lace the large, in the bottom and till in with Die smaller ones,covering, as above, with sand, ashes, and a lit-

md other vegetahles
Will not thrive,
ic
.to ti es a- a different order
"Oi it. -oineUiing that eatl thrive
tle clay.
in.-h win re nothing else would
in tin ease ot trees on rocky hillThe Loudon Journal of Horticulture
i i~ often anything luit poor.
ly s "Many, if not all sorts of pears, are
t;n inselves frequently eontain
mi or d matter, wliieli. as the immensely improved by being subject to
a temperature o! Mb” ior an hour or two
i\s i' presented in ti form that
to being eaten.
To take the best
Iced upon.
Then whatever previous
kinds ot fruit direct- from the lruit-room,
gr-ovs among the rocks lewhich may not be half a dozen degrees
there to decay, and even leaves
above the. freezing point, is not doing jusifr fin ign substances that blow
tice to the fruit or. ! must add, to the ownereviei s formed by the reeks
er.
Let any one test fruits ol any good
i. 1.1 a 111 e p ant-food, on u liich the
sorts i-i apples and pears, some
".stinging
Indeed, trees in apparently
cold” and others artificially warmed, and
y ptaces are r.‘ dly moeh better note
the superiority of the latter, xvi,i,»1, i
m
iy tn s in orchards, where to
my mind conclusive.”
wlint appears good laud,
lev el mil tt ees must be ilia-1
The Vermont Farmer says:—Heorge
In many eases, it is as. necessary
i
ampbc ii ol'West Westminster, has a held
e-t stiC'-i.-ss that trees have an uc- I
ol oates which, irom .some cause, came up
-.miring as ii i that any other
thin.
File crop was so unpromising
a
t have mahtire.
There have very
that lie mowed them for hay as they were
mad:<e: s-h.ms as to whether
to head.
He was surprised to
Initi-trees
should I" applied beginning
them grow up liieket than at first, and
-t or ploughed in.
Tor orchard
tenv. about three weeks alter the mowing,
a:i
is no rule; it depends on civare headed
again, anil promise a lair
il' tie trees are on ground ! they
-Ve have had rye. mown oil as it
crop.
manure
are
the
vigctablcs
grown,
was heading, send
up a new crop from
ui>e, turned in lor the benefit'd the
stubble and give a good j itdd of grain.
fruit.md
the
roots
ol'
the
;»>.
g-Sil with those ol the vegetables
ii. Wonderful Dog.
"i it, and get it, too.
Out there I
...i
i.en.o'ia where no crops are
A gentleman writes :>s follows to tfie
■.it the trees, and then it is an exPhiladelphia Times:
l | act ice to apply manure a.-> a topg at least every other Year, if you
Among lie- passengers lost on the steam1 have them bear an abundance of er At. Clair, on Cake Superior, was a man
lie had a
a a t
1 Cheniis- named Mewart, of 1 Julutli.
if stoii .lourmil
small Hngiisli spaniel, which swam ashore.
! lie dog was well known at Duluth and
the Northern Pacific Railroad, and
along
Horses.
Whippint;
was remarkable lor Hi~ intelligence and
\\ ig er, ill writ ing upon this sub- sagacity
His owner was employed by
-iv.-;
Many think they are. doing the Northern Pacific road to measure timand are proud of their success in ber delivered by contractors. The dog
lining, 1 "• means d severe vvhip- would take the end ol the tapeline and
'iherw i-c arousing and stimulatgo to llie end f the log, sixty or seventy
g tin- i".-.'ions, ami then through neeesfeet long, and hold it at the end while his
"iti-tiiug the will innmgh which the master would hold it at the other, and do
-i-t vin
i- prompted
No mistake can this nil day, or until the timber was all
I"- crealei than
this, and there is notli- measured.
I-..1. exhibits the ability, judgng ’lie
11 is master would send him to the post
’n
at an
-i.i.l id the real horseman, as
office, saying to him, “Go up—get leted i.i
winning ins lead of ters;" the dog would go to the post el"I the mind.
Al- lice and
go around to one of the clerks,
i._h it
ty be .icees-ary to use the look at him, wag his tail, and was so well
a ic*. ines. ii
Miould always be ap- known the clerk would
give him the let:
'n-1\. mid great
are should
ters, which he would carry back to his
ia-.en no; P :ir-■.Ithe passions or exmaster, and in the same way lie would
lie w
i
obstinacy. The legitimate carry letters which Ins master had writin ;
'; a
of the whip is calculated ten to the office to be mailed.
sensi of fear ilmost
His scent was very acute.
Coming
••
fin affectionate and better mi- borne from the woods one
day, Stewart
ll" st
.ippi it. d to in training a was met on the road by a company of
is w.
1 as in training a child.
A
young people, who had boon on a picnic
p.t g i\ ,i*i may be intended lor the about half a mile away. < hie of the young
a
i tin-ehilil. but il
old)-the passions ladies had left her parasol on the ground.
Ud
ipeel is depraving am! Stewart called his dog and
pointing to the
I
is a vital
111riouprinciple, and path, said: “Go, find and bring here”
b- 'iisn g irded in the management of '1 lie
dog was gone about fifteen or twenty
siiiv" and courageous horses only at minutes, and returned with the
parasol.
ist ot spoiling them
li
I have known
A pile of lumber pul in Stewart's charge,
le is— -I a naturally gentle eliar- was
ilia.
stolen.
Stewart
called
his dog,
being
e
spi iled In whipping once, and took him to the pile and said : “Watch
in- noise that was made vicious
by bo- it and see who takes it.” Two or three
struck with a whip once while stand- days afterward the
dog came to him in
g in his stall.
the morning, and by signs familiar to his
master, told him. Stewart took a police!•"> Mam Kimt.s.
A correspondent man with him and told the dog to go on,
1 and he led them about a quarter of a mile
(brmantown Telegraph says:
-■
many minis of Irom lilly to two to a shanty occupied by a Swede on the
■' ‘ii <1 acres,
upon which the matter of bank of the lake. They looked under the
must lie about as much an eneimi- shanty and saw a large pile of boards.
ni(
a~
would lie a heavy mortgage. The Swede was arrested, taken before the
: i' • I.
I have sometimes thought that justice, and Stewart told the justice what
'■‘iinival of at least one half the fences the fog had done.
The justice at once
these farms, won! I he one good step convicted the Swede for larceny.
ads removing the debts under which
1
1
'tour most industrious and hard'i'hare i/. no cure for being, nor lazyig farmers are laboring. Not only ness; death cums the nearest to it ov
nut it would also lighten the demand
enny thing that has been diskovered yet.
d is
In-ing constantly made upon their It iz hard to tell whether a lazy man iz
nn and
alive or not; and az tor bars, they hav
patience to repair fences,
riding a farm all up into fields of been known to bo still alter they had
1
"lie to live acres, seems to me to he
been dead for centurys. Hitting married
■-s
(loud line fences are generally to an aktive widder has been known to
lhu after that, fences to in- shake the dust out ov a lazy man for a
-sity
'i!
pasture land ought to about end the short period, bill bo soon settles down
'T'
matter.
Of course, circumstances into a korner agin, az quiet az a cobweb,
1
rcijuire a few extra lenees, as about and leaves the widder to spank the yung
den. orchard, etc., yet I think many of ones and weed out the garden to suit herd" inside
fences might lie dispensed with self. ("Billings.
great advantage.
An Englishman who insulated his
bedg
A
correspondent of the Maine Farmer, stead by placing underneath each post a
bottom
of
a
broken*oil’
glass bottle, says
'peaking of improving wet land, says:—“A
"
> ears since 1 took a piece of wet* rocky that he had not been free from rheumatic
pasture that produced nothing but Hags gout for fifteen years, and that lie began
and rushes, cleared it from rocks and to improve immediately after the
applicadrained it with an open drain, then tion of the insulators. A local paper,
ploughed and thoroughly pulverized it quoting this item, wisely adds: “There’s
>nd seeded it down. The lirst
year there many a fellow who could cure his gout if
"as from one to two tons of
grass peracre.” he would break off the bottoms of his glass
bottles in time.”
Rye straw, says the Springfield Republican. has lately gone up from $12 to $18
A remark of an old minister is commended to
and $20 a ton, and a
all preachers who are tempted to complain of a
party is buying and small
congregation: "It is as lurge a congregabaling it in Hampshire County for ship- tion, perhaps,
as you will want to account for
ment to the Boston stables.
at the day of judgment.”
ii'
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Hie 1 itii of December

day,

with

a

blazing

hot

breath of wind to (ill
tim sails; but the captain was anxious to
getaway, as Yellow Jack was in port, and
lie had no mind to knocking his heels in,
quarantine longer than lie could help. We
had. however, hardly got clear cf Baza Island, when a breeze sprung up and we
were soon bow ling along as last as the old
ship could be made to step along, all studding sails set and, so far. a clean bill of
health on board.
On the jlst, however, f was
sitting forward getting a breath of Iresh air and
smoking my pipe, when Pete, I lie steward's mate came up and summoned me alt
to see one of the two cabin
passengers,
•Mr A illiaro Grierson, who had been very
unwell during the night and began to be
afraid he was in for a touch of the fever.
1 went alt and saw him, but there did not
appear to be any alarming symptoms just
aL present, so 1
prescribed some cooling
medicine and left him.
He was worse, however, next dav, and
the next, yet it was nut a case of yellow
lever, and there was something in the
symptoms, 1 am not ashamed to say, that
fairly baffled me. On the tilth lie was so
much worse that I began to be
seriously
alarmed, and communicated my fears to

scarcely

a

tile fuptaiu
"It is not tiio ycllun lever, ui mill l „ui
sure.”
"What is it then ?”
"Well to tell the truth, 1 can hardly say.
Nothing that 1 can administer seems to do

tiling

me, and 1 prayed fervently lor strength
to resist the evil promptings of my baser
sell.
One day 1 was alone, the box unlocked
to

my table, gazing with an irrepressible
curiosity, which I was unable to control
on
the jewels, which scintillated with a
devlish lustre before my dazed vision.
The door suddenly opened and (.’apt. McFarlane entered.
on

“I beg your pardon, doctor, dnln tknovv
j’ou wore engaged;” but before 1 could
close the box or reply, his eye bad caught
the shimmer of the brilliant'
•■Hallo ! What's here ?”
With a linn hand lie closed the lid and
read the name on the plate.
Innocent as
1 was, involuntarily slung by the remembrance at what m\ thoughts had bein but
a moment belorc. 1 quailed before his eye.
■•! know all—that man was poisoned
consider yourself my prisoner."
1 endeavored to explain. 1 told everything as it had occurred, and 1 appealed to
the captain to believe the story, or at least
to wait its reasonable confirmation, before
acting on his rash conclusion, lie was incredulous. One concession I obtained, and
that was, that all should lie kept secret
till our arrival in port, and that I should
not be publicly branded, as a murderer !><•—

lore

the

crew

fortnight passed, a weary fortnight,
during which 1 repeatedly endeavored to
shake the conclusion at which Captain Mefarlane had so hastily arrived Suddenly,
moment’s warning, the captain
him any good, and lie is evidently sinking without a
i begged him to accept my serfell sick,
rapidly.”
vices.
file conversation was cut short by tile
arrival of l’cter. who informed us that, Mr.
Grierson had been seized with a sudden
and alarming pain, and was apparently
dying, adding that the patient wished to
see me at once and alone. In obedience to
the summons 1 went below, and having
shut tlie cabin door and administered the
necessary remedies, asked the dying man
(for there could be little doubt lie was dying) the reason for his wishing to see me.
"I wish to see you because 1 feel that 1
am dying, and i can put off no
longer
what 1 wish to say, if it is to lie said at
all,” responded the patient feebly. “Fetch
me that box Irom off the lop of my chest,
and iisten.”
1 brought it, a small oblong mahogany
box, and laid it by his side upon the coverlet., and Mr. Grierson laying his hand
upon it and at theeatnc time detaching a
key from a string by which ic was sas
pended round his neck, which his lingers
played with nervously during his recital,
continued
—

“1 am a

murderer—Aye ! you may
and think perhaps that my mind is

start
wan-

but it is the truth. Twenty-live
years ago, twenty-live years of misery—
I committed the deed which I am now in
tlie presence of my Maker about to confess.
1 was a clerk in a banking house in Loudon, and the facilities and opportunities
tor speculation otlbred me were too much
for me to withstand, but circumstances
occurred which convinced me that discovery could hardly be much longer delayed ;
and 1 was easting about how to escape
while there was yet time. Just at this
juncture one of the senior clerks in the
house had to be sent down to Bristol in
charge of a very large sum of money in
gold, and 1 was deputed to accompany
him to guard the treasure. In those times
matters were differently conducted from
what they are at the present day, and we
had Ui take tne money in a box, strongly
secured and sealed, with us, by the mail
coach which started from one of the old
inns in the city tor the west of England,
t here was a sum of 2,000 guineas in the
box, and the idea suggested itself to my
mind that il 1 could become master of
such a sum I could get clear away, by
some ship leaving Bristol for
foreign parts,
before the bank could become aware of
the tact of my escape. But how to get rid
ol my companion.
Briefly, for I feel my
strength sinking, and 1 must hurry forward to the end of wjiat I have to tell
y ou. 1 procured poison, which I poured
into the leathern bottle, in which 1 carried
my refreshment on the road, and, watching my opportunity ottered it to him to
drink. He sank back in a corner of the
coach, and in a few minutes was a corpse.
Emptying the remaining contents of the
bottle out of the window, and placing the
dead man in such an attitude as would
lead people to suppose lie had died naturally in his sleep, i hailed the guard with
every stimulation of trepidation, and stoppeu the coach. J he outside passengers
got down, and a scene of great excitement
occurred. At the next village, the local
doctor, who as it happened was a man of
no
great skill, was sent for, and dexterously insinuating to him that I had known
my companion to suffer from heart disease
ol long standing, with many compliments
to the professional acumen of the doctor
himself, that worthy was not long in pronouncing it a case ol sudden death from
heart disease; and 1 was suffered, in view
of my representations as to the urgency
of my mission to Bristol to proceed on my
journey. This is the bare outline of my
crime, the details would only weary you,
and my time is short. I succeeded in leaving England and reached Brazil where I
have amassed a fortune. That fortune is
within the box which lies beneath my
hand.”
lie paused, for a violent spasm seized
him, and it was some time before I could
recover him sufficiently to enable him to

dering,

proceed.

A

••Never; you shall not poison me, too."
Days passed, and the captain got worse

and worse; he babbled in his delirium of

poison, of stolen jewels; and night and
day 1 watched at his bedside, jealously
excluding everybody who might perchance overhear iiis ravings and rise up
in judgment against me
A few hours
One day the crisis came.
would determine all.

If he died 1 was
tree man, tree from the imputation of a foul crime, free to carry out
my honest intention u! fulfilling the dead
man’s wishes, but also free from the dread
ol exposure, which Lo me would la* worse,

once more

a

suspicion, than death itself
the captain could but sleep his life
would lie saved. How easy to make that
sleep his last—the devil was at my elbow,
the laudanum bottle in my hand.
Hut at
my sorest need the strength to resist was
given to me. 1 poured out the proper
dose, and advanced toward the cot where
as

a

i;

OAimitnsn.

hare

li

tile captain
A strange

lay
light was in his eyes. Rising
suddenly and throwing the bed clothes off

Install, lean, sinewy hum, he half leaped
from the lied, and seizing the box of diamonds, which he had throughout his illness never allowed from beneath Iiis pillow, in one. hand, he shrieked—
‘■Never, never! will you allow me to he
poisoned like a dug? Help, some of you,"
The effort was too much, and clasping the
box to Iiis bosom ; he fell hack on his pillow—a convulsive shudder passed over
his frame—he was dead.
1 don’t pretend to analyze my feelings
at that moment. My reason well nigh deserted me. i did not stop to think of the
possible consequences. Snatching the box
iroin the relaxing grasp of the corpse, 1
rushed from the cabin and fell ovei l’ete,
tile negro, who was just outside.
“See to tlie captain. He is dead.”—and
I sped onward; but,‘the powerful negro
had his hand upon my arm
“Massa doctor not go so quick—Massa
Doctor
Hrierson dead, cap’ll dead too
got his box of jewels, (live that box up!”
and the negro seized me in Iiis grasp and
struggled with me for the possession of the
box.
At this moment, the strength ot a lion
I wrestled with my assailant,
was in me.
and freeing myself made for tne companion stairs. 1 had reached the deck with
what intention I knew not; but l’ete was
again with me,wrestling with the strength
ot a demon for the. possession of the prize.
The ship was rolling heavily in a dead
calm, and as we fell together we slid
across the deck toward the ice scuppers.
With a superhuman effort 1 freed my
right arm, and with all my force threw
the box over the quarter deck railings. It
llew open as it loll into the sea, and in the
moonlight the diamonds full like a shower
of fallen stars Into black water.
The negro seeing my movement, left
his hold of me and sprang forward to
cateli tlie box as it fell. A heavy lurch
and I was alone on the deck.
The rapidity with which everything had
taken place seemed to have stunned me,
and deprived me of the power to utter
When I recovered
even one cry for help.
myself, it was late—l’ete and the diamonds were gone forever.
I looked round, the deck was deserted,
save bv the man at the wheel, who half
hidden by the wheel-house had not seen
the struggle.
Can 1 bo blamed ? 1 held my tongue.
The captain was buried at dawn, and the
chief oilicer took command of the ship. It
was clear that Pete must have fallen overboard, and no one suspected the share 1
had in tiie catastrophe. In due time I arrived in Bristol, and for my own satisfaction I instituted the necessary inquiries as
to the individuals named by the man GrierThe bank had long since ceased to
son.
exist. I traced some vague rumor of a
in a stage
man having died suddenly
coach while passing through an obscure

i. imerx.n, me

i.auv wiio

occupied tiie
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other berth in my cabin, ami who, with her
brother, was going to join their failmr, alwa\s
tended til'* witii the greaie>t. kimines-, ami gentle care during my long illness. On the dOtii of
June, the very night before we “struck," l f,-|(
rather better, and got up to join the oilier passengers in a game at cards in the sa'ooti. Iliad
generally slept badiy hitherto, the iVvcr always
returning in tiie night: but on tin* occasion, J
slept soundiy till hump! hump! hump! 1 was
knocked violently backward and forward iti mv
berth. I thought, “surely this is a curious molion; but, determined not to be easily alarmed,
I endeavored to compose mvseif. To my herror there then followed a crushing and grating !
sound which could not l>e mistaken. 1 .-aid to
Mis- Henderson, “Oh! surely there is some-
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Finally binding me over not to disclose
hat I li d just been told, except to the
parties named by him in his dying request.
Grierson relapsed into a state of partial
insensibility, from which 1 in vain attempted to arouse him, and before half an hour
w

expensive.
Manure-. pread in (all over the lands,
opio.it lieneiiei.-iily in this way. They
are a
ploughing our way through the blue waprotection against the severity of story:
ters as if nothing had happened
Irosis. while the fertilizing elements, at
As 1 said before, 1 had been
knocking
i was an altered man The strange comthe
une tone,
give greater vigor to the about a good deal in South America, and
mission with which 1 had been entrusted
plants late in the season, thus bracing them shipped as doctor on hoard an old tub ol a
Over and over
on my mind
for the rigors of winter-—acting much the trader
leaving Kin Janeiro, homeward weighed
same as a well-filled stomach of nutritious
bound lor Bristol, with a cargo anil a again in the stillness of the night I opened
the box of diamonds, and gazed on the
food braces up the human system for en- couple of cabin passengers.
of the gems.
What proof was
durance.
The Good Hope was commanded by brilliancy
there that they were not mine; the box
The next three months is the season for
Capt. McFarlane, a hard headed old with its brass
uide ourself wholly
plate bearing the owner's
preparing meadows for a bountiful yield Scotchman, John Williams, first mate,
i: n
ii ran ieani and do in
lie destroyed in a moment
name could
in the next year's crop
Let them have a and a crew of thirteen hands all
nPim at.
hat if is easier
told, and then—
winter mulch either of grass or manures, made up of
oral for \ ou to do il than to
Englishmen, Dutchmen,
Oi cr and over
the, devil whispered
and they will respond to such treatment, Swedes and a
ina’ you don’t count the
couple of negroes, one of to me. hut thankagain
God. I resisted the tempat the next harvest.
New
Yorker.
whom
was the steward's mate.
We
[Rural
sailed
1
!:111
ire
licit which
1 would fulfill the trust confided
tation.
—

Strathmore,

J,"urcst !■’-: I daresay you never expected
t'» >vr my hand writing again; but t suppose 1
must bo the veritable bad huif-penny. and ot'
eonr.-e have turned up oni'c inniv.
We are
now oil board the dlip t holders, ol
l.ivcrpool.
nil our way to liangonii.
] will begin my story from the poor sliip
Stratbmon
We lud ratlier » tedious voyage.
I was sick tbe whole way ami if the siekm -s
f
stopped i laid nausea. 1 could not cal
loathed evorylhing; and ivbeu we got to 'be
line “low level-" set in. In short. 1 thought I
should never res. a New /.e.ihmil, tbcusrli Captain M'Donahl showed great kill in nu iiii ine,
and was exceedingly kind ami attentive, on
one occasion, curiously enough,
lie jokingly
threatened that it i did not get better'soon'hi’
would land mu on die “Twelve Apostles,” d;lio thinking then, tioor man. how soon his
words would runic true.

cover.

had

of Ike

company reached the island, the rest
'vent down with the
Aftei seven
skip
mouths ot terrible suffering, the survivors
were rescind
by the American winding
ship Young i’ht.iix. ot New Bedford
the following letter tv
Airs. Words
worth gives the < xpiirimjci; ot the only
female who was saved.

"Nothing massa."
1

Wreck

He have before given some account ot
tin-wreck of the English snip Strathmore,
bemud to New Zealand, with a large number of emigrants.
Si:,> struck on one of
a
group of desert islands in the Indian
ocean, called the Twelve Apostles, and
became a wreck
About half the ship’s

j

w

wreck. The noble captain had been washed 1 before. All the others were
extravagant ami
overboard shortly after Miss Ilemi -rsou and wasteful with clothes,
Ho got
strings, Ac.
the man at tin- helm, a hrigbt-e\« d little fellow many out of a
a little of
difficulty
j
by
supplying
«::llid Jbukey oil account of Ids gvpsy-like the latter commodity, amfat the last he was
the
complexion, who was washed away from his j only one with a lashing for carrying ids birds.
post with .1 part of the wlieci in his hand, lie | He won the respect of ah, specially the saiihad refused to leave it until the word to save ois, with whom he was a
great favorite. In
j
him>e!t was given : but the captain never liv'd the evenings when the
day’s work was done I
to give it.
There was a verv interesting lievvlv I would amuse Charlie by telling him all the litmarried couple called Mr. and Mrs. Kiddle. Mi>\ i tie stories l could remember about hiown.
Kiddle had waited for him for eight years, and your, and even my
childhood, which took hack
the poor man was frantic at the prospect of our minds to home, and never failed to intere-t.
losing his young wife. A Mrs. Mobile, another however often repeated.
young married woman, behaved with great
Some of the men were great, favorites of
heroism at the wreck. At all times a inerrv mine. Walter Smith, or ‘•Sails," as we a!w..\s
laughing creature, and kind to ; very one, she called him, was a gem in his way. lie would
tried hard to save the lives of some of the knock
one minute, and the
'down his
children but without success. Sue was heard next risk his life enemy
for him, and when he had a
to ask, “is there no hope!*'” “None.”
Then friendship it was to the death; he was always
throwing her arms around her husband’s nccl; so generous and kind—o were they all. The
she said, *1 will die with you.”
three apprentices were \ erv line lads. Frank
To return to the island. Next day Walter Carmichael seemed a little
delicate, hut Ned
Smith, the dimaker, and Mike O Keardam, an Preston and Harold Turner were more robust,
A. 15. brought me a suit of mauiv garment
and capital hunters. On Christina-; day Harold
Mike giving me the shirt from his back. Trous- brought, me three
eggs out of rive tha’t he had
ers, my llannei petticoat, and a “monkey juckburi d for himself when the eggs were plenti<f’ completed my outfit; but either the troupers
ful* I shall not forget such a generous action,
were cm ions]v made or else 1 was, for we did
t hen; are many other little anecdotes i might
not get on vvei! together,
i kept them, though, tell, but it would make my letter too long;
and they were most useful to Charlie afterward. however, there is one 1 must not
forget. John
1 wiil now only give you a few incidents of Hvans, A. !'>.. or “Old dack." as we called
him,
our island life, a? Charlie is
writing a full ac- one day when food was very scarce, brought
count, which you will receive with this letter. me u small duck roasted, which he had been
I wu> very m ar faith several times; had it nor
lucky enough to kill and g< t cooked. Though
been for Charlie's •on>(ant care and tenderness starving himself, he
freely gave me this delica! should r> ally have gom—it w as smli a iong
cy, and insisted on tin taking it. I requires
itmi' ('i suffering and endurance.
Tin* cge< a person to he under similar eireuinstauees in I
tv< d my
iife iwicc, and there was a little of order to appreciate such .-elhsaent.e.o a- I have
I he famous “Kedheart rum” put away lor the
mentioned.
As for Mr. p. h r-, I think him the
ei the -a k by Mr. Peters, which did me
i'U'.lof an officer. On tie- island he did in South Carolina; that lie is
going on
incalculable good. 1 lelt J could not la*t
not
belie
the
good
opinion that the poor captain with holiest .lolm l’alfersoii. who had
long.
< hie
morning, tie 21>t ot January, ! awoke had of him. lie never spared himself in any been
called not tile father, but the grand*jui:e cheerful and bright. >ay ing, “Charlie. P\.. work.
In danger lie sva- eool-lu aded. and
<*een the ship” (we never dreamt of
any but the nothing --eemed to turn him awn from doing father of lies fell cere and laughter, J to
one that wih to take us off), in the afternoon,
what he thought was right. 1 am lYiid you
asl, for tioops to hold him in his seat in
as Charlie went out «>f our own liitie“Miantv
mu-l think me very confused in my h ad, judgMouth Carolina ? [A voice, "He can’t do
he shouted. “Sail ho!” and immediately rail toing from my letter. First I am on the i-i:m ! :
it.’j
ward Die flagstaff
l sank on my knees at tie
then < u hoard the whaler or * didders. ami then
My Iriends, is Unit a proper sorlot Goventrance, and wept tears of joy.
Soon i >a\v
hack t«. tin- island again; hut I have written
the ship turn toward our isiand, and then to this letter from day to day. and put down just ernor lor South Carolina.’' do you want a
< harlie came hack to
prepare.
give me one or whatever idea < aim- uppermost. So to go hack man to lie \ air Governor who is afraid to
two articles of apparel, that. I might look someagain to the Childers. The crew here are ail go oil the line id the railroad? Are
you
what more respectable, for my wardrobe \vn> blacks, some rather handsome. Tin-; are a
to sec such a man Governor ot
leduced to a llamud shirt and petticoat much very merry lot, and, when work is done. Ion I willing
and
him
in
the
State,
seat
the worse for wear, and iwhat I considered
your
of a little music or dancing. We have had very
place
honored by tier best and noblest sons?
The ship has to go win n
very gram! the polonai-e you bought nu— -qu .llv weather.
every thing as well as myself black, greasy, and the!1 i> wind, whah makes my heart heal—in
Will you give him by that position :msmeliiug horribly tisliv. tbougli \\r did not no- fact I shall I"- more or le-s terrified till I gel on
to go abroad and .-lander von ?
tlmrity
tice it at that time.
What moment* of delL- !i!
solid ground again in Old Fngland. Wo hope
It seems to me
were those!
We lirst hurried to one side of the we will not he very long before we reach Uun- [Cries ot no. never!]
that a Governor who cannot feel that his
i-land, then to another, scrambling over rocks, go'-n. It would he rather awkward landing in
holes, and slime—no easy matter. At last we a strange place without a >ou m our pockets, seat is secitn d bv the eouliibuioe and alarrived at our old landing place. 1 could get ! hut I suppose somebody will have pity on u- fection of I be
people; who cannot feel
down to a certain part of the rock in >afe’v, hut ti: we gel money. Oh i 1 am thorougiily sick
that he rests .-ecurely in their hearts,
from there I had to be lowered into Die boat in | ol tin* s* a !
No more going to the seaside in
a “bowline.”
To the uninitiated tliis bowline j summer. 1 am bringing home quite a valuable would be untrue to himself, to the State,
untrue to his God, if he did not resign,
looks a very raiv!e>s made knot, but it is>irong i hook of receipts which tin- stewaid lias very
notwithstanding.
kindly given uu—quite Yankee notions, and i know that would be the feeling that
When I was hanging above the sea 1 heard ! Vary good om s too. i mean «» he n<* lid of a
would actuate me. I know that if the
“Sails" shout out, “Don’t scrape her; rather '•ook when 1 g t home. I haw studied the the- time should ever come when the
people
on
that
is
desolate
la
ml
in
our
-olit
ude.
grim
ory
throw her into the water:*' hut I meekly ■
j
“I wonder” to u-. 1 ol South Carolina would think it neeessa
postulated that I rather preferred being scrap- | Ai pre-cut e wry thingh’i.i> lon.1
rv that I should go to Washington to ask
are doimwhere
•.■nder what. you and
ed.
boor ••>aii- was ready to jump m tor I
you are, and wiiat everybody is thinking about j for troops to sustain my authority, il I beme, being half strippi d: and the last thing I
I
us.
ft-It
so
st
-.\ hat
for
ot»
not
rely
knowing
lieved that there was in this broad land el
clung to uii the island was hi- smooth fat m k.
! hung in mid-air. and when the boat ro-e on had become of us. l am thankful 1 was not at ours one
spot that I could not go to in
the swell I was lowered into ('apt. Oitford’s home, the siisj.eiise would have driven me crasalet, : tii.it il there should be
arms and placed safely in the boat.
The ship zy. I hope deal* old friends ar< ad well both in perfect
Fngland and > otland. 1 shall not write more riot, which 1 could not personally quell
wa- an American whaler named The 'idling
Bhamix, < aptain (iitford. Charlie, Mr. 1*. icr-. than this one letter, so please -end it to mv -i
by a word; if I believed these things and
“Sails," and two invalids came oti' with us at ters, and all our relations and friends who may
were the Governor ol South Carolina. 1
he
interest!
d.
tlx- same time. ('apt. (iitford congratulated me
would give back to the people tile authoron mv fortitude.
He said sumo mi n had to be
ity they had tendered me, ami say I was
helped, and would scarcely come at all. Loiw
GEN. WADE HAMPTON.
unlit Ibr the position because i could not
before we reached the -hip 1 was sick, oi
course,
(’apt. Hiflord, insist** I on my staying Ail Eloquent anil Patriotic Speech. enforce the laws.
in the boat, and it was hoisted up with me oil
1 believe that no President, jen, no
board. The first moment that Cap!, (.illdrd
(Ion. Wade Hampton, the Democratic
can ndniinister the laws justly and
King,
saw distressed people on
the island, rightly
candidate for Governor in South Carolina, I
unless lie be sustained by the
judging tin y oouid not all he got otf the rock made a
at Chestertieid, Sept, t'n, properly
-peceli
that night, he had ’boughtfuily provisoned the
best sentiments <d bis people.
You inav
1 wa- taken <^owu to an immense throng of people, white I enlorce laws
boats, even to tobacco.
by cannon. You may uphold
After thanking his audience
stairs and met by an angel, as sin: seemed to unci black.
a (ioveninient by bayonets, but 1 tell you
me. with -udi a fair, tender face—a tali, .-lender
for their enthusiastic and kindly greeting
it will only be temporarily; the suppoit
woman, like a lily, in iier fresh cotton gown.
the (iencral said :
will lie rotten and unnatural and it will
.She took me, dirty, wretch'd, sick, in hei arm.-,
I
am not given to exaggeration, but 1
and immciiiately got a tuli of water to \v *di me,
crumble us sin y as truth is brought to
1
tidl
have
seen
men
brave
lor 1 could do nothing. I was so ill an*! weak.
you
enough bear upon ii
here is but one single
She washed, clothed, and led 11:«• with the i*n- j enrolled in the Democratic ciuhs np there
to all tree governments, and that
support
liere.-t gentleness. Tin- best of *veryt!iii a wa- to
carry this election, and I told the pen- is bused
A bed was arranged on a -op., with j
upon the eoutidenee and ull’eetion
given in*.
ol the up-country that when ! returnot tlie ruled.
And 1 would rather hold
pillow-, sheets, and blanket-. For seven unm! h- pie
ed to the lower country 1 would tell the
1 bad thought it a luxury to get a tint stone t*.
in) plaee in your hearts than have any
-it on. and had hardly ever lain down with.mi
people if they take any pleasure in parad- : or -ill the odices this world can
give,
my feet in a pool of water; and now, surround- it:g about with music and cavalry 1 would
ft 'liners. J
ed* l>v c\ery comfort. I did not speak <>r think,
but.
il
is
with
lot
i
them;
unnecessary,
join
but could only lie and wonder, and thank Al[A voice—••Tell about the Freedman's
the people f the mountains have already !
think. ] Well. I will do so. tor 1 happen
mighty Cod for JI is mercy. Next day the .-!• i
saved
the
and
have
votes
State;
lie-s wore otf, and I was able to * o .• y tin* nice
enough : to know
nietliing of that institution.
little American dainties -la* lirouglit me.
i to carry out the pledges they have mad
Thai subject is one ol the festering sores
think .-he herself scarcely, ate anything while And it gives me infinite pleasure to ate I
fit'Uadiealism
Certain men in Washingwe were on board, sin* was so delighted.
She
nounre to the colored people that that !
ton betel mined to t stablisli a bank for the
had said to her husband when ia* was goin
is
made
the
largely
majority
up-eountry
a
woman.'* >he wa- -*»
Ireedmeii. where their money could lie
ing for us, “Bring mo
them
\! 1 In- nicotine nt ll(,)IH*a
on .a
1
i'
4
linin
1 ,»
considerable time already, w it i* no pro.-peei of l’ath i had the pleasure of seeing three j
(i<*n.
Howard. the ( hrislian soldier, wlm
i
\
*•
for
ioiu
month-,
;
home
many
;iie
and
happy hundred join
-eeing
cavalcade
tide sideA
o:um*
South
and
Carolina
pocket
thiough
days we stayed on board bound for the ,M;.unby side with their white brothers, ami who ed all he could steal. Tin \ organized tintil!-, though the captain, by thus taking u- out
of ids w ay, was lo.-im_r a ti.-ldng sea-on, a seri- vv. :'i pledged to vote for an hoi est govbank and the colored men and women
1 saw one club of a hundred
ernment
ous matter for a whaler, at d in* luul not been
who I:ad toiled so induM riously for their
successful already. Curiously enough, not i*mu composed entirely of colored men, who
scanty earnings pal their little lnonev into
before he had picked lip the eivw * T a di serted
joined in the procession, attended the that bank for -ale keeping. The;. -.aid
vessel, numbering about thirty.-o far a- I * an |
tiro stand, amt
and
surrounded
meeting
recollect. On the tilth day a ship hove m sight.
they would not permit any Southern man
We “.-poke’’ her, and her captain agreed to take there was no organization on that ground to have
anything to do witli it ; the instimore
and
us.
I
that
attracted
attention
preferred stopping: hut the
twenty of
gave tution was to be a type ol the higher civsecond mate, Mr. Deters, and most of the pas- :
than
of
that club
honest
greater pleasure
id '.at ion of Kadi on l ism
WiulL happened 1J
sengers, wa nt with her. She was the Si* rra l nolo red men
A .'holt time ago the bank su tie red the
Moreua. I was exceedingly sorry to part with
1 vvil tell you what the people of the
Mr. Deters, who all aiong proved .->0 kimi :■«
late that awaits the Republican party,
In the afternoon of the .-am day a- < 'ap- mountain districts have said and done, 'i he bottom
me.
Laughter and
dropped out
taiu (iitford and I were comfortably <-hat:ing in
i'hev have shown our colored triemls that
i am not stating what the Deiucheers
our-mall “sanctum,’’ Jose, the little steward, our cause is theirs and our interest idenlicrats say, hut what a Kepubliean Senator
came down with the new- that there was anthat il we sink, they will go down so said when
he denouiu ed that scheme as
other sail on the “lee bow.” I'p wa nt tin* cap- eai;
no plummet
will
ever
that
leach
tain on deck; and I. very sorrowful, wa.- predeep
the greatest fraud
swindle <>i the day.
shown
have
them
that
we
be
them.
They
transhipped, when !
paring to gel ready to
and said titat the cob red people had h»t
was told not to stir till wo h .tried more panicand
I this election.
invited them
are sure
lifty-six millions ot dollars b\ it That is
i\v tin* ••aptain*.lilars. In the meantime I
to join us. and tlm-e who vvil! come will
what Ihe Radical pair, lias done for the
wil'e busily employed packing up a wliok* *»l «»f
he welcomed as vv e will welcome every freed men
her best tilings for me to take, but I would only
accept from bar a <*hange of commoner on* a- honest maned South Carolina who will
What has the Democratic party done
sin* had previously given me a very handsome join us, not in a light for mere party, but
for them
1 will illustrate it by telling
re]; wrapper, and various articles, including a tile redemption id our State
.Cheers
-hoes
and
water-proof, and lovely
stockings. We have told them that all over those you what (Jeorgia ha> tium*. Might years
Such shoes I She is a fuii head taller than I,
mountains, an 1 in some of these counties ago the Democratic ticket swept the field
yet her feet arc smaller: and mine, you know,
arc not very large.
Besides, though she doc- where there has been a colored majority, in (Jeorgia, and from that time to the
all on board’of tin* vessel. Iier hand- are smali there will hardly be a vole against in.
present tin* colored people have been votand beautifully white. We signa led this ship
At this very
The people ot that country went round ing solidly with that party.
as we luul done l!ie other, and it was arranged
to the black men; every man made him- moment in (Jeorgia the colored people
that the remainder of us. twenty-tour m ad.
own six million of dollars ot real estate,
Sch a Committee of one to induce tin
should go on hoard the new vessel. We \v**i
which is about ten times as much as the
without exception, exceedingly sorry 1-1 pari colored people to come and near us show
with our American friends. Mrs. (iitford er d them the true issues and appeal to them colored people of South ( aroliua now
when I lelt her, and would scarcely let 111c go: as Carolinians to
How (lit! tiny accumulate that
slip]mi t our elici ts. \\ c pos>ess
and ('apt. (iittord, at tin* very hist, said if I bad
1 hey made it because the Demowho are your standard-bearers, in going amount
the least objection to going, that Charlie and i
could remain with tin m, an t they would in* through that country, declared that there cratic Legislature ol (•■■.•rgia gave them
must oe no riots, no blond-shed, no dis- equal lights and equal protection under
very glad to have us. However we went away ;
and ihe last I saw of Fleanor «*iiioni, icaning turbance. that we must
recognize every the laws; because justice was done to all
over the side with a hamlk: eiii* f round iier
of South l 'aroliua, white and black, citizens.
citizen
Reyond a! that the (Jeorgia
head, a tender, halt-sad look in h<*r eyes, rewhich is thoroughly and alcalled to my mind tin* sweet face of mv vision as equal In lore the law. And I have never Legislature
most unanimously Democratic, has given
All honor to the American ting. heard one word of contention nor seen an
011 the island.
We should most likely have b**«*n on the island angry gesture at any of our meetings; to the colored college in- Atlanta and the
< aptain and Mrs.
now but for their humanity.
It
but 1 have seen the white man and the white college in Athens ssbOO apiece.
(iitford are pure Americans, ami if 1 am able
man marching on hand in hand
gives to the* colored college exactly what
in other years when they return to New Bed- colored
to shoulder, to place them- it gives to the white college although at
ford, L shall almost dare cross the ocean to see and shoulder
them once more. Captain (iitford is as tall for selves upon that platform given to us ly the former institution doctrines are inculHe has tin* the Convention on the loth of
a man as his wife is for a woman.
cated as incendiary, as ruinous and deAugust.
rather long face of the American, but lie is very
structive rrs are preached by Radical demyou call all do the same as these
Now
handsome. They had a very line harmonium
people have done. 1 leave been told since agogues here
on hoard, blit I was too weak to use mv feet to
1 wish to tell the colored people here as
biow, so i sal wrapped in a blanket on her coming upon this ground that the reason
knee, she using her feet and 1 playing. The there are so tew colored men present is elsewhere, that as soon as the power
Young Dhieuix will go to the Mauritius in because they have been told that it they
passes into (lie hands of the Democratic
about six months, where Mrs. (iitford will stay
attended these meetings they ran great party here, which shall come to pass as
She would have made
some time for a rest.
risks, usd that trouble would come upon surelv as the sun goes down on the 71h of
her visit then had we gone on with them.
That, 1 say, is infamously false, November, they will have equal laws and
Hud you seen me at first you would not have 1 them.
1 assure you that
known me. I was a perfect, skeleton; my eyes from beginning to end.
equal protection; they will bo recognized
sunken and hollow, with a wild, burning light if 1 were at a political meeting, and the as the equals of every man in this Mate,
in them horrible to see: my skin while, and life ot a colored mail should be in
danger before the law and under the Constitution.
like a dead person’s; mv hands transparent,
unjustly 1 would risk my own life to save They will be limes! ly ami justly dealt
my hair short, and my ligure gaunt, tottering,
and with a dreadful stoop. For the first three him. [Cheers.J And I have done this very with, and 1 pledge myself and the gentlemouths on the island I could not walk a yard Hung. 1 eats ago, ourmg me existence 01 men whose names appear as the nominees
without assistance, even through the shanty. slavery, 1 happened to be in Mississippi, of the Democratic
parly of South CaroIt was all rock ami slippery stones, ami the when it was a
lawless State, and lina, to the people of South Carolina,
very
me
down.
When
1
wind
blew
a
little
least
got
a colored man who had comwhile and black, that w hen that Adminishotter Charlie would take me out a few yards, there was
and 1 returned myself. If no one w as about to ; mitted a very brutal murder, lie was put tration comes into power, there will be no
give me help, J generally ciavvlcd on my hands in tail tolly miles away, and a hotly ot discrimination on account of color or
and knees. Afterward, when we got to our men went to tile
jail, broke it open, took party.
own little hole on the other side of the island.
him out, and had what they called a trial.
Now, why should we not all be togethI got stronger, and was able and proud to go
went over.
The gentle- er? What is there that
us but
with
for
two i 1 heard ot it and
the

rong."

\Y'e got out of bed. and had just lit our lamps,
when Charlie and Mr. Hoidersoti came t<> our
cabin. Mr. Henderson never spoke: but Char- 1
lie said in very quiet tones, “Mother, tiie -hip
has struck, and is quickly settling down. You
have not time to dress—only a moment to put
on what you call."
They left us; we never
spoke. 1 helped the poor child to dress: -he j
wa< pale and trembling, but quiet and collected.
I did not take time to dress my self fully,
merely putting on my dressing gown and the
tweed tunic you bought me. My sealskin jacket was unfortunately locked up, so 1 huddled on
my warm shawl, and tied up my head warmly.
This took us about three minutes, at the end of
which time Charli* and Mr. Henderson again
appeared. 1 took jour brother's arm, and” we
went into tie* saloon. Mi—j Henderson and her
brother following. Clarlie, bethinking himself 1
oi some useful things he had forgotten, left me :
1
in the saloon in order to get them from his own
cabin. Thinking he remained too long. I followed him and begged him to come at once, for !
I had heard the captain from tiie poop rail aloud 1
in an agonized bun-, “X’ow then, come !" lint
while l had been wailing for him, 1 had run
back to the cabin and got my rosary, which 1 ;
1
put round my la ck, and seized a pair of ManWe made our way to the eompanionkeis.
hateii. but i; wa- partly fastened Up. .-<* I was
forced to drop m\ load of blanket* and creep
through the small iip'Ttur* which was led.
Arm-in-arm, ami followed by Miss Henderson 1
and her brother, we walked to where some ]
sailors were endeavoring to launch a boat.
Charlie noticed to me that generally in ship- j
wrecks the first boat launched is lost; and j
though 1 heard “Sail*" voice cry out, “I’ll
shoot any man who gets in before the wo- |
mm,'- 1 said to Charlie, “Don’t go in that
boat; remember wherever we go if there is
not room for you there is not for me."
He re**\m ill.Ohm-, we
bye or die to 'fithi-r.*’
\\ pas*ed the Joselvn boys. Percy, tin < Mest—a tine fe.low—I heard say to liis younger
We will slick together, old boy,
brother,
I saw poor Captain
whatever happens.”
M‘Dona id at the rigging, and would have
spoken to him, but 1 knew he wa* a brokenhearted man, and, like myself, prepared for
eternity. 1 had not tiie least hope of being
saved. Ju-i then 1 heard Mrs. Walker, who
unfortunately had got separated from her husband and child, ask Charlie to look for him.
but In- did not hear her; he was considering;
how l could be got into tlie port lifeboat.
Can you act on the bridge, mother?’’ In*
asked. I '•aid “Yes,"—though it was a place 1
dared not have attempted in daylight on a culm
day. i got into it, I know not how. Charlie
and a sailor. Jack Wilson, nulled me up into
the boat by the hand-. The moment i was lilted from th*' quarter-deck a sea swept over it.
That
some oi’ tiie w ater .- phishing on my fae,
sea washed M i-s Henderson from her brother’s
arms down to tin* main deck, and so the poor
ch id was lost. Her brother told me afterwai«1 s
that all she said to him \\“< >h. Tom ! we did
no! think it would cud this Wav."
iu t!:«• meantime, the sailors were doing
c\ cry thing to haw the boat ready, on tiie very
slight hope of her tloating clear of the *hip,
which w< thought, then wa- rapidly settling
down. We sat awaiting our late. A IV w l'arewadis were exchanged. 1 *nid good-by my dear
boy, and a pang of anguish wa nt through me
for his young life, so soon to be tak* n. It
passed in a moment, and wo were prej aring
ourselves as well as we could to meet our Hod
when, wonderful to relate, a heavy sea came
sweeping along over tin* poop, carrying o\entiling with it to destruction; but instead of
dashing our boat to pieces, or tumbling it from
the beans on which it stood down to the deck,
it caught it up and mira< iiloiisty floated us oetwvcti the main and mizzeii rigging into the sea.
I thought at the time we were going quietly inL felt Charlie’s grasp tighten, and
to eternity.
with a prayer on my lips I tnink I almost wa*
We had hardly breathed when Charlie
gone.
suddenly almost threw me from him, and
wrenching an oar out, shouted “.Saved saved!
bv a miracle. I p, lads, aid keep her off the
sliip!" ll was pitch dark in the d* ad of a winwe nau lew e ouies. unu the Dual
ter night,
having been stove ill oil its passage across the
deck, we were sitting almost up to our waist in
water.
Huge sprays wasl-ed over our''boulders; and >o, surrounded In breakers and sharp
wo
did not know which way to turn for
rocks,
safety. By dint of hard labor and great caution
we managed to keep ideal of every obstacle,
and the boat was constantly baled to lighten
her, but with little success. Indeed, had she
not been a splendid lifeboat, we should very
I sat silent, in my corner, trysoon have sunk.
ing to comfort and warm poorfcpencer Joseiyn,
who bad hurt himself jumping into the boat.
IVrey, poor fellow', fell short in his leap, and
was drowned. Charlie gave me i:is coat to hold
while he pulled an oar, and I think that £ lob,
which was in a pocket-book that be hud saved,
must then have been lost by dropping out of
one of bis pockets into the water, in the boat,
and then being baled overboard.
We beat about all night, not knowing where
we went, afraid of being drifted out to sea without food or water.
Breakers ahead! and laud
ho! was the cry all night. »nice, in the gray of
the morning, we got a glimpse of the ship. She
was leaning over a good deal, and looked yor\
helpless and forlorn, and so sad. A little after
day broke I was the first to see another boat. I
gave a joyful scream, and the second mate, Mr.
Peters, with some passengers and sailors, came
to us and towed us to land.
When we came to
the landing place 1 gave up in despair, lorjl saw
nothing but a high perpendicular rock before
me, impossible almost for a goat to find footing
on.
Von know I am not very clever at climbing at the best of times, but weak and ill, stiff
with cold, and dripping wet, I felt I had no
life in me, and could not do it. I said, “Charlie,
I can't do it; you must leave me.” “-Nonsense,"’
he said; and one of the seamen. Jack Wilson,
added, “If there is anybody to lie saved you
will be.”
The sailors who had already mounted the rock soon managed to lower a rope with
a loop in it, in which 1 sat, and was pulled up,
assisted by Charlie and young Mr. Keith on
either side. 1 was stunned with cold, and almost fainting, so that it seemed only a few
minutes to me till Charlie came with the reeking hot. skins of two albatrosses and wrapped
my feet in them. Oh, iiow delightful it was!
Nonn* one knocked down a white pigeon, which
I
was cooked on some sticks and given to me.
thought I had never tasted anything so good.
Mr. Peters, who all along had behaved with
great presence of mind and gallantry, lmd
been backward and forward to the wreck and
brought off several boatfuls of people, lie also
picked up some wine, spirits. Ac.—in fact all
that was portable and useful. It soon got dark,
and we were obliged to move higher up the
rock, where a slight tent was erected and a
plank was placed on the rock for me to lie upon.
Some of the sailors covered me with their
coats, but they were taken from me during the
night by some of the passengers, and then, oh,
the agony 1 guttered in my limbs! Mr. Keith
and Charlie had to move my feet and hands,
and when I could bear it no longer I went
outside and sat by a small fire they had lit.
Black Jack gave me his own stockings, which
were warm, for I had none—the crew were all
so kind to me.
The next day Mr. Peters brought the remainder of the survivors from the rigging of the
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to
water,escaping
only
spring
three falls. You never saw such an uneom- man who owned this colored man said he
promi-ing place. On my way to the well 1 had been told 1 was opposed to the lynchpassed through crowds of penguins without
of the nnlorlunate man, and requested
I think they were surprised at my up- J ing
tear.
in his behall.
I said
I will
me to
or

jsiit

10

muni

10

mi*

v_

hihiits

^iir Miip

arc now in) : she belongs to Liverpool, and is
commanded bv Capt. M'Pliee, who i* very kind
The living is good; plenty of nice vegto me.
etables, delightful bread, and eatables of all
kinds, and lots of preserved fruits and jams.
If you have any nice homemade, l can tell you
they will sutler in comparison. Since the iiist
day, L have never been sick, and have an enorThe consequence is, 1 am getmous appetite.
ting fast like myself, aud my bones arc quite
getting covered. I had no idea they were so
small. Capt. M'Pliee gave me a curtain (Dolly
Yardcn print) to make a skirt of, a fancy blue
shirt for a bodice, and his own white linen
coats for jackets.
My constitution is entirely
changed. Before I was always sea sick, which
is not the case now; and when i crossed the
line before, 1 never perspired—the result being
that I felt the heat exceedingly; but now l am
in a constant bath, and so have neither red face
nor suffering.
Charlie looks and is well and
firm now. From the etlects of the exposure
and bad feeding on the island, his hair had got
quite flaxen, which didn't suit him at all: but
now it lias nearly recovered its original color.
One day on the island, when food was scarce
and hunting hard, he was quite worn out, and
hurst into tears. Poor fellow! 1 felt that more
than anything that happened to me. lie has
shown himself a grand fellow, cool ‘and steady
in danger, with ail his wits about him. Such
tender care he took of me, too, never making
a fuss about what he did!
You would have
thought he had been the only one shipwrecked
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separates

iittle hand of plunderers who came
down here, and who stand between the
colored people and the white people, with
one hand in the pocket of the black man
speak
It and the other in the pocket ol the while
do that, and I will do more than that.
you will get us two more men and give man? Nothing in the world keeps us
us all double-barrelled guns, I will take
apart but that. Nothing bill Ibis band ol
him out of the hands of those men and put vultures who came here,not with the brave
him back in jail, and give him n.y life be- men of the Federal army, whom we fought,
fore lie shall lie subjected to lynch law.” I nit came like birds of prey, following the
They told me if 1 opposed the intentions army to plunder the dead and the woundof those men they would lynch me 1 said ed. They came here and found that law
let them do it, but 1 would go and tell had tied ; that there was disorder, and that
them that if that man is lynched at their by annying the black man against the
hands, they would be guilty of murder. 1 white they could be put in power and be
did so, ami 1 would risk my life to sustain able to rob all alike. And they have done
it
the laws of her citizens
They know that as soon as there is an
Tlie colored people have been told that understanding between the two races as
it will be dangerous tor them to attend to what are the proper interests of both
At Walhalla, after I had they cannot
these meetings.
stay here, and lienee it is that
asked if there was a Republican present, they poison the minds of our colored peoone ragged, poor colored man got up and
ple. Hut the time has come when their
said, “1 am a Republican,” and the people eyes will be open. 1 know it, because 1
raised a yell of indignation. I rose and tell you 1 have seen it. 1 have seen colortold them that I had ottered free speeches ed men enough enrolled in our ranks to
wherever I went; that 1 recognized this give us this election, ami we feel a deep
We feel
as a land of free speech, tree thought, a
and lasting obligation to them
free press, and a land of free men, and 1 that they have broken oil’ party ties and
said hear that man. And the audience sat shackles and have come to the aid of hondown, and that colored man said that he est government. We feel that we cannot
thank them too much, and our whole parwas a Republican; those were his principles, and lie expected to vote the Republi- ty is pledged to protect, and hot only to
can ticket, and wheu he made that anprotect, but to reward them.
••
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the time of his arrest, asked him if lie was not at
Trim’s on Wednesday and a portion of the day ;
i hursday, to which Smith replied that he was. He I
said further in replies to interrogatories that he did
The
town of
which not have any business
or excuse for being there.
It i
was suggested to him, that he helped to move a
OCTOBER ID. 187G.
lias hitherto had a remarkable freedom
hole
to
cut
a
stove,
through a chimney, etc., when 1
he recalled those matters and offered them as rea- j
tr«*m
was
startled last
sons for being there.
The same gentleman oil look- j UUHUSHUD EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
the
of a terrible mar- ing at the shirt which JSmith said he had worn four
aid to him : This shirt is not so much soiled as
days,
dcr.
has since shown it to : the one i have on, which I have worn but two days :
now you have worked in this one; it you wore it at
have be a cue of the most
crimes labor
that would wrinkle and soil it! Why is this
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
no* soiled?
Your family says
ever committed in Maine.
The
you had three calico
Slum kiption Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
shirts of different patterns and only two are to be
is at Hacks Mills, two or three miles East found. Now can you account for the third? To this within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
$:loo.
Smith replied that he coaid not.
or the
ami the victims were
Advertising 1'krms. For one square., (one inch
SMITH AT TRIM’S.
of length in column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
Hubert T. Trim, a man over 70 years of
Oil AN ednesday evening, it is said, that a young
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
man and lady called at Trim’s lor Mrs. Thayer to go
square charged as a full one.
Melissa
age. iiis widowed
out to a neighbors*.-; with them, and in Ihe presence
45'-s5- M. Petlngill & Co., (I State St., Boston,
;’.i and her little
er,
four of the ycung lady Mr-. Thayer told her father to tell and 87 Park Row New York, are our authorized
Smith that lie had belter go home to bis wife and
for procuring subscriptions au*l forwarding
Agents
not be hanging about there so much; also that she
are the
year* «dd. Tin1,
advertisements.
laid said the same in the presence of others. When
we
them from the
this was told Smith by one of the officers, he replied
4fc*pBATES & Locke, 84 Park Row, New York,
—“Then she was a -hypocrite.” Smith and his
of the
W
ami other sources— wife had lived with
Mr! Trim previous to Mrs. are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
the Journal.
for
did
not
like
to
leave
as
The object at the crime is supposed to have Thayer’s coming home, and
been to gain possession of some £s.>0 which it they could live cheaper there than elsewhere, their
rent being given them.
45*Gho. P. ROWELL & Co., 40 Park Row, New
was known in
the neighborhood the family
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
FEK1.1 N»
AMn.Ni, THE I'KOl'IJ
Kept in the house. Mrs. Thayer's husbanii
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
died last February, and this money was the
The general tone of the conversation among the
attention.
proceeds of his estate. She had sold the farm people who are familiar with all tlie parties and the
45“Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
known circumstances of the murder is unfavorable
on which she lived in Hampden, and gone to
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
her father's, who was a widower, to keep his to the prisoner whom they think guilty, and it was
a
was reached
house for him. On the evening of the murder feared Monday that in casemobverdict
Subscribers are requested to take notice ul the
violence might re
that day implicating him,
Mrs.
went out to call at Chas. Harrisuit, but the steady going, reliable people of that date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
man's, and on her way was joined by Miss Ada thriving town are too strongly attached to princi- is tlie only form of receipt now used. For instance,
Snow. Tin* two women went to Harriman’s ples of law and order, to resort fo lynch.law, how- 15 May 7(1, means that the subscription is paid to that
and the po-t oflice, returning to Miss Snow's i ever damaging evidence may be against any party date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
step-father’s, Andrew Harriman's, where the under suspicion.
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT TllEIR DATES ARE
Kl MOHS AND SAV-SOS.
murdered woman remained but a few moCORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
ment', starting at half-past seven for her
It was said by some yesterday that the points to
forward the sums due
home, distant about PJ or more rods. This be established lor or against Smith now are reduced
was the last ki.-nvn of her alive.
During her to the time of bis arrival home Friday night and the
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
absence two \oun£ fellows, Dernier Emerton accounting for the inissiug shirt, for the coloring of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
his coat, and the blood in the pocket, with a very
and liulus Moore, wi re in the house with Mr.
the
paper has been sent as well as the one to which
that he cannot explain these
Trim and the little girl, having called after the strong probability
is
things conclusively, it is certain that important it to go.
mother went out.
remained
until
V
is
to come on the ijuestion of .Smith’s
They
testimony
o'clock, and on going out the old man asked j whereabouts during Friday night. Even should he
ADMINISTRATORS, EXECUTORS and GUARDIANS
them to see where Melissa was, but they, ! explain and back his explanations by other evi- desiring their advertisements published in the Jourshe was in some neighbor's home, dence than his, the public statements already made nal will please so state to the Court.
as covering the ground will detract therefrom.
went to their homes.

Horrible Murders in Bucksport.
Whole Family Butchered.
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thinking

haturday, Mrs. llmerton. who
lives directly opposite where T':i11;'- buildings
stood, wa* awakened by a biiglit iiglii. and getting up saw t h o *« buildings in llume.s.
Neighbors wen* aroused, and tliev concluded,
as none oft fie family were seen, that tliev must
have perished in the flame-. A horse and cow
in the “tie up” of the barn were gotten out, but
no tiling el-r was saved.
The horse was partly
harne--cd and the carriage was burned outside
tin* carriage liou-e, but nothing was thought of
this till tin* horrible developments, which the
morning light brought out. wa re known. At
daylight, in looking about the premises, a part)
About 1

discovered, about ten rods below Trim's house,
«»n the
side of the road which Mrs. Thayer
must have travelled after leaving ilarriman's,
a
of
blood and a bloody stone. At the
-pot
fence was lotmd a cloud, comb and pair of* rubbers worn by the murdered woman. The bod)
as shown by the grass
?rumpled down and
s'lcecssioiial spots of blood on -tones, logs. Ac.,
was dragged from tliis place to tie* barn.
Starting thus tin; theory of the murder ittii-:
Some parties familiar with all the facts
above given laid in wait for Mrs Thayer, killed
lo r, and leaving her body in a little hollow over
the fence, awaited the departure of the young
men from Trim's house, when they
completed
their deeds of blood by killing the old man and
the
little
and
girl,
perhaps
ransacking, robbing
and firing the buildings.
After the discovery of the b'oody trail the
people waited the dying out of the smouldering tires when their search revealed in the
ashes of the barn, where the trail stopped, a
few human bones a d a number ef hair pins,
w hich arc
supposed, to be all that remains of
the woman, .Melissa Thayer. In the ruin- of
the carriage house, the charred trunk of Mr.
Trim’s body was found, and in the cellar of the
house- a lew small hones, supposed to be those
of the* little girl Josie.
The linding of these remains leads to the supposition that the murderer or murderers deposited tin* body of the
murdered woman behind the fence, and as soon
as the boys had left the old man, run out the
carriage, whieh was a ruse to attract the old
man to the carriage house, whieh he could enter from the dwelling, and lu re he was killed.
<ome think the little girl was asleep and perhaps was not awakened bv the robbers, but left
to perish in the flames.

The

following diagram

will

give

an

idea of the situation of the premises—
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The statement is made, as showing Smith’s bad
that a few ears ago he attempted to outrage a little girl about twelve years of age, that lie
l'aileu to accomplish bis purpose, and on being
j
charged with it, confessed and offered to pay a sum
of money to have the matter dropped, which was
done, and since then he has not paid the money and
la-luses to do so. This lias led some to think that
the murder of Mrs. Thayer was for the purpose of
concealing an outrage of her poison, and that the
murder ot the old man and little girl, robbery, and
burning of the buildings was an act determined on
and executed afterwards.
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R. Niles, No. 6 Tremout Street, Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
ami orders are always recognized.
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Result.

vote was

polled.

Looking

over

South.

A, house; It, carriage house; (', wood hous<-; 1),
ham; a, supposed remains of little girl; b, of Mr.
trim; e, of .Mrs. Tliavcr; d, where Mrs. Thayer w;ikilled; r, hollow where body was left until hoys left
Mi IV hou e dotted line, where murderer dragged
body to barn; K. Jos. II. Kiuerton’s house; 1, Andrew ilnnimun'- house, about ".0 rods below spot
marked d.

It F probable that the murderers spent, the
lime Iron. 10 to 1*2 o'clock in searching the
bouse, but whether they found the money F
not known, and then fired the bin dings to*obliterate the traces of their crime.
The partial harnessing of the horse and leaving him in the stable is supposed to be a ruse
*1 the rubbers t<» give the idea that the buildings were accidentally fired by tramps trying
to steal tli'* animal.
Two officers from Bangor were sent for and
went down to flic scene of the horror.
.Suspicion rested on Frank Saunders and one Fdward
M. Smith. Saunders was found across the river in Hampden
Saturday morning, where he
told parties lie had come to inform friends of
Trim of the burning of the buildings, lit; was
taken to Buxton bv a deputy sheriff, but disclaims all knowledge of the murder, and his
mother and sisters aver that lie was at home
that night.
Smith, it is said, worked for Andrew Harriman Friday, and left the house a few minutes
before Mrs. Thayer and the Snow girl returned, but he did not return. He lived at Bucksport, four miles distant, and was found at home
asleep Saturday. Some of the neighbors state
that Smith had tried to borrow the money of
Mrs. Thayer, but had failed.
Smith is described as about forty years old.
and is a hard, bad looking man. He has followed the sea for a living and has been captain
of a vessel.
Hundreds of people Hocked to the scene of the
tragedy Saturday and Sunday, and the wildest
excitement prevails. It is one of the most horrible affairs that has transpired in this State for
years, if if was ever equalled bcfoie.
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OF Ills COMING

HOME.

When questioned as to his route home and the
time of hfs arrival, having left Harriman’s
Friday
evening a lew minutes after 7 o’clock, Smith states
that he came through the woods, and the distance
over the course lie mentions is about seven
miles,
that to have come that way would have been a
difficult task after night fall, even to one
thoroughly
familiar wit h the lay of the land. His statement oh
this point F confused and doubted. He
says that
when within about a half mile of home lie heard the
nine o’clock bell ring, so that he must, il he tells the
truth, have been at home by about half-past nine or
thereabouts.
WHAT HIS

WIFE

AND SISTER SAY.

His wife
says that she cannot say whether she had
been asleep before his arrival or not, and does not
know exactly the time of his coming Into the house.
His sister said once that shecould not slate positively when he came in, but thought it was before ten
o’clock. Now, however, she says lie came in before
ten-for she heard the clock strike after his entrance.
OTHER

Smith

day, and

was

STATEMENTS OF SMITH.

before the Coroner’s jury all day Mon

being

asked why lie did not go to the
scene of the murder on Saturday as others
did, said
it was because he did not like to look utdead bodies.
The blood spots on his clothes lie says were caused
by carrying a rabbit which he shot, and on being
asked where the rabbit was lie said that he threw it
away in the woods as he got tired of carrying it.
on

SUGGESTED

A

gentleman who

was

EXPLANATION.

questioning

the

prisoner

at

|*kksii>kn r,

k

the hand of the murderer, that we are living at a time when an exaggerated feel-

ing

of

humanity,

President and Vice-President:
At Large—JOSEPH TITCOMB,
CHAIM.ES \V. ROBERTS.
1st Dist.—BIOX BRADBURY.
•M Dist.—GAI.EX C. MOSES.
:id Dist.—JOHN' C. MANSOX.

The Lesson of the October flections.

Democracy set out in the Presidencampaign with the knowledge that

'Hie.

ot the states of the

they controlled enough

t'nion to elect their candidates for President and Vice
some

margin

President, and with

to spare.

a

hand-

reasoned that
hold their own,

They

it was

have conceived the idea that human life is
too sacred to be taken under any circumstances, should be the indirect means cd
many innocent lives, through
mistaken leniency towards assassins.

sacrificing
a

all the elections that have since taken
place, they have kept lully up to this mark.
Not
one

state has

it

to radicalism—not

lapsed

has wavered in its adhesion to DemocThe great interest that clustered

racy

about Ohio and Indiana has resulted, like
the rest of the elections, in the Democratic party holding its own by retaining Indiana, while Republicanism, with all its
strenuous

efforts, has barely

succeeded in

saving the state in which its Presidential
candidate resides. As a strong indicator
in

October contest, West Virginia,
with live electoral votes, went largely
Democratic—so unexpectedly large as to
tin;

show

strong drift of popular sentiment

a

towards Democracy and Reform.
West
had
twice
her
vote
for
Virginia
given

Grant, and

southern state to
o»wl

fo.ip

flw»

Democratic
two f

likely than any other
support his party this

was more

1

•»

nl‘

n1

majority

S. Senators

are

Jfc

\-f-y

at this time, when

pending,

evidences

1

that the class ol criminals

hey forget

terror in their low and stolid natures.

no

To them it

hoped

some

home until

them tiie element
which should never be permitted

hope,

It

gives

part in a murderers calculation
He should he allowed to contemplate only
a

short, direct road to the gallows, and
that as a certainly. Governor l)ix made
an admirable reply in refusing to commute the punishment ot a brutal murdera

in New York

aims

He said "The

who

man

murderous Idow at the lite ol

a

a

fellow citizen, must he made to feel that
his own is in immediate and certain dan-

spoke volumes concerning the
ger,"
ol
the
duty
community in respect to this
most abhorred

dangerous class

and

shocking

ol'

mur-

was a man

so

child—beat them to death with stones and
clubs—all for the sake of acquiring the
few hundred dollars in money which they
What are tiie
were supposed to possess.
lives of such lieuds worth, except to be
taken as warning to others that a like fate
aw aits them, if their propensities for blood
are

not restrained ?

talk about

There is

appealing

no

use

in

to their moral nature
’I

hey have

none.

so
so base,
nearly
allied to the brutes, that nothing operates
to deter from crime except tear. The fear

will Maine.

Let society cease to show
mercy to those who themselves show
none. Let us refrain from protecting mur-

derers, and look to the safety of the lives
of honest citizens, innocent women and

helpless

as a matter ol fact. The Electoral
College
will have 369 votes, of which 185 constitute a majority. The southern states which

majority
den

Terrible

tained bis reputation as a reformer, by attacking and routing the public plunderers,
but he has reduced the state expenditures
and

consequently the taxes, by many millions. These things were not done in a
corner.
They are patent, and known of
all

men.

is

it

to be

supposed,

thee, that Gov. Til-

den, backed by this prestige, by
tation

as an

honest

man

and

a

his repu-

reformer,

by hosts of the warmest friends in all parties, and by the great and powerful Democratic party of New York, that demanded his nomination for Presidency, is to be
defeated in his own state, and its electoral

given
pride be so

vote

Maine

was

by

no means

the

only local-

ity visited by- the snow storm of Sunday.
There was more snow and colder weather
in other

In Ottawa, Canada, Saturday, six inches of snow fell, and in Quebec there was a heavy storm and the street

places.

it. On Sunday, in
ol. -noons, v [., me mercury was ten de
grees below the freezing point, and the
ground covered with snow. In New York

stopped by

cars were

Bangor. At Bath a snow
storm set in early in the morning and continued until 4 1’. M. The wind was high,
like winter.

walks

were

The sidecovered with snow and ice

There

were

three

snow

or

four inches of

snow

the

on

Ilunnewell, induced him to call at her room, locked the
door, and made an attempt upon his
chastity. Zilpha says she didn’t, but that
sweet

name

out

reform in
can

the White House?

It is not

be overcome.

shirt didn't have so much
effect in Ohio and Indiana as in Maine.
They arc close to the South, and saw
through the humbug.

j

Portland
Mr. Smith

near

disease.

on

Saturday,

of heart

of great
ability and energy, who in former years
had taken a prominent part in politics and
in railroad and telegraph enterprises, lie
was

a

man

owned,

we think, a considerable interest
in the Morse telegraph patent. He was a
member of Congress from Maine from
1833 to 1837. His age was 70.

It is difficult to

compel honesty in peowho
it
in the warp
havn’t
interwoven
ple
and woof of their being.
The Boston
horse railroad companies thought they
had secured a patent thief discourager in
punch.

But

they awoke

one

day

stealing the old punched tickets,
turning them in again.

habit of
and

that all

State, will proclaim that her chief executive has been called to go up
higher, and
will marshal the way to the Presidential
chair.
The

house

to the fact that the conductors were in the

these strong consideraThey will have
their sway and full effect, and the ballots
that shall descend like snow Hakes on the
seventh of November in the great Empire

possible

tions

Smith,

the bell

of such a

bloody

The majority claimed by the Republicans in Indiana was like the Indian’s rum
that “lasted d—d quick.”

of their

by

there

pleasant chat.

While

bit oi' stir

to

was

a

found in the

near

On

An examination showed that

ceived

beautifully

A year ago a Indian made a

wholly

un-

provoked and murderous assault on Mr.
Drisko, editor of the Manillas Union. The
intention doubtless was to kill him. His
life

for

time despaired of. Last
week the scoundrel was sentenced, by the
was

a

Chief Justice, to only three years in State
prison. The opinion is general that justice was too much tempered with mercy.
The lire on hoard tlio bark Europa, in
New York, by which six men lost their
lives, proves to have been caused by a

carpenter who lighted his pipe and dropped the match among some oakum and

shavings.
cendiaries.

The

pipe

heads the list of in-

of heavy purple brocade; when he walks
they llap about bis ankles in most, awkward

are

re-

pistol shot in the region of the
style, seeming

a

heart. There
the door post.

dressed,

-lie had

also a bullet found in
After having her wound

the woman declared that she had

shot herself, and that

else

no one

was

to

blame

It is believed, however, that the
shot v.as fired by her reputed husband,
and that she is trying to semen him. lie
il is
lias disappeared,
phases of eity life

one

sleeves

Griuncil, of Washington, Knox
County, lias become famous as the reput-

papers, says—
Mr. Williston (ii'hmell of Washington, with
several others, wore sailing on Medomnck Lake
a day or two since, and while making a landing
saw a serpent about ten feet in length lying in
the water close ill shore. The occupants of tile
boat all skedaddled from the mon-ler except
Mr. (trinnell, who went lor the serpent with
an oar, and soon rendered his snakeship /toi'-s
iln ronibllt. Tile snake is of a dull brown color, and lias a tin running from bead to tail along
tin! bark. The head is very long, and the teeth
this monster carries plainly show that much
Some I
execution could lie done with them.
people are claiming this to lie the veritable sea
One paper intimates

go

that people
sailing excursions frequently

on

strange visions
But

state.

as

as

the result of

an

Mr. Grinncll is

a

exalted
man

of

sobriety and a subscriber to the Journal,
that theory is not admissible. We should
like to have his account of the matter.

he says that he captured such
we are hound to believe it

a

If

“snail#’

Judge Clifford

was one

of the worst mis-

takes that Blaine ever made.

l)r. Holmes’ famous “one horse
was

found

in tho

“a hide
vat when the tanner died.”

The following paragraph
of a large mine of the kind—

discovery

F. Busier* mill, at La-

The location of L.

was formerly eeetipied by
tannery,and
digging for a Inundation fora new dye house
recently, thirty-one sides of leather, ill a good
state of preservation, were found, which had

conia,

a

in

doubtless been buried for

thirty

years past.

T he situation growing out ot Turkish
affairs is considered very critical, and the

belie! is

that

general

a

war

in

Europe,

that will involve many of the great powRussia exers, is about to commence.
pects

war,

Tim full

and is all ready.
name

so

been

printed

oi the Democratic candi-

printed

aii the ballots.

on

in the

It has

C. Manson.

paper.I,

Mr. Smith has sold his interest in tho

dust two weeks from next Tuesday to
Tilden’s election.
.. urn

iii

m

«>ii

nri

nrM

is at the

hope that resistprovoked to aid the bloody
a

may lie
shirt idea. Thu radicals
ance

resistance to

feeling

are

alarmed at

the support Wade Hampton is receiving
from decent men of all parties, and hope
lint the Demoto create a disturbance.
crats, both white and colored, are deter-

mined that there shall be none. A dispatch from Columbus, S. C„ dated the
14th, has the following—
Gen. Auger, commander of the department
of the South, arrived in Columbia this morning. He had a long consultation with Gov.
Chamberlain and with the Chairman of the
Democratic State committee, and assured them
'noth that as far as it was in hi< power lie
would secure to South Carolina a fair and honHe would protect Democrats and
est election.
Republicans alike, but the three or four companies of regular troops now in South Carolina
could only he used to prevent open warfare and
enforce the laws of the United States.
(Sen. Auger lias conveyed to Gen. Wade
Hampton, the Democratic candidate for Governor, the information that if there are any
Democratic negroes who fear violence at the
hands of Republican colored men lie will do
his best to protect them. At the same time,
however, he will do everything in his power to
Mop the Cornwell and Aiken outrages and secure to all negroes the rights which are guaranteed to them by the national constitution.
A fossil track has been found near Hartford,
Connecticut. It is the impression of a man’s
left foot in a stone of the soft muddy foundation found in many places on the l>anks of the
Connecticut river, and is supposed to have been
made by Senator Eaton. [Portland Press.

His other foot was doubtless engaged
in aiding tbe departure of the ollieials of
the late

Republican

perfectly arranged that onl\

so
can

distinguish them from actual

lovely

blossoms above which the gorgeous insects are Muttering amid golden surroundings;

state administration

you meet

th»* street is

on

jMr.

,t

every shade ol color. In a medallion at the top
there is a portrait of Noah Webster; tin nameof all the. states are given ; the names of all tinPresidents make another cluster; <t eour.-e
there is an eagle and a shield hearing the -tars
and stripes, while scrolls of many twists go

sliding from

snow

the Hth of October.

on

Loads of • vergreen boughs lor placing a!
dwellings, are now hauled in lor sale.
John Campbell, for getting drunk, w as on Moo
sentenced to sixty days in the Belfast jail.

departure for the centennial continuemostly transferred from the boats to the car

The
are

People
coal to
*

Harding,

table

on

their

now saw

wood and get in
Hard tiuu

own

>

greater extent than usual.

a

Saturday,

on

liquor, whiskey and rum,

of

As the

seized

k

t\v,.

the Sanford

on

n

rough weather approaches, travel incr.
;.
A trip by water is not reli-p.

the railroad

>

all.
the Odd S ellou

talking ot instituting

me

I’

an

hivln-r ^rude

a

,i,

order
; H:ir:i-h a is building a second
brick shop occupied by .John 11. Km-ry

Ai

street.
1 he Indian mud huv-* been very much a-t-v
qualify of tin- sunnie sent t<» him l.i-t

ut tiie

*■

Fgh!

day.

“One touch
kin."

winter make-

-t

ere

tin* whole

ante.I to

w

>

u

r

cl

last >unda\.
Fall house cleaning is mostly <»v*-r, uni
danger of running a ta. k oil*. .»mr t
jump out of bed.

mi

The lumber for Castle’.-

foundry is on the
foundation linisbed ami the brick w.-rk

tin*

.-

h.

«

g
mi

ba-etnent commenced.
I lie touch of winter

having

got the

snow

the

sky. we may have some tin** weathei
reign of trust really sets in.

i.«

I- sac C. Ah hot. of Kockland, felt dead wh.
ing -upper in his bou-e on the lith. He was
ti\i of Belfast, -m of the lute otto Abbot
II is fashionable
with

NV.-rk is mod.

torn

now

bonm-t

a new

present h
election

man to

lien lie collects hi-

w

Democratic ladie-

stmiy ing up tin* tall

are

tin slioe

rale u!

st.

lactory,bu*

that the -anipit orders for winter have con,,
month earlier than u-uul. bespeaks a good -i
work.
I here

were

no

il -eeincd

II ty

the

at

songs sung
after the

elections la-t
ill uhtlul whether thev w

W heeler club

room

to

w

tin fort.”

liant tinting about ic tide, w hile tin-entire surface of the cover i- crowded with ornament- in

American

Court House.

don’t often hear the

Vcu

house-top

but the chief pride of the exhibit is a ropy of
Wch.-tcr's Dictionary hound in vellum. P has
plain silver clasps, and there are lint of bril-

part_v. pretending to any culture whatever,
could think of using.
-Just then in
alked
a tail man with an extremely striking luce,
I
but such a head a> one rarely >ees. It was

rvic

><

nitarian Church

at the [

s

by

Lecture

liing.

Lev. J. I

from the (’••ideiinial."

.-oil"

will be

his d.oor
one

placed

!

sere

usual exi-elh

and

1 in•

-tre- '.

and large sign
Andrew- Bros

a new

.Main street

on

High

on

>ubje

Alter the

socaai sine.

a

il. F. Welis lias

d
almost at right angles on all sides. Large ; winding about everything. It i> a work of
at the base it narrowed as it rose; the back
art, and would giw one unmixed pleasure it
was perfectly
flat, and a phrenologist would there were not in tin* midst of the real decorasay there was not a generous impulse in tions a picture of the Riverside workhops them-

next >uii<i

Bixby.

dote

an-

in Sati'-f

le.

lit -!\

cut

his nature.

noted lottery

most

men

in the Fnion, and no-

torious a few years ago for killing Col. Duryea
in front of the Hoffman House.'’ His wife was
with him, dressed as the wives of such men do

ther

and the Beast.

guise,

but the lines round the mouth

ant on**.

thesw which

The Beast

know,

we

and discontent always curves, and
the rouge on the cheeks only makes the absence
of natural bloom more apparent. A little boy
calls her “mamma," but* what heritage x\ ill be
his?

Over

tle bride,
How >he

by the window there is
fresh and sweet

a

pretty lit-

1 >oin Pedro. wln-n last heard tpun,
wilds of Russia.

as

Gov. Kemper declines to
dav for the (Vntenuial.

man

Tiny bows of ribbon are
l’aris ladies for ear-rings.

comes

...-v-i!.

nUK'nift-

witK

There
ics licc

lu-tai'-ilul hostess.

flu*

tabic.

Now

come a

party of

Augusta man invc- * d
•S’Ho in Wisconsin lands.
He sold the properiv
last week tor $l.soo.

life is evidently to her a deliciMeantime, in the corridor
there stands a crowd of people waiting, not
very patiently for their turn. It is a multiplied
case of “the little pig who had roast beef, and

experience.

to the hungry waiters.
Kverything is
full now; people submit with laughter to discomfort Mini
inconvenience, paying absurd

amusing

prices for tin; slightest accommodation, and
cracking grim jokes over mutual misery. t«n*
are

seen now or

just beginning

to

••battering

keep

our

teeth

A.M< >N<

schrs. Annie I.

Orange Judd A Co. have tasteful ease.-, containing ah sorts of agricultural works, beside
an array of Crandall’s building blocks, which
sends tiie little folks into ootaeies of covetous

Lippineolt has the

most noticeable exhibialone cost, over two thousand
dollars, while behind its glass doors vou lind
every variety of splendid binding known to

His

case

modern times. Book lovers enjoy the outward
adorning of their favorites with exquisite pleas-

magnificent Bible is valued at $250.00.
The decoration of its cover employed one man
stei dily for six weeks and no wonder! The
binding is of crushed Levant morocco, heavily
panelled. There in this rich hack-ground, bright
colored moroccos are inlaid, tracing most intricate patterns and the daintiest gilding enhances
the general efleet. The loveliest bindings are
ure.

One

those of white vellum.
The texture of that
material is so smooth and soft, and the simplicity of ornament chosen suits it so well that
nothing can be liner.
Prof. Ronhaux has purchased two of the
vellum bound volumes for the

Royal Polytech-

nic Academy at Berlin, to show what perfect
work Americans are doing.
An edition of
Dickens valued at $150, attracted me even more
than the pure beauty of the vellum, for 1 know
that, however costly the binding, it only liily
covered those matchless writings. The characters of very few authors become to us realities,
but those of Dickens are constantly beside us,

living, moving and uttering their characteristic
phrases every hour. Holman, also of Philadelphia, displays a great variety of Bibles. His
trade mark is a dove

holding an olive branch in
his beak above an open Bible, upon whose
pages you read “Let there be light!" There
are as superb bindings here as anywhere, and
interesting

still, copies of the scripture whose paper is brown with age, and whose
quaint type has hardly a family likeness to that
which we kuow. It is the tirst Bible ever printed in English in America. Its publisher was a

then,

more

Philadelphian,

Robert Aitken, and the date it

Tuesday night

two

10

her husband the live drinks of eider-

A young fellow shipping at tin* l'.van- llmi-c
iu Gardiner, the other night, blew "lit the gas
11 the clerk hadn’t been omul ami
on retiring.
discovered it. the young man would now he in
s the Journal.
sav
glory,

The

Republican overthrow in

November

means starv ation <>r hard work for nearly loo,uiio fat ollicials and politicians, and for many of
tin* greater rascals social ostracism and the con-

vict’s

stripe*.

\ The World.

More than OO00 persons arc registered on tin*
Maine hooks at Philadelphia. This does not of
course include all the visitors from Maim*, but
only those who have visited tin* Maine headquarters and registered their names.

its.place,

j

AL Keen and I
drain

a

II.

Livingston

Front

across

street, opp>

foundry, ,t stoned well or
discovered, directly in the centre of the

-p'

was

si-

1‘lie

not before known to any

was

Maine Central Co.

one.

making extend,
now a pile bride-,

are

pairs on Dirty bridge. I: :«•
gravel is being dumped in, and it will be com.
into solid earthwork. « .xceptiug a small -pan !
current to llow through.

r

A Belfast gentleman who has been to the <•. n
nial, and knows all about it, gives advice to ail.
in regard to preserving health. If.- -ays
-eat n
erately, discard till coni.-etiom-ries, drink no "
nut take all tin- lager beer you can hold.
At the close of the nr.-t heat in the two to;

lust week, there

at the Fair

l.

betw

collision

was a

hor.-es, which o\erturned one -ulk\ and >
legs ol Daniel Pitcher's mure Am- i.
Lady, flu* horse was withdrawn from tin
The driver, Harry ( lilford,
cap* d with slim,!
juries.
two

the hind

i*

c

■

ritcheti

-d

'■din'

ilds of Maim-

w

s

party while cruising in

recently,

Rockland, <)ct. 13. Steamer < ’baric- Houghstruck on a rock on the bar while going
into Kllsvvoath harbor yesterday. She will he
beached to-night if possible. Vessels arc alongside assisting. Later reports -a;, she was m»f
much injured.

wand.-red

uwiiv

from

We've

suspected for

some time past
that
would have to be taken to cheek the
alarmingly rapid growth of the Smith family.
And here, now, sure enough, a Pennsylvania
man proposes to exhibit at tin* Centennial a
‘•.Smith roller and crusher." f Kxchange.

A cask of wine sent from Germany to 1 has.
Shuster of New Haven, was tampered with in
New York by a broker of that city, who drew
out most of the wine and tilled up the cask with
water. Collector Arthur of New York, on getting at the facts compelled the broker to make
restitution.
Count Moltke, chief of the general stall in the
German army, will be 70 years old on the 20th
inst. Should he be compelled by old age t" resign his post he will he succeeded by Gen. Blumenthal, chief of the Prussian staff’, who is no
years old and a great strategist.
A despatch says that the fair at Farmington,
Friday, was interrupted by a tragic event. A
portion of the upper floor of tin* building fell,
carrying some two hundred people to the floor
below.
Luckily none were killed. Several
wen* seriously injured.
One probably will die.
In one year there was manufactured in the
town of Pittsfield about 3000 bedsteads, $12,000;
275,000 fruit box sliooks, $(*0,500; 15,000 barrel
shocks, $0,720; 2000 barrels, $>00; 3,000,000
shingles, $S,250; 1,000,000 boards, $120,000;
400 cords of wood. $1,000; amounting to $210,000.
Bob lngersoll was born in Dresden, X. V.. in
ls;ld, the son of a Congregational minister. He
was baptized in a city theatre.
When he was
a Democratic candidate for Congress he wished
that (iod Almighty might, if lie supported a
certain measure, dash him to hell with Ids
thunderbolts. Soon after he joined the Republican party and turned inlidel.
Hon. S. II. Blake, Col. A. W. Wildes and
Hon. J. I’. Anderson, State Railroad Commissioners. are making an inspection of the railroads in the State. Col. Wildes reports that
the Maine Central is in most excellent condition, its bridges, etc., in good repair, and the
affairs of the road exceedingly well managed.
Repairs have been ordered on the Knox A Lin-
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in attempt was made
at Pale
murder a woman named Preble

to

who had a--ociated

man

intimately
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with In

yt urs,returned, and encountering her m u|
of wood-, mad. an attempt t<> cut her throat
m.-r
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heard
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person who
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new
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nave

L. Sheldon and Ali-s

just put into the,
good-, carpeting
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II. Johnson & Co. call
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A

at

sash lock for which he is agi
(
Alarshull

W.

genuine

dramatic treat i-

to

1

lit.

be ottered

to

Friday and Saturday e\ eniugs ol
week, at Hay lord Hail. Mr. J. \A L.-Moyne,
Celebrated delineator of Dickens' characters, w.
appear with his combination of talented urti.-i
Domhey x son, \i/iiolas Nieklebv and the Uld*
riosity Shop will he presented. The Lewiston J.
citizens

on

mil says—

Friday evening wa- the lir.-t of LeMoyne's l.vii
ings with Di. ken-. I he entertainment was adn>
able. LeMoy n- i- ably supported by a full drama’,
eompuny. Lyceum Hall ought to lie crowded thi
ev.-ning to witne-.s a performance which has w.u
-uch popularity at >elwvn’s theatre and at Hostf.
Museum.

ton

measures

opposite

tin

was

la-t

Lyman D. Smith of Mar-hlield, was killed
last week by tin* accidental discharge of a gun.
while "ut gunning. He wa
a boat by tin* muzzle, when tin trigger'-aught
on the boat.

! looked for familiar mimes, but there \m-iv inn
very many. Osgood A Co. of Boston display
only one small case of standard hooks, richly
but soberly bound, though over in Machinery

ha

the site of Castle's

ider is -t* cheap in < 'omiecticul this \car
that farmers arc paying >11 cent* a ban cl to
drink it. and good able-bodied nu n an* making
from SI to $2 a day at this rate.

his death.

Away down at the East end of the Main
building you will find the King’s Treasuries, of
which Buskin so eloquently wrote. Of course

Hall their process of Ilcliotyping has
attracting crowds of visitors.

digging

In

a net*.

brandy within t’<ftecu minutes, which eau-ed

Tin: HOOKS.

Baker and associates

x

cargoes of ice to M. W. Drew, JuckHu. It w ill he siiipped bv the three nia

A Buffalo woman slandered a young l.id\
school-teacher, and her tin** residence had lo
he sold over her head by the sheriff to -ali-ty
the just claim for damage*.

sold

in late November.

•>

tied ill

Poughkeepsie widow ha- obtained a verdict for snOO damages from tin* liquor-seller who

from

tn

Disraeli is forecasting social trials which lingland is yet. to meet with, lb* -ays -he will have
need of all her patience and virtue while tIn*v
hist.

A

picturesque. The Commissioners are \vi-e in
adhering to tin* original dale of closing. It. is
impossible to heat those vast spaces to any
comfortable temperature, and the warmest en-

growing

business

ol

wit bout their gun-, when tiny came suddenly
a Mack bear.
The party surveyed bruin, and
bear ship surveyi d the party, when both turned

ma-ked men overpowered the County Treasurer, at Knoxville,
Term., and forced him to open his safe, when
they s( cured SI l,nun and escaped.

cold which holds high carnival in the great
buildings during these frost> mornings. \V<
laughed at “the reign of the duster," hut waterproofs and blanket, shawls are not a hit more

never

an

■

pui-'i..,

All the colored people who have died in Savannah, Ga., of v ellow lev er, are, without
ception, of mixed blood.

Oil

realize how great i- the marvel thereof. In
dune and duly the heat was dreadful, to he
sure, but not half so intolerable as the bitter

thusiasm would

ago

Tin* railway track between Hou-lun and
Austin, Texas, was recently -o covered \\i:h
grasshoppers that it took a train two bonis t<>
make six mile-.

the oilier little pig who had none," very funny
to the pig who is eating his beef, but not at all

all, and people

said t" be 2h,s7»> .•hails kept a- nlWashington «»ncc -ai m tlicni.

Twenty ye:u>.

admirably, and

not at

rage among

is given out that Mr. Longfellow is to produce a poem on Indian subjects, with a political coloring.

with Hashing eyes and scarlet lips, with the
rich blood Hushing the creamy skin and row of
whitest teeth shining at every smile. She wears
the saucy (iainesborongh hat, but it suits her

the Centennial Exhibition must In*

the

Virginian

It

Handsome fellows are these
young Jews.
Israelites, and one of the young ladies with
them is lxnally beautiful—a perfect sultana,

ous

now

a

in tic

a

two

ville,

II.

Better iate than m*\ *r.
I’svo hundred boxes
of Centennial exhibit- have just arrived from
Siam.

that Ins impatience at the inf ‘miption of even
new comer was comically
apparent, lit* i< a
Frenchman, with all a Frenchman's gallantry,
and he bowed with extreme devotion over the
band of a fair lady who gladly made room for
own

arc

oise

name

wa-

find

can

room.

Woods, Mathews
sold

lt existence

in, whose face tarries me
swiftly back to the last public recepiion given
by poor Mrs. Belknap, for then; 1 saw ki+u last,

some

! ilden club

h<

1

IVrhap.s they

late, i- that »u ready made clothing.
era 1 entire washing-, kh
over night, huv*
disposed <if .before morning.

Generalities*.

any flower.
enjoys pouring the young husband's
coffee, and how charmingly she blushes every
live minutes. The door opens and : tall handas

lor them.

active of

prince in disbut the disguise is not a pb-a—

The yellow lever epidemic at >ivamiah, Ga..
is subsiding.

and Wheeler club may as well a-l
sale, as they will have no

A.non:' the branches

was a

Anna s.

Hayes

u.-e

at

er

had no sort of business on that .splendidly illuminated cover. 11 makes one think of Beauty

dress, in most elegant style; she had evidently
been a beauty once, and her eyes are still tine,
are

i lie

tise tln-ir torches for

selves. <>! Mr. Houghton—how could you?
You might have put a pretty engraving <»f your
establishment inside upon the title page.—but
that great structure with the smoking chimney

don’t think there is,” observed
“He is one of the
my friend, who knew him.
“I

tion.

bottom, together with

are

the fair original. Two
also given who-e blend-

One volume, entitled Tin*
any other linn.
Butterllies of North America, hears cluster.- of

grounds, and carrying on their conversation in
extremely audible tones, we are edified by the
an

arc

of

Among their hooks wu wilt lind
your favorites as elegantly shrined as wu could
wish, and the specimens of vellum work ar
much m re wonderful than those shown by

since they do both at a high rate .of speed, you
imagine the clatter. The next group are
Knglishnn n* true Britons with an amazing air

slang than

Long-

paintings.

can

ing domestic disturbance
Political

organization

close scrutiny

excitement.

the authorities.

rare

ed colors

if lie perfectly understood its
queer mixture of Knglish and From h, and then
applied himself to the discussion of his dinner
with great zest. Bound a table in the centre of
the room sat six South Americans, young men
all of them: they talk as fast as they eat, and

the old constitution, which provides Dial
assistance sliali he rendered in suppressor

the

as

more

u<

fellow' with his strongly marked taco framed in
gray locks and Mowing beard, w hi In the other is
the portrait of Mrs. Scott Siddon-. It i< a tare
of rare spirit and beaut \, as line and delicate ns

the bill of fare

him at her

date tor 1’residenlinl elector in the third
district, is John ('. Manson, and it should
be

the side* of the alcove. One -hows

on

chromo-lithographs

of

man

campment, in this cir.

his feminine appearance, lb1 took the universal staring with ‘.lit* utmost nonchalance, read

utterance*

other

placed about the

shay” unhappiness

covered with leather made from
was

|

order.

man.

ful work. The Harper Bros., too widely known
to care for even a Centennial advertisement,

upon anv title page i- always an
oft ho perfection o: the entir- hook. They
use there such satin >m< >tIi papt r: their
type
is so clearly cut, and their decorating alwavs
in faultless taste. Two superb lithographs hang

of general swelldom, {Venn their immense m art's
to the tips oi their toes.
They call tin* waiter
! “gareon’’as often as possible; they
ay the}
who
had a “beastly" time of it getting in from the
see

in

longer in fashion

being hauled into mark.

is

a

Kv< ry

County.

month earlier this year t‘,iin

just

on

ance

braided, hung far below his waist, and his remarkably delicate hands add*»d still further to

ed captor of a fresh water sea serpent. A
Rockland telegram, published in all the

hay

are no

came

last.

print

irrisidabiy

fair girlish face, without any s? mptom of beard
or moustache, made it diflicuit for one to fancy
him a man of authority. His long queue, deftly

Mr.

serpent.

to resent

reminded you of those
“twenty-four packs" which Bret Harm's heathen Chinee so adroitly concealed. On his head
he had the inevitable dark blue skull cap, finished with the red button of lii- class, and his

of the envious

crop of

new

Snow

written Hebrew manuscript of Unhook of Esther. The sacred writings are now
printed in .more than two hundred languages.
Estes and Lauriat, of Pio-ton, show some taste-

have only a modest exhibit, but the Methodi-t
Book Cone< rix has some splendid whines, and
going up t:u* little ornamental siair-ca>e, you
will lind a pretty above win-re tin* famous
Riverside Pres* has sent its best samples of
both printing and lithography. To lind its in-

masculine adoption, as
any petticoat ought which had the slightest delicacy of feeling. His loose saeque or tunic was
a light blue.
The silk was still' with the rich
embroidery of dragons and flowers and darting
insects that covered it, and the great hanging

was

The

and

snow are now

Straw hats and thin coats

case

John Milton's Bible is visible here and an oid
Latin Bible printed in Venice in 117b. beside

every day at the Main building, but last night
he win gorgeous beyond any previous revelation. He wears the queerly shaped Chinese

passed

giving them

any special scrutiny, hut I
of the American Bible Society
a lac-simiie of the very first scripture ever
printed in English. Its grotesque illustrations were
too ludicrous for anything hut caricatures.

I

the
door, and everybody looked up to see the richest mandarin of China entering with two American gentlemen. We have ail grown familiar
with this notable Celestial, for he is to be seen
watched them

beautiful

the

on

..

young saints would have deemed sinful to the
last degree. Thunk Heaven that religion and
religious teaching is not the lioiror it seemed

fellowship

South Carolina.

Zilphar

ot

humbled ? Can her

get the great need

years old. Jle comes in modestly enough,
takes bis place and dispatches his orders, then
glances round at his neighbors with such a kindly look that meeting his mild bine eye you feel
half inclined to nod a friendly recognition. Per-

in .-tore for

chronicles the

to a citizen of Ohio ? Can state

people forchampion of

fifty

haps some acquaintance o( Ids enters. Then it
is good to see the hearty greeting, the perfect
(courtesy of manner and the marvellous good

Gov. Chamberlain of South Carolina lias
ity of 50,000, owing largely to his great Johnson himself acted very badly. The
was greatly puzzled, and at last acto the President tor troops to asJudge
and
his
applied
as
personal popularity
reputation
counts hadn’t given any decision.
sist in preserving order ia that State.
a reformer of abuses.
his
adminDuring
I'll is call is made under the provision of
istration, the Governor has not only mainHon. Francis O. J.
died at his

Explosion.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 12. About nine
o’clock this morning a battery of boilers
in the Sable Iron Works, owned by C.
Zog & Co., on Pike street, this city, exploded and instantly kilted eighteen men
and wounded 60. The boilers were in the
nail-making department of the mill, and
tne shock was distinctly felt over at points
three miles away from the mill. The roof
and frame of the building were lilted 60
feet into the air. and a moment after the
explosion the other buildings were in
llames. The force of the explosive power
was so great, and seems to have been so
evenly distributed upon all parts of the
boilers, that they were broken into hundreds of pieces, the largest being less than
one-fourth of one of them. A portion of
one was carried across the river to Alleghany, and landed at Beyer & Bauman’s
lead works, on River avenue. Another
large piece going in the same direction
dashed through the roof of the muck mill,
on the
opposite side of the street, tearing
down two of the furnaces, snapping great
timbers like splinters, and breaking down
the huge crane which is used to lift tons
ol iron and metal. The falling furnaces
ignited the mill, and it was partly consumed before the flames could he checked,

was

courage to pronounce, but as for attempting to
spell it,—excuse me! The Count is a pleasantfaced comfortable-looking gentleman, not yet

directed, is the danger of a Democratic victory
at the polls. We fear that still greater trials are

unhappy

City

tSewa of the
Poems

The girls didn’t gather many autumn leavephetic vision of these days, when printing has Sunday.
wrought such miracles? The American Sun-, ✓'j'he chimney for Castle’s new foundry will I.
day School Enion has a great array of maps, feet high.
charts, globes and pictures illustrating scripThe Waldo County harvest lor lawyers conum •„
ture teaching, beside quantities of volumes in
on Tuesday.
gay bindings wherein the sample good children
There was an unanimous vote for furnace
of our day are found doing “lots of things'' last Sunday.
which John Money Mead ami other impossible
New concrete walks and curb stones are

the doctrines of twenty years ago!
according
Each sect has of course its own hoard of publication, and I let them rejoice in the fact with-

—

of 25,000. In 1874 Governor Tilelected by the very large major-

and the first quarto was stereotyped in 181G.
Wliat swift progress lias the art of book making achieved since then! In the days of parchment and the most laboriously written character, king Solomon averred there was “no end’’
to the making of many books, i lad he a pro-

apartment It was somewhat difficult to
realize that we were in Philadelphia, that city
of such quiet fashions and exclusive habits that
the rest of the world had had hitherto no detinite knowledge of his extent or ability. At the
very next table sat the President of the Austrian Commission, whose name t might muster

The proclamation is a one .sider, affair. It
no allusion to tlie negroes who are armed
with government lilies, and are more dangerous to tlie public
peace than the whites, because
of their ignorance, and of inflammatory appeals
constantly made to thorn by demagogues. The
real danger against which this proclamation is

At
ground Monday morning.
Pittsfield Times, to his partner, Mr. Geo.
Lewiston there was not snow enough to
W. Pendleton, who will conduct it in
1 f rom a Speech by lb*- lion. S. J. lhuuhill ill I’bibiare now till conceded to Tilden,
give cover the ground. Snow fell as far south future. Pittsfield is a smart and
j
dolphin, j
thriving
Wlmt is the reason of the prostration of unitedly 138 voters—leaving -17 to come as Washington.
town, and ought to liberally support a
from
the
as
to
success.
North,
business throughout the country ? Why
necessary
(leu. Corse, who was prominent at the weekly paper.
is the mechanic idle and the workshop Of the states now in Democratic control,
reunion ot Democratic soldiers at Indianclosed? What party lias produced this re- and
Two boys, who had probably surfeited
regarded as certain to go for Tildensult? You and 1 understand this question
commanded at Allatoona and reNew York has 3.7 votes, New Jersey 9, apolis,
themselves with yellow covered literature,
as well as the ablest orator. It has resultpulsed Hood’s army in iiis terrilic attack
ed from the maladministration indicted Connecticut 6, California 6, Oregon 3
and resolved to turn pirates, were arrestand attempt to break through the mounupon us by the republican party, and it making 79. or twelve more than are reed at Owl’s Head on Saturday, in possestain pass. The story is told with dramatmust be held responsible for its misdeeds.
quired.
sion of the yacht Arrow, which they had
It is not an answer to me to shake the
ic interest in Sherman’s memoirs. Corse
it will be seen at once that the key of
stolen from Boston.
bloody shirt in my lace and talk about a
was assailed by the radical papers, ihe
war that happened ten years ago.
1 have the political position is the state ot New
other day, as a copperhead and rebel,
been in the south. The southern people York. There the
Mr. Hale hurried hack to Ellsworth
great light will be car- and
are anxious lor peace and harmony.
yet that reunion was the anniversary
As
ried on, and victory won or defeat enafter tho western elections,
immediately
well might you expect a mail with one
ol the day on which he wrote the followlie
linds
more satisfaction in the fifth discountered.
Either
succeed
party
miyht
.side paralyzed to walk easily as to expect
ing—
trict returns than in those from Ohio and
the people to walk onward to prosperity without it, blit such a success is scarcely
Ai.latoona, Ga„ Oct. 0. iskl—2 r. \i.
if the south is destitute; if the business of
it
Captain L. M. Dayton, Aiile-ile-Camp : ! am Indiana.
unless
and
overwhelmpossible,
great
short a cheek-bone and an ear, but am able to
one-half of the country is paralyzed and
revolution takes place in No- whip all h—1 yet! My losses arc heavy. A
It is laughable to observe how quick
its people impoverished. When you meet ing political
force
moving from Stilesboro’ to Kingston
vember, one that shall carry everything
a republican citizen who is idle, ask him
gives me some anxiety. Tell me where Sher- the Republican cry of •■Great victory in
why it is. Tell him it is because of the before it in favor of a change of adminis- man is. John M. Const:, I!rigaJier-< tenoral.
Indiana” changed to “Great Democratic
outrageous expenditures of taxes drawn tration. But assuming that the two parfrauds.”
lrom a prostrated people.
The reduction
A great many strange things happen in
ties are to contend in a fair stand up tight
of the late democratic house amounted to
Lewiston. The latest is the ret elation, by
Since the Indiana election, bitting Bull
for
the
electoral
of
vote
the
with
state,
thirty millions of dollars, and 1 tell you
Morton is uneasy in his seat.
the government’s expenditures could have pretty near their strength as developed in court proceedings, ot a sort ot Joseph
and Mrs. l’otiphar affair. A Mr. Johnson
been reduced twenty millions more with- the last few
years—what will he the probEx-Gov. Gaston, who was nominated
out any injury, and they will be reduced,
able result? First, the Democrats have testified that a young woman, bearing the for
if the house has its
Congress, has declined.
its two

carried the state in three consecutive elections, beginning in 1873, by an average

waiting

one

makes

That

children.

blowing the

be elected without either state,

Pun. vdklpiii.v, Oet. 12th.
for my soup at dinner last

evening, I glanced round the restaurant noting
the astonishing variety of persons crowded into

President lias issued a proclamation
commanding the ride elubs to disperse. Secretary of War Cameron lias instructed Gen. Huger, commanding the department, to enforce the

Mr. Blaine having replied, by a commuin a western paper, to Bion Bradpunishment, certain and sure, and that nication
on his speech referring to
comments
punishment death, will protect the lives bury's
of the community, and nothing else will. Judge Clifford's decision, Mr. Bradbury
The .State of Michigan found it necessary rejoins in the Argus, demolishing Blaine’s
That attack on
to re-establish capital punishment, and so defence of his course.

Presidential
can

While

berlain, the

of

three inches in

dricks

Nut-

a

for accident or chance shall

set them free.

of

simply

means

battles in Ohio and Indiana, contesting
every inch of ground—but they did not do
this because either state wras necessary to
Hen-

bears is 1782. There is a German Bible printed
in 1743; one in the Indian language translated
by the missionary John Eliot in 1000. Beside
these comes the first quarto copy dated 175>1,

Friday night a dispute was heard fol- shoe, cut almost as low as a slipper, and 1 priin question have little or no dread of a lowed
by two pistol shots, ami the woman vately wonder how he keeps his stockings so
prison life. Such a punishment inspires rushed ( tit crying that she had been shot. clean. His petticoats—they are nothing else—

there was a slight fall of snow. Snow
also fell at Boston and in various places
in Maine; three inches in Gardiner and

Tilden and

Notes.

Correspondence of the Journal.

men

the popular tendency. It means a sclid
south for Tilden.
The Democrats fought most determined

success.

Centennial

The police and newspapers of New York
who appear before Legislative are
puzzled over a case of shooting in that
committees, and make such moving apcity on Friday. A woman known as Mrs.
peals against the gallows, and such reas- Cheoseman lived in elegant apartments
oning in favor of the greater severity of on Sixth Avenue. She was regularly vislife imprisonment, make great mistakes. ited
a man who
as her husband.
These

only necessary to
and better feelings.
keep control of the states which they
Their natures are
had, and they were sure of victory, in
to

the

philanthropy

mad, is fashionable. It is a strange
thing that a few men in tiie state who

run

devoid of feeling ol humanity, so lowdown and brutal, such a human well', as
to deliberately plan and execute the murder of a woman, an old man and a little

41 h Dist.— HASTINGS STRICKLAND.
ot Ik Dist.—JAMES R. TALBOT.

tial

sort oi'

a

criminals.
Take the example of the
ders at Bucksport. There

Indiana.

Carolina.

The condition of affairs in tliis unfortunate
state is getting to bn more -erious than ever,
in answer to the application of Governor Cham-

ishing capital punishment. The lapse of
time has not only strengthened the views
of tl’.ose who opposed tiro remival of an proclamation, which instructions close as folimportant safeguard to human life, but in lows—
It is hoped Unit a collision may be avoided, but
the light of subsequent experience, has
you will instruct Gen. llugi r to let it be known that
demonstrated the correctness of that view. it is the fixed purpose ot the Government to carry
out the spirit of tlie proclamation and to sustain it
It is the misfortune of the community, and by tin- military force of the General Government,
supplemented if necessary, bv the militia of the vaespecially of those who have perished by rious States.

and it

For Electors of

day

SMITH'S ACCOUNT

Tilden,

Thomas A. Hendricks,

way during
years of service, eighty millions of dollars.
Mr. Garfield ol Ohio said on the lloor of
the house that the democratic
party could
make reductions in a manner they, the republicans, could not, because, when they
turned around and reduced expenses, they
trod on some friend’s toes. The remedy is
The coroner's inquest is pursuing its investigato elect a democratic president whose jiast
tions with closed doors, and it is uncertain when it
will report a verdict. The following are the recent
experience will enable him to grapple
with such subjects.
Samuel ,J. Tilden redevelopments in the case—
It is now an established fact that there were
spots duced the expenses ol the state of New
on Smith’s pants admitted to be blood, and that his
York $8,000,000 in a single year, and I
coat had been colored with logwood and copperas
applied to the outside by a brudi, evidently to j guarantee that i! he is elected president,
dye,
obliterate blood stains. IJy this process the dye did with a
co-operative house and senate, he
not strike through the cloth, and one of the pockets ;
being turned inside out was found to be stiffened will save to the tax-payers two hundred
with blood. The shirt which lie wore on that day is
millions in the four years of his adminisnot to be found, although diligent search ha- been
tration. This meeting to-night convinces
made, and the family state that they do not know
me that the same spirit pervades this state
where it F. The one he had on when arrested he
.-aid he had worn four days, which the officer*
as in Ohio and Indiana, and information I
doubted, as it was but little’wrinkled, and on Frihave from both states leads me to think
day lie l ad worked at a carpenter’s bench in his shirt
sleeves. One of the family, a mute, to whom the
they will be carried by the democracy, deshirt was known, indicated by .signs that it was not
spite Mr. Blaine’s eloquence.
the one
had on

.Smith
the
before, as the sleeve
of that one had been smutted from working a! the
bench. Smith’s sister looked at the garment, which
the officers had made him take off, and said it was
not the one worn the day or two previous, the figure
being different. She said positively that she knew
it was not, as lie had three, the figures of which
were different,
it was one of these three that he
wore Friday, and only two tire to be found.

who have been murdered in Maine
since the passage last winter of a law abol-

sons

er

York.

Xtw

For Yh

“safe.”

Case Against Hayes in
Shell.

J.

«»F

history ol the last sixteen years, one will
find Republican majorities of 20.000, 55.000, 101,000 54,000! 59,000, 29,000, 42,000
41.000, .">4,O0U; and after superhuman exertions in this Presidential year the Republicans are barely able, il able, to carry
the State.
If we look to Indiana we find that she
has been Republican in three-fourths of
the elections for twenty years. She has
in that time cast Republican majorities of
9000, 0000, 9500, 20,000, 21,000, 1-4,000,
10.000, am! 21,000. Gov. Hendricks was
elected by a majority of only 1300. The
Republicans concentrated their force upon
Indiana. The bloody shirt and plenty of
money, of whicli Kilpatrick wrote to
Hayes, the “rebel claims,” the “rebel
debt,'’ the Kentucky negroes, the import
oil votes from Pennsylvania and New York
—all were industriously, desperately used
in Indiana; and it seems probable that the
Democrats have carried the State in spite
of the “blood v shirt and nlctilv o! ninnev
etc., which were expected to make Indi-

The

I’rksidknt,

Samuel

1 Iso lull returns of these states are in.
ami we are able to state that Indiana has
elected Williams, Democrat, Governor,
by 5, 194 majority. In Ohio, the Republican state ticket succeeded by about 0000
majority. The Cincinnati Enquirer. Democratic. remarks ol these elections—
The popularity of Hayes in Ohio does
in 1807 he renot seem to be immense,
duced the Republican majority of 1800
In 1809 he reduced
from 12.090 to 2983.
the Presidential majority of the previous
year from 41,428 to 7518. His name just
now as a Presidential candidate, with all
the influence of local pride Ids candidacy
infused, was barely able to carry their liepublican State. When we go over into Indiana, which his party lost, or into West
Virginia, which the Democrats have also
carried, Hayes doesn’t appear as a popular
Western candidate.
d'lie result of the elections in Ohio and
Indiana places the election of Mr. Tilden
in November beyond a peradventure. The
Democracy of these two States have rendered splendid service to the National
Democratic party. Ohio is. or lias been,
a Republican Stale since the
Republican
The Republican party
party was born.
lias never failed to carry the State when a

large

45'In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
which the paper is sent._4ar

South

our

to have

The result ol tiio election is that in ()hio,
the home of Hayes, to carry whicli by a
rotund majority Haves was nominated for
the Presidency, the tremendous efforts of
the Republican party have scarcely been
able to save this Republican State, and
that in Indiana, upon which so much of
Republican wealth and Republican talent
have been expended, the party has been
defeated. Thisguarantees Democratic success in November.

d
Road.

Probate Advertising in their
control to appear in the Journal, will need to make
that request of the Court.1

[Persons desiring

principles,
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More Murders.
recollection is correct, the victims
of the liucksport tragedy make eight perIf

Pki

Win

:.ia itiii.

All

l:.

weather of last week then-

air, convey ing
-now

lying

-outh-east

a

decided

was

through the sum
a raw feeling in t!

impres-ion

that there

w.i-

concealment ut the northward, lh
ad, tling clouds and -pitting ruin

ri
w

Saturday night,

however, promised a change of pr.
gramme. But with Sunday morning there cane
shift of the wind with a damp, dense snow fall. A

day long the wind howled and the snow was driven
clouds, a large portion of which incite-:
as it fell, bat enough r. imbued to make a depth ol
about two inchr- at night. During the early c\e
before it in

ning the clouds dispersed, the stars shone out with
cold glitter, and the damp snow froze, making al
together a w intry outlook for the middle of October
This early and sudden descent of w inter finds many
people totally unprepared tor its rigor-. Many aj
pies are ungatliered, and a considerable portion ol
the root crop is in the ground—but they may not bpermanently injured.
a
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about.
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The third ami last

day of

the Agri
two-forty and
sweepstakes races, and brought out the crowd
There were at least 500 persons on the ground
mostly men, it being too chilly tor many ladies to b<
cultural

Fair terminated with the

In the lir-t race,

or

.Mo

class,

for

a

purse ol

$J7
$s0 to tirst, $1* to second, $30 to third, and
$20 to fourth, there were seven horses started, viz
Fearless, by ti. 'V. lteed, Bangor; Kitty Wells, by
S. F Thomas, Newiurg; Jim Farnham, by S. II
Boynton, Bockhuul; Ogdensburg, by (J. J. Shaw
Detroit; and American Lady, bv D. L. Fitclier,
\ ictor, by F. W. Berry, Fannie, by W. 11. McLellan
all of Belfast. The race was not of especial interest
as Ogdensburg proved too warm company for the
*—

others and

won

the

race

in three

straight

heats,

time—2.42, 2.41, and 2.30. Victor second; Fearless,
third; Jim Farnham, fourth.
The sweepstakes
race for a purse of $325—$140 to first, $100 to second,
$50 to third, and $35 to fourth, there were but three
competitors—Plymouth Bock, by A. W. Brackett,
Pittsfield; Young Buchanan, by W. H. Mathews,
Searsport, and Bed Jacket, by Charles Burkett, ol
Appleton; (iranite Boy, of Belfast, being withdrawn
on account of lameness.
The horses were oonsider
ed pretty evenly matched, and an exciting ruce was
anticipated. Plymouth liock, however, won easily
in three straight heats;—time—2.34 3-4, 2.34 1-4, 2.36.
Young Buchanan second.

On Tuesday evening,

Mitchell of the Phodri\ ing
rapidly into town, on the I'pper Bridge road, their team
tante in collision with the wagon of 8. 1).
Brown
containing him.-el! and wife. AH f,ur persons were
thrown out, receiving bruises, and tinwagons were
wrecked.
nix House and another

Sir.

as

mail were

IMfm t

people continue to trim 1 centemual-ward.
following are the recent denatures —Charles

Iim

i'- Ha/leline and family, It. 1*. liazeltine and
wife,
Ur?. U< uj. Hazeltim, Miss Annie
White, Hiram
1 !
A. F. Durham, Mrs. Ceo.O.
Mr. Cieo.

Hailey,

Wight

I-

''lit

<

and

wife,

Mid. Sanui'l

v')idr-, .Mis

Mrs. H.
and

<»:

onant, Mrs. W. W.

(

daughter, Miss Annie

l'ipcr, Mrs. William Winslow,
Cutter Sibley, Mi-m i.. Angier
(iannou and wife,
II March, William C. Mar-’.all, Ibeivt t Wadi in.
tl

M
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e
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of iise tdiase.

spoils

Pin-

u as Lake Xickntou, in one of
townships in Hancock County.
iti'.'iind with all kinds of game—deer and
wliile the streams are alive
vet
:
-!
A- trophic- th« y bronglit home a live
aptured wiii’e attempting t" swim the lake*
kin
a large black bear, killed by the
parJ b«
area'- v..i- left ever night at the
place
killed, and tlie next morning they
*'’
a bear steak lor breakfast and found
!f
body li.i l been entire!;, consumed by other
Among * ; fo r spurt was a tramp of about
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and party, vv !,<> ha\ e been hunting
.Maine f >r two week's, returned on
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it

mile* in th"
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ri

snow
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an
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as on
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part of the globe.

xciting liquor
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Sunday. They

hole, however, that there can be
crowded into two weeks in the

w

tin at
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r
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chime
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It became known that a lot of seven bar
and demijohns pack' d inside, would

oh.

r.

b
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the

••mug
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thestath.ii

Ait -t .d

ioi
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ueros-
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in readiness to

11 1 he lmst y handling one of the
pa.-k
broken, and the liquor ran in piteous
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!' ward
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platform.

Mu-rill'

Norton, City

and otlicer Harding soon learned
had ! *•:; switched off and gone to
A cha-e ensued, up liiii an 1 down

'On

!.

enterprising custodians of the

rum

got

a> with it.
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:i:._
i
c >
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Judge Harrows
commenced it- October session in this
day The business will probably be very
are few cases of importance to be
heard,
i.

i»ii iai

ori:

l'-vv of any kind for tin* juries. The case
Whitmore vs. Ford (.ay, for slander, will
be tin- first case tiieb
The following is a
t!.♦• juror* in attendance
<.i:axi> a

i:v.

viii."cistii- 1’c.rv, Foreman,
elm >. Aver,
I.. t J. 11'rv,
1
Carter,
leM. A. < ’uni
H. I'i-lu r,
!in 1‘reneli,
II.! rv.
Wm. M. .Johnson,
M. Lai'urley,
.l.iim s l.eeinaii,
ici an! Maddox,
)>n K. Mears,
1 s:ieii
1;. March,
d i
Nii:ker>on,
N. 1'alterson,*
\i,.ii
a- i*
idler,
■

<

Hellas!.
ralenu.).
>oarsj)ort.
Frankfort.
Monroo.

WiuttTjMirt.

Jncolm ii!»*.
Montvillo.
15. If as!.
Stockton.

She was a fisherman’s widow.
liis
smack had gone down in darkness and
tempest, and so had he. Morning, noon
and night she paced the beach for some
memento of him.
She watched the sea
birds come and go. She heard the
legend
of the waves, and that was all. And
yet
it wasn't. One golden eve, with
heaving
heart and .starling eye-balls, she
espied a
bottle dancing towards her on the billows.
It came within her reach.
She clutched
it eagerly, chewed out the
cork, pul the
muzzle to her mouth, found not a drop of
whiskey in it, and dropped like a lifeless
lump upon the shore. And so they found
her. working the sand with her toes,
finis. [Yarmouth Register.

Judge Harrington,

the new greenback
candidate for governor in Indiana, was approached by Senator Morton with $10,000
ol Chandler’s
corruption fund, ami an attempt to buy him off as Wolcott had been
bought, lie drew out a confession that
the ottered $10,000 was a part of / Chandler's gigantic corruption fund—and then
he exposed the performance, to a
great
meeting in Indianapolis.
A prisoner before Judge Peters the other
day, in Oxford comity, was asked it Ik* had
anything to say before sentence. Hi- limbs
were unsteady, and hieyes wore set, hut he
got on his ft ct and politely inquired,
’Pon
w hat subject would
your Honor be pleased to
have me’dress the court?” Judge Peters did
••

IJI-worth -enI to the (Hand Hanks this season six vessels with about ninety men.
All of
which have returned bringing nearlv 7000 quintals of ii-h.
Probate
Wm. M. I!i

A

I, .Ji

Court.
u. i*.

.....

lollowing business
term

Castora

was

| hi.!), Ki.j.isi

i:u.

transacted ait lie Oc-

of said Court—
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Soi:ihworth, late of Belfast, Dana It. Soutliwortli
Admnislrutor: William <i. Piper, late cl Searsport,
( 1 irk M. .Maiden Administrator de bonis non;
Ey'
man I iitlefield, late of Winterport, Sophronia Kittled.-hi Administratrix; William Thompson, late of
Wiuterpor., i red I.. Thompson Executor; Charles

perfect substitute for Castor

Oil, without any of its objections, for it is pleasant to take, and docs net nauseate or
gripe.
For Costiveness at any age, but especially for
Four Stomach, Wind Colic, Worms and Disordered Bowels of Children, il is the most effective remedy in existence. It is harmless, it
is reliable, and it is cheap.

There need be no

pain where Cen-

Liniment h used. Burns and Scalds nr®
healed without a scar. Rheumatism, Sprains,
and most flush, bone and muscle ailments can
b
absolutely cured. There are two kinds.
taur

The \Y hite Centaur Liniment is for family use,
the Yellow for horses and animals. One trial
wilt convince the incredulous.

Think

An exceedingly narrow escape occurred on
the Pennsylvania railroad.
A Pullman cai
caught lire near Morristown. Superintendent
Jack-on of the road, am! a large party of prominent railway men, were asleep in their berths.
The doors were lucked on the outside, and it
was with the greatest, diitieully that, attention
was called to their greet peril.
They were all
iv-cu(*d, but one or two were slightly injured.
The ear was consumed.

tober

A pair of slippers—a couple of eels. A man
of steady habits—the. man who always wears
the same clothes. Pills of exchange*—lover’s
ki-s< s. Sec-fare-ing men—railroad conductors.

the request.

not press

1 he

Holloway’s Pills.—The estimation in
which these medicines are held by the
public,
steadily increases their demand. They act directly on the system, removing uil obstructions,
renovating the springs of life, purifying the
blood, and totally eradicating liver complaints,
indigestion, pain in the side and general debility. Sold everywhere. 25 cents per box or pot.

for

Yourself.

Thousands lead miserable lives, suffering
from dyspe >sia, a discorded stomach and liver,
producing biliousness, heartburn, costivencss,
weakness, irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after eating and often ending in fatal

attacks of fever. They know they ark sick,
vet get little sympathy. The
unfailing remedv,
which is yearly restoring thousands, is I»aCosta’s Radical Cure sold by W. O. Poor A Son,
sole agents for Belfast. A. J. Jordan, agent
Idr < bland.
R. B. Stover, agent for Mucksport.
A lioc. bottle will convince you of its merits.
Don't delay another hour after reading this,
but go and get :t bottle, and vour relief is as
certain as you live. YV'ill you do it. or will vou
continue to stiller? Think*for yourself.
Protesser Barker's Pleasant YVorm Syrup is
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. Xo
physic required. (’os;s t*r» cents. Try it. tf-JU
Consumption Can he Cured.
Schenck's Pcii.monic Syrup.
Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic.
Schenck's Mamdrake Pills,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary (’onsumption.
Frequently medicines that will stop a cough
will occasion the death of the patient; they lock

up the liver, stop the circulation of the blood,
hemorrhage follows, and in fact, they clog the
lit
ia 1 ins Aitointi.d—.lames
Einscott over
action of the very organs that caused the cough.
I.ibert}.
minor heir of .Jeil'erson Leighton, late of Palermo;
M-arsnioiit.
Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia are the
Morrill,
I i i i»t IE Bunion over minor heirs of Judith E. Ban
causes ot two-thirds of the cases of
Consumplaity.
tion.
late
of
Freedom
M.
Soutliwortli
over
ton,
Many persons complain of a dull pain in
Eucy
j
> wan villr.
the side, constipation, coated longue, pain in
minor heirs of Asa A. Soutliwortli, late of Belfast.
Il-liaM.
the shoulder-blade, feelings of»drowsiness and
1 rov.
i.t* knsi: to Sf.i.i. Heal Estate on Estates
restlessness, the lood lying heavily on the stomM:sT Ti: .\VKKsr. .i ( J{ V.
Luther Davis, lale of Freedom: Lewis M. Welle
ach, accompanied with acidity or belching up
:i 1 .KIHot, 1'omunn, !'rc< <iom.
erl-ee, late f Belmont; minor heirs of llanson AN'. of wind.
<h n n.i in.
N oung, late of Waldo: minor heirs of Mary Bergin.
1 he.se symptoms usually originate from a
•... Canipb*"*!!,
Winterport.
disordered condition of the stomach or a torpid
"hn (.'a in,
i ’aI»-rmo.
late of S< arsport.
i!!iam .\. Crosby,
15 rook
liver.
1 n\i n oi:n> Filed on Estates of—William
1
r-wll
lack-on.
C,
Persons so allccted, if they take one or two
11. Laughton, late of Searsmont : Henry S. Clement,
mu' i C. IJlis
IJdfa.-t.
heavy colds, and it the cough in these cases be
i.‘ lx rt I'.imrv,
lute of Winterport; Dummer Toward, late of Freesuddenly checked, will find the stomach and
'» iniaii! 1 nj»i,
>\vanvillc.
dom
William Taber, late of l nity: Alden Bobbins,
liver clogged, remaining torpid and inactive,
\ t *m 1 .( telic*]],
I nily.
late <d Lincoln’, ilh
Jctham Chalmers, of i nity. a and almost before they are aware the lungs are
i\.
ilinan.
Moni\
a mass of sores, ami ulcerated, the result of
;• >r A. «jilman,
SearsnioiiT.
minor: minor heirs of Samuel Wells, late .1 Winter*
which i> death.
''
"Ml I I: \ v
r. -1.
I I:\
1 art : minor heir of Mary Burgin, late of Sear.-port.
Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup is au expectorant
Fettle,Keretnau. Lineolnvilit
List of < i.aims’Betfkni.d on Estates of—
which does not contain opium or any thing calA ;irru jlUJi.
rospocl.
William
late
of
Searsmont
A
:
Furbei
culated to check a cough suddenly.
Keating,
oung,
I >. W. Higgins,
iifllliOIll.
late of Palermo; .John West, late of Belfast.
Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic dissolves the food,
tine* H Jvitigsbuiy,
Fruukl'ot t.
-:• ]»1 i• is I
mi.vs
with the gastric juices of the stomach,
I,arabf<-,
St*arsj>ort.
A( rol'N IN At.I.oWED ON ESTATES OF—Susan
-ainut 1 Mort!;:iul,
aids digestion, -md creab s a ravenous appetite.
( lenient, late of Montville: 1 ieorge < >. < lenient, late
i: l:. Paul,
Waldo.
W lien the bowels are costive, skin sallow, or
a- K. 1 ii re*
el Montville; Henry Avery, late of Belfast; Frank1'nn
the symptoms otherwise of a bilious tendency.
\\ Shepherl,
!:i■ i•
Ib-liu*;.
lin Cochran, lale of Searsport ; William Berry, late
Sell
cock’s Mandrake Pills are required.
nbs 1.. Mi'-rniitu.
1 ib< r:\.
oi Stockton, Lot V. Bartlett, late of Waldo; TheoThese medicines are prepared only by
I i n r ison Small,
>lockion.
J. if. Sciiknuk & Son.
1
-.lua- A. Snow,
H internort.
philus Eaton late ot Searsport ; Annie M. Morrison
X. L. corner Sixth and Arch Sts. Pliila.
-i i’1.1; NI‘M !•.I A ilI
.now Urudstrcet,, of Palermo, a minor; William
And
arc for sale bv all druggists and dealers.
Na'hall M<-aril'.
Monror.
Pres.-ott, a non compos, ofi'roy; minor heir ol John
4w 14
11 mini 1'racv,
and Ahbie B. Pace, late of Belfast.
Nortlipoi t.
I*
\ <>M
Knox,
It i" an interesting fact that nature has proWakkaxt
or Dow ek l>si ed on E-tate or
li
1-.
K
iH)\vn
i
slfetfboro.
1
vid'd her own healing remedies—no one ot
John West, late of Belfast.
which lias so wide a reputation as tar. “Forest
Wakkaxt of Insolvency Ess: ed on EstatiTar” is simply a pure preparation of tar for the
>
A woman preariu.nl a smnoii in RrookBenjamin Sidelingcr, lute ol Troy.
dwld
Throat, Lungs and Catarrh.
Allowance
to
Estate
Widow
on
oi—Henry
ast >abbath. and a lively reporter for
Avery, late of Bella” t.
-1 the New Vi irk
papers relates the
M li.i.s Pkodated of—Dorothy Poland, late of
occur--nee in this
styk—
Prospect, wherein she devises her real estate to her
rie-n :i mat roll in-el fur i.i-.-r-. in the livcli- grandchild Lvman »i. Crocker; Henry Sliute, lateol
t
CAltll,
el
I is
anil wall e\es tlwit slnaie more Stockton, via rein after gi\ ing to liis wife one-third
To all
are suilering from the errors and indisi-hi'./ :: ui lli" iliiiunuiiN llm! sin- wore. <d his real estate, and sundry legacies to his chil- cretions who
of
nervous
youth,
weakness, early decay,
ei' hn. -ale
v in ieie
w
elm
words of
dren, he gives the balance of ail his property, real loss of manhood, &c., 1 will send a recipe that will
Midi i-.V' ling lilni---, pm a-e- el :-iii*h happy
care you, FKF.E OF CHARGE.
This great remedy
and personal, to his son Isaac Sliute; ( harles Mela-atni". : a! wv
a|'| a our hands fa- lmoc.
v\:»s discovered by a missionary in South America.
i- w ah ai .'■■
-Im left lie lloor.
servvy. J;,te ot 'Morrill; William Thompson, late of Smd a self-addressed envelope to the Mi:v. .Ioskimi
1 Inman, Station I), liible J louse Aeic York ( it a.
a; e(| Jor
Sae u
m r in lie eliuivli
pi e
Winterport.
1 .lialii! !. orlior. win re :lie text is .-pule' m
sptimosia
lie
rue -a ... of hlisses, that tlie
illy, h I si.! hailn-r lover, never knew hcYour life can In* saved by Hi ni’ Kkmkdy.
rd I
susjM ep 0. when Hi NT's lii..MKi»v cure" 1
>ropsy and all Diseasis
dal
indred
thousand
not
j
1,
es id (In
Kidneys, Bladder and 1'rinary Organs.
any nea e : onl>r lids and nothing more.
For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.
Hundreds who have been given up by their physicians
to
haw
been
Hi
nt's
die,
saved by
Knox County
Foil*.
or Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
K mkJ'N and are now with im ns living witBronchitis, and Asthma.
f1
it.:.. Mi
The (dosing nesses of its value
Me. (iet 1
it
! i he km-x County fair lias keen the
,n-i
t.eee.ssfiil and interesting of tlie
or Sore Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Tii past season has hem dull with many ot
Purifying the Breath.
vhole itin-,
file crowaiing event of llie the tirst cla-s hotels, hut that old and standard
ir w as the oaky how this afternoon. At favorite, the American of Boston, has evinced
il■% enterprise and success by making many ali”
or Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Bums,
early hour the spacious hall was Idled terations
and improvements, not the least ot
und for Piles.
-ull<
iii ai, and i> iniii'ii interest was
whieli is the introduction of wash fonts and
1 dial ill
t!::
evi a!
that tile crowd
running water in one hundred and fifty of it"
! ." I
ease
pouring into the had until room-* that were not so supplied before.
or Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,
the Toilet and Bath.
rv las! minute to the
of
closing up
do
I ..e.
wen;
fur
babies
entered
Forty
Pills, Potion** and Pnngcncion.
l iie awards were rendered as
ilium
pi
cr InhalingforCatarrh,Consumption, Asthma.
"W-.
For t ie handsomest lialiy be'Ik content with what you have.” as the rat
For Sale by all Druggists.
! ami
Mrs l’homas l)er- said to the trap when he left his tail in if.
Moriv> y, late ol Morriil. Siinim 1
eutor.

Kingsbury
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Oct KJtli, sens iIurraoL.0,
it-J-iy L k fo:
orders; Ollett, C'uinii, Bangor; Maggie Bell, Hall,
liockland.
Oct 14th, sclis Fannie & Edith, Bartlett, N York;
Amazon, Bates, Bangor; E S Wilson, Patterson,do.
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■
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HARRIET

Tar

■

years,

•t. i!
kland lar girl '.’a months old,
Asthma is relieved, b\ inhaling the hot vaurge-! l-ahy of i’s age, Mrs. Warren pors of the “Solution of Forest Tar.*’
licit. Hocklamt, lor boy FI months
Why was the first ol September like the transweighing „v. pounds; liaiidsomest gression of Adamv Because it was the begin< '. llall, Rock'■a ’. under 1
II
Mr.ning ol Fall.
year,
a d. fi r
mouths old; largest baby
girl
sulphur is one ot the oldest and best estabd r 1 year. Mi
Vm'.rew Mvaus. Rot-k- lished remedies for "kin diseas *s known to the
iwi
I r girl 1! mouths old, weighing profession. No suitable vehicle had been found
by which to apply it to skin diseases on the
pounds: Mrs. Fidelia Merrilield, of face
until (ii.i-'.nn’s NT i-iin: Soap furnished
I a
"to "I the society limits, exhibited
that '/i sitleriitum. Sold everywhere.
of
months
•_'()
baby
weighing
Neach ;ili the post-ofiiees in Texas are in
-;.iid', and receive | a gratuity,
(lomof ••females."
lr works so well that the
as
made
their announcement of charge
males row arrive and depart every hour in the
iwanls h r the various premiums (hiring da\.
fair, at tlie conclusion of the baby
From a well-known Manufacturer.
Tin lair has been a success linan■.'i tlm trustees have reason to ronSpringfield. Yt.. April 21, 1S7I.
in kite themselves with the record of Messrs. Seth W. Fowle «fc Sons:
Centlemen—Several years ago 1 was attacka ah annual
gathering.
ed with a severe lung difficulty, which was
quite alarming. I had several night sweats,
ledge Mackey, Republican, ot South and all the premonitary symptoms of Consumption. After having tried several remedies ami
'elates some facts which should
the skill of physicians without benefit, I was
a, w
Northern Republicans what is tlie induced to use WistakYs Balsam, the tirst
limns ot Chamberlain, and how lie is bottle of which afforded immdiate relief; and a
ot its use soon restored me to my
'dueling the election. He shows that continuance
usual health. For twenty-live years past it has
ti-ivi-rnor, himself a candidate lor re- never tailed to afford
entire satisfaction in all
eei in, hamanaged to obtain --a Roan! cases of colds, or any throat or lung difficulties,
Stale Canvassers of Klection and a lle- i know of no medicine I consider ii"
equal.
ruing Roard, tin' majority of whose Yours trulv, Jamks Mitchkll.
"i"iubers are candidates on Chamberlain's
“A girl died in YomuoiiL the other day from
•R«*t, and ninety-six Commissioners of poison in the colored stockings which she had
kU-i-iii-ii in the several counties, seventy been in the habit of wearing.” This should
serve as a lesson to girls not to pull their colorI wliom are ('hamberlain's declared
par- ed
stockings on with their teeth.
a, while oi'ttie last number some forty
are
True Merit Will Win,
county treasurers and auditors or
since the proprietors of I)r. Mortrial iitstiee- liinding lucrative offices
by ris’A few years
h'- :i]ij>i>intm--!it. ami removable from ofSyrup of Tar. Wild Cherry and Ilorehound
it
It was not pulled, but sold
here.
fice at In- pleasure, or tire known to him introduced
Our people soon found it to be
on its merits.
declared candidates lor office, endors- reliable, and
already it lias become the most
"'g iti- ticket, who unseat themselves if staple ami popular pulmonary remedy in the
It
market.
make a declaration of the election
quickly cures the worst coughs,
which .-eats the candidates opposed to colds, croup, bronchitis, asthma and incipient
consumption. Nothing acts so nicely in whoop• hamhcrkiin and his ticket.”
ing cough, and it is so pleasant that children
readily take it. Containing no opium, or other
dangerous drug, it is as safe as it is sure. Trial
I lie
ot
an
sketch
important size, 10cent>: large sizes, 50 cts. and One Dollolluwing
lar. Sold by W. o. Boor A Son soli* agents for
"ise in New York will be of interest to

—

gold.

1

reside nts of Deer isle, ami those aequaint* 't w ith
tlie excursions of .Mr. Keteltas to

that place some years ago—
Win. A. Keteltas, of New York, died at the
'ge of
in January, on Deer Isle, on tlie
ast oi Maine, where lie had been in tlie habit
t spending hi- summers,
lie was reported to
a
bachelor, and had been for several years a
hard drinker. His next of kin were a brother,
11

Kugene

M. Keteltas, and several nieces. He
made :t will in February, 1X74, appointing his
brother executor, and after making four be‘di' -K including the income of •>'10.IHX) for life
to
Green, now living with me,- di"Mary
vided Hie residue "between and among inv
next of kin. according to tlie statute now in
lore,.
Afier his death Alary Green, who had
lived with him fortified) years, claimed to have
been married to liini in October, 1X75, in her
niotlicr’s house, on I)eer Isle. After the will
" as admitted to
probate she asked for an advance of
§5,000, as being entitled as widow of
the testator to one-lialf the real and personal
‘■■date, valued at §400,000, after payment of the
legacies. The executors opposed, claiming
'hat tlie alleged marriage was invalid, having
been a dumb show performed in li its presence
" hen lie was too
intoxicated to know anything,
and urging also that such advances could be
made only where the right to a distributive
"hare under tlie will was not in dispute. Surrogate Calvin granted her the advance, and the
case was
argued in New York Tuesday before
'he Supreme Court, General
Term, on appeal.
Decision was reserved.

physician helped live Dairies into this
wicked world inside of twenty-four hours tins
week. How’s that for an increase in population? [Gardiner Reporter.
Can’t tell.
Ascertain how many he
helped out of it, and strike the balance.
One

Kendu.-keng, from Bangor for New Haven,

Belfast. A. J. Jordan, agent for Orland. R.
B. Stover, agent for Bucksport. Also agents
for Prof. Barkers'Pleasant Worm Syrup, which
Pleas mt. to take, and requires no
never fails.
phvsie. Price 25 cts.
Is

Your

Sickness

Life

Worth

lO

Cents .'

prevails everywhere, ami everybody

complains of some disease during their life
YVhcn.sick, the object is to get well; now we say
plainly that no person in this world that is suffering with Dyspepsia, Liver Compluiut and its
effects, such as Indigestion, <'ostiveness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Heart Hurn, Palpitation of the Heart, Depressed Spirits, Biliousetc., can take Grkkn's At m sr Fi.owkk
without getting relief and cure. If you doubt
this, go to your Druggist ill liny town and get a
.Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try it. Regular
size To cents. Two does will relieve you. R.
II. Moody agent for Belfast; Kittridge, Rockland; Fletcher. Camden;-, Waldoboro;
Smith <fc Sons. Searsport;-. Bueksport;
cow 11
Robinson, Thomaston.
ness,

By C. II.
Flour
$5.00aic.00Corned Beef
'.urn

imiuu .huh on

Corn Meal
live Meal
live

70
l.f>0
ooaoo
05
42

Harley

$1.40nl.(>0

Potatoes,

Apples
Dried Apples
Hut ter
Cheese

I'-ggS

Round 11 o *»
Pork Hacks
Lard
Reef
Veal

Dry Cod

Pollock

Lamb

Turkey
Uhickeu
Fowl
(1 eese
Duck

Salu
l2alf»
15a Is12a 15
l.'alS
00a 00

50a55 Hay
$lu.00aH.<'0
2»a75, Straw
$<».00a7.00
uaOO Washed Wool
:i:;
22a25 Unwashed
25
15 Hides
4a5
Calfskins
10
h Lamb
50a70
!l Hard Wood
$5.00a5.50
15al7 Soft
$.'L00a3.50
ha 10 Shorts per ct.
$125
7 Lime
GO
<>u7 Butter Salt
25
4 1-2 Plaster
$1.30a0.00

_M A HRIED
In !■ llsworth, Oct. 8th, Mr. Chas. E. Moulton, of
1.tick-port, (o Eflie M. Crockett of Ellsworth.
In Hancock, Oct. 7th, Mr. Henry Strong of Quincy,
Mass., ami Mrs. Lorenda li. Moon of Hancock.
In Rockland, Oct. 4th. Mr. Bradford K. Hart and
Elmira Douglas, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, Oct. 10th, Mr. Joseph H. Wiggin and
Miss Ella A. Perry, both of Rockland.
in Thomaston, Oct. 4th, Capt. Peter Vesper of I'.,
and Mrs. Katie E. Crawford of Warren.
In Thomaston, Sept. 20th, Frank R. Benner and
•Susan L. Nash, both of Thomaston.

Obituary notices,beyond the note, Name and Age
mu st be paid for.
In Belmont, Oct. 2d, .ieddiah Briggs, aged 72 vrs.
In Searsmont, Sept. 22d, Miss Angie F., aged 12
years, daughter of < ’. H. and M. A. Fogg.
hi North Searsport, Oct. 10th, J. Waldo Mathews,

aged

4<» years.
In Liberty, net. 7th, Mis. Hannah Berrv, aged h4
years and 2 months.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 8th, .JeremiahHarrington,aged
21 years.
In fronton, Oct. 2d, Annie F. March, youngest
daughter of Byron li. and Surah li. March, aged 5
years, 11 months and 21 days.
In Surry, Oct. .Oth, of lung fever, Capt. Samuel
Merrill, aged 07 years.
In S. W. Harbor, Oct. 2d, John Conors, Jr., aged
22 years.
Ii. Rockland, Oct. Oth, Mrs. Mary, wife ol Benjamin Clark, aged 0.0 years and 2 month?.
In South 1 homaston, Oct. 8th, Bella, infant daughter of Joseph and Rod a Smith.
In Vinalhaven, Oct. 7th, Jane, daughter of Patrick
Doyle, aged 0 years and .0 months.
In South Thomaston, Oct. 4th, Isaiah Fogg, aged
72 years and S months.
In Warren, Oct. 2d, Etta, wife of Win. J. McCallum, aged 22. years and 0 days.
In Rockland, Oct. 4th, Oscar Davis, aged 47 years,
2 months and 14 days.
In Rockland, Oct. Oth, Alina A., daughter of Jacob
W. and Adelaide Lamb, aged 2 yrs.,
inos., 2 days.
In Rockland, Oct. 8th, Bertie, son of Benj. and
Francis Lermond, aged 2 years and 12 days.
In Rockland,Oct. nth, Lizzie 11.Clements, aged in
years, 1 month and 2 days.
In Thomaston, Oct. 2d, Mrs. Nancy Willey, aged
70 years and (J months.
In Warren, Oct. 8th,Dr. Benj. F. Buxton, aged07
years.

newsT

To Southern and Western travelers to the

in New York to stop at. It is so near the depot that the traveler is spared all annoyance
and expense of carriage, baggage and expressage hire, while its location is such that street
ear and stage lines radiate from this point to
all parts of the city. It has elegantly furnished
rooms, has all the latest improvements, and is
run on the European plan. Travelers visiting
New York, or on their way to or from the
CENTENNIAL, will find this hotel par excellence iu every respect. It is under the management of G. F. & W. D. Garrison, and has
become one of the most popular Hotels in the
1 yr
city of New York.

Fall am! Winter

81 Main .Street,

GOODS !

Have

just received their LARGE STOCK of Fall
and Winter

I have Just Received a Better
Variety than usual, of the
abovo Goods, at prices
that will defy Com-

j

Have Just Received their Full
Assortment of

petition.

Fall and Winter

_-v .o.

At a Prolm'e Court ln-ld at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on tin second Tuesday of
< Ictober, A. D. lS7t‘».
ALEXANDER. Administrator, with the
will annexed, of the estate of John Alexander,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented his lirst and linal account of Administration for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give no
lice to all persons interested bv causing a copy oi
this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Bdla.-t, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast within and foi said County, on the second
Tuesday ol November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, AttestB. P. Kiki.r. Register.

that all hands may have

of Aug., and it is possible
been h>.-t.
Shij) Otago, of Rockland, and lour others were at
Callao, Sept 14th, guano loaded, all leaking ami about
This hut confirms the
to discharge for jepairs.
opinion vve expressed some months ago, that the
hot sun of tluit climate dries up the planking and
renders the vessels liable to spring a leak, especially
where the lay days are so extended as the majority
are obliged to serve out at the guano ports.

DAVID

FORT W 0 NIG RTS 0 3* L Y,

&

Friday

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and l'or
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. IT, 1S7»i.
UHtll I 'V ES 1, Administratrix, with the will
I annexed, of the estate of John We.-t, late of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
pre-ented her fir-t account of Administration for
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to a!! persons interested by causing a copy of this
order t" be published three weeks sueccssi\ elv in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at n Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesduv of Nov ember next, and shew cause if any they
have, win the same should not he allowed.
WM M. REST, Judge.
Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
A true copy.

20 tk 21.

Saturday Qct.

rl

OT. J. LeMOYSIK
AND ills CKLF.URATF.D

DRAMATIC

COMBINATION

following Talented Artist..). SILT ART CLABivF,
I S. K. Sl’RINt.BB,
; JOHN B. 1IKABD,
| LI AVIS BABTON,
CHARLES H. THAYER,
MARY RAINFORTH,
Miss SI SIF. CI.LF.B,
| Miss OBACK Dl VAL,
.'LARA. M«»B I ox.
Mrs. NKLLIK Bl'BNS,
| Mi
I BANK B. H ALL.
Musical Director.
J. K. DL1NCV.
Stage Manager,
Which includes the

TflOMAS If. BL BN'S.
.1. K. ni I N< V,
C. A. Will I K.
BOBF.BI’ ABClIF.B,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within andfor
the County id" Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
< UMoher, A. 1 >. Is7f».
DU RUIN, Executrix of the estate of
David Durgin, late of Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented her first, and
final account for allowance.
Ordered, That t lie said Executrix give notice to all
person- interested by causing a copy of this order to
he published three weeks successively in the Repub
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate ourt, to be held at Bel la-1, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday «d November next, at ten ot the clock before nomi, and
shew cause, it any they have, why the same should
not he allow d.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
AtD*. t- B. P. Field, Register.
A true copy.

SARAH

Friday Eve’ng, Oct. 20, 76.
First

production

in tlii< city of the celebrated
Dickens dramatization of

W. J. Le 1vl O Y FT E
1

CAP N
ON

his

n

t

ireat Bart of

ED’ARD

i

CUTTLE.

THE

SAME EVENING,
Fir-t time, also of

r.

M

Y N

o
K
o
I n his two celebrated characterizations of

OLD

SQUEERS

Both Bi-

NEWMAN

and

Cast to the Full

ces

have been bought late in the season and
( ASH at a
great reduction in priae-*,
and tii
ire now oU'ering their FMIKF.
•ST<
at figures so low that the closest
buyers cannot help buying and go
A WAV WELL 1* LEASED.

bought for

-C-'

ANI)

Stock

My

NOGGS

Strength of the

Ladies you should

CarpetingS

not miss the
opportunity to
in and see our splendid assortment of
New and Desirable DRESS DODDS for
Fall and Winter wear, lleuntiful
Patterns, Great Variety and selling VERY LOW!

Eight

come

--—-

\BBIE

'BWl

til!BAT ATTIIACTIOX for the LAST Ml,ill

Saturday Oct 21,
LeMOVNK

DICK SWIVEI.I.EK

us

in

Old

mii;

Curiosity Shop

Mary llaiaforlli

Liltle Aril :iml the Marrhioness

as

MIL l.i M»>'i NK will alsouppenr in the
in Two Acts, of

great Sketch,

MICAWBFR

vs.

HE1.U,

As URIAH
A-;

”76

over loo nights at Selwyn’s fheatre and Boston Museum.

played hv him

as WILKINS MICAWBEIL
Company will appear in both pieces,
if// Tickets for Sale Lour Days in Advance at
Woodcock’s Bookstore.
CIIAS. H. THAYER.
Manager

CII AS. II. THAYKlt
1 he Entire

Admission :>5 Cts.
f*

®jjf

rv

Reserved Seats 50 Cts.

**

*->

bj-

Li*

w

y-

w

-Nj

v

y-->

f*

-5,,

5'^

5-?

y-f

Lv

Cloaks Gioaks.
WILL

YOU

FIND

AT

BI.Bft.JOBBUSOH&CO'j
BEST

TIIE

USE

OF

CLOAKS
Ever seen in Belfast. We have them at prices
to suit all.
Immense call and examine them.

Mrs. R. Sheldon

mis

LINK

Ami

HAYING

RETURNED FROM

BOSTON

sells Martini Weeks, Somes, Mt Desert;
Harriet, Pierce, Cranberry Island.
Oct 17th, schs D K Arey, Curtis, Boston; Mary
Fletcher, Webster, Bangor, for do; Mary Farrow,
McCarty, Gloucester and Baltimore; Boiiz, Ryder,
Islesboro; Tyro, Hurris, Bangor.
SAILED.
Oct 12th, schs Malabar, Welsh, Ellsworth, to load
for New York; Sarah L Davis, Cottrell, Sandy Hook
for orders: Marv, Magee, Millbridge, to load for
Rondout, New York; Martha Emma, Burgess, Carver’s Harbor.

invite their friends and the

WITH A NICK LINK OK

F’aJl and. Winter

MILLINERY,
public to call and
13 Phenix Row.

see

them at
"U1

Friday, a rubber pen and
Y
JL •
pencil case, gold mounted,
Sept. 1st, a large knife, rough bone handle, with a
variety of blades, screw, cork-screw, &c. A reward
will be paid, if returned to WM. C. MARSHALL’S
V

gives public notice to all

been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator de
bonis non, of the estate of

WILLIAM (1. PIPER, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
CLARK M. MARDEX.

to him.

DRESS GOODS

I'm: I’tvrs l.oons !

A I.l.

ALPACAS,

It It IL LIA X TINES.

WOOL VIGXONES,

MY STOCK

MOHAIRS,

CRETONNES.

MERINOS,

TAMISE.

( ASHME11F.S

1>RA P'DE'E TE,

POP/. fXS,

Goods

Just

Received at

CLARK’S
BOOT

PLAIDS,

Embracing

all the

AND SILKS

DIAGONALS dr

FURNISHING

Our Stork of the above is
and Attractive.

BLACK GOODS!

have the

We sell

of lJlack Cashmere

qualities

extra

At 75c., 87c. &

Largest

Flannels, Blankets, Repeilants,

$1.00 por yd.

Cassinieres and

BLACK SILKS
Please look at
&

our

Store.
JwlO*

Selling

them

sold.

HOSIERS !

15 I. E AC I! ED

Silks

$1.87 per yd.

SHOWN COTTONS, PHINTS,

IN EVERY STYLE.

THOSE-

—AND

KNICKERBOCKERS!
We have

REMNANT CRESS GOODS!
We have taken from our shelves, all the
short lengths of Dress Goods, and
have them on our Counter,

Thirty Days
obtained

rare
on

bargains

can

immensely LARUE STOCK at Extremely Low Prices.

Collars & Culls!
—

uxiHm'LOTimt;!!

Selling at 20 per Coat Less than CostFor

an

Ladies. Gents and Children's

Kemnants.

--

—

Paper.

C-

o

SMAIsL* WARES.
We keep a complete assortment of these goods
in LACE and SILK I IE>. COLLARS ali i
Cl' FES, IlL'KT'S, HOSIER) ,ULo\'Es
LACE EI)Ci IN US. TRIM MINUS,
PRINCES. (JIMPS, RlIHRLNs.
C()Rl> and lASSELs and
Iil T'l'oNS, and a thousand and one tilings
belonging to thi."

SHAWLS!!
India

Striped

&

Paisiey Shawls.

department.

We have purchased largely in shawls,
and make them our leading article
Examine cur Double Paisley Shawls

A.X.

$12.00

T

uR ACES

UMBRELLAS!

O O PL S E T S !
Wo have a LARUE line of thex- goods, ami
every style manufactured, which wo can
you CHEAPER than yon can Row

nearly

&c.,

sell

FLANNELS & WOOLENS
For Men and

81 Mniu Stroor,

in dob Dots
for CASH, we are prepared to show
them at less cost, than can lie had

Having bought

these

T. W. PITCHER & CO.,

Boys Wear.

Shirting

lii a

11

yd.

—

to Sell Goods at
the vory

Gents Underwear!

low i:st

IJ

A DIMS
flu* he

pliH.'i
-t

cull uml examine
assortment in t<i'v.

Style.

Ribbons,
Wings, Velvets,

i’iiicks!

our

Bonnets

Fall Stock.

in

every

Feathers, Flowers,

Plain amd Corded
in ail Colors.

Silks
-«•*-

Sell at 25 Cts.
\Y

have

t*

Full Lino

u

New ciooti- ic!-oi\ml
sol.! at l ow Prices at

i>l

<

WHOLESALE
—-

-—-

r—

Straw, Felt Hats and

Look at the Shirts & Drawwe

a

H. JOHNSON & CO.

H.

Just Returned from
Western Markets, are pre-

pared

Block

It

00m Millinery Goods!

Having

ers

Williamson
;;mos

elsewhere in this city

and Flannel 10c per

10

No.

Belfnsr, Me.

goods

&c.

&c.,

Cannot be Beat!

Plea-e call and examine ur S'j'Ot K h-fore pur
lay object t.. ;. cit Mo-y
liaid times, you will he W'HLKINt
J oR Y<H K
OWN INTEREST*' by 1.11\ invour Uoods a'

eha-iiu, and if EC<»\O.MY i

WATERPROOFS!

MEN’S

-IN ALL TIIL-

We present to each purchaser of a Water
proof one of our Celebrated Domestic
Paper Fashions

RETAIL.

.loll NSON & CO
till

STOGA

BOOTS

—

HEAVY CALE. KiP. & COWHIDE

WILL Ml I ALL

IN PRICE*1 Til A l

AND

I N

New & Fashionable Colors!

Bout, which will he

v«t>

II
II
October a, 1>?*’«.

Belfast,

At James W. Clark’s
—-

A T

Always a Large Supply on hand.
Remnant Prints 6 Cts. per yd.

KIN I;

---——

,

Undervests, Fancy Goods fa,
All the novelties ot the season have
been obtained. Don’t tail to look
at our Hosiery & Undervests.

just received
a

ol old IVlegrnpli Building.
Mackerel of ail grades, by the Bbl., Half
Bbi. or Kit.
Halibut's Heads, Fins and Napes.
Smoked Halibut, Salmon & Herring.
Prepared Cod and Cheeks.
Tongues and Sounds.
Dry Cod and Pollock.

Has just received the first But oi' the season ot
Finnan Haddies.
Yarmouth Bloaters and

CARPETINGS

All the varieties ot t’re-di lisli the
hand.

OYSTERS
out

PRINTS.

ol

town

LINK OK

STOCK

* specialty.
Parties
liberal rates.
IK AN K COLLINS.
IfH

MRS. RICHARDS
—A N J>—

MISS

SOUTH WORTH,

■lust returned Iron) Boston, solicit the attention ot their friends and customers
to their full line of

OK

Blankets ui Flannels!

Supers, Superlines

at

Belfast, Oct. L 1670.

1 rom (> to 1:2 1-2 (Jems.

OIK

atford-,

CLAMS

furnished

Bleached i UnbleachedCottons

Look at our Doable Warps at 50c. per yd.
Tapestries at $1.25 per yd.

-eason

always on

the low

11 A V K

W l)

We have still made another reduction
on these goods, and are offering
them Less than Boston prices.

at

lot of

REMNANT

Extra

Iriigh. Street.,

Basement

Kippered Herring.
Pieces of Prints
est prices. Also

A FULL

Collins' Market,

Silk. f ashmen*.
Mk, Aipam.
811k. lliithdiHme.
mk, ^lohair,
181k. Silk.
and Tamise.

Qualities.

II () S I E H Y

FISH!

A Choice Stock of Fish tor Fall ami Winter Trade, just received at

OK

BLACK GOODS
Cannot l>o hurpiissnl. viz

BLANKETS!
all

FISH!

Plaid Dress Goods!
OI K

In

S O-

BARGAINS

COTTONS & l»ltINIS GREAT

i

Never were Cheaper than they are to-day. Cad
and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

Oil Olotlis,
Oil Ivlats,

Boclcing,

And having

in all Colors very Low!

Repellants

Ootton

Felting,
Olotlis,
Constantly on Hand

Beavers *

Enamel

Also

a

Cloakings.

Large

Assortment of

I For the coming

the services ol

season,

wo

promise

our

work in FIRST CLASS STYl.F.

I Dress Mukiii”
Ladies

L J) LN ti

Silk and Worsted Fringes,

We guarantee our Hoods and Prices to
every customer, and will give you as largo
a bundle ot choice goods, for as little money, ns can bo obtained in this State.

engaged

MISS KAYES,

XVK ham: a fink link of

us

llsnul

please Call upon Us.

INTo- 11 iS/lain Street.
13 tf

Trimming Braids, Buttons, Neck Tie9
in all Colors, Collars and Cuffs,

NOTHING BUT THE BEST

Handkerchiefs and Gloves.

BOOTS & SHOES
At

Agents for the Celebrated
Please

CLARK,

No. 13 Fhenix Pow.

BO T II

Linen &

Of these good* n< hav»* a LARUE I.Of in even
''i/e and totality, and oar prices we homstlv
believe will average LOWER than the
same goods can be bought in any
other store in the plane.

he

Domestic

Paper

LADIES

Fashions.

AT

LOW

LINK OF

000
3 )UUU

Rutterick’s Patterns
free to all.

lognes

Just

Hosiery

received. Cata-

H. H. JOHNSON & CO

J

Bellast, October 3, 1870.

!

tf!4

James W. Clark’s-

FOWLE’S
PILE AND HUMOR CURE.

PRICKS.

Ladies' and Children's

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.
Hayford Block, Church St.,
BELFAST.

WEAR 1

UNDER

ALSO A LARGE

Examine before buying

W.

we are
re ever

OF-

FI mil WEAR!

Overcoatings

in tie- city, and
cheaper than they \v<

$1.25, $1.50

--CONSISTIN'!;

CORSETS

STYLES

JAMES

As'-ortumnt ot

Ever dimvn

A*

GOODS !

Very Large

Latest

^ast

Belfast, Oct. 11, 1870.

< loakS?i»s and Shawls?

FANCY GOODS

For Pall and Winter Wear.

—

BASKET ci.OTHs

spun ps.

—

SHOE STORE!

F

<)

—

IS ERR I T/. ri.OTIIS

Straw IVT attings
Now

I.ot (it

Splcmlii!

:i

COMl'KKTK IN

IS

IN C L

Edgcomb

JUST

subscriber hereby
r|lllF
1. concerned that lie Inis

Weight

CASHMERES.

SUSAN

—A N D

A N D—

Miss

At a l’robate Court held at Belfast, within and for
tlu* County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
October, A. 1). 1870.
II. JACKS >N, widow of Levi Emery, late
of Montvillc, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a pe'ition that Jonathan If. Fuller
may be appointed Administrator on said deceased’s
estate.
Ordered, That the said Susan 11. give notice
to all persons intended by causing a copy of this
«.rder to be published thr- »- w*‘cks suecessix < ly in tlfc
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to he held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesdayol
November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cans.-, if anv they have, w hy the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
W.M. M. RUST, Judge.
Atruecopy, Attest—B. P. Fii:li>, Register.

I.AlKST

OVERCOATINGS

Black Goods !

The attention of the public is called to the
Great Variety in

!,A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w ithin and for
the second Tuesday of
the County of Waldo, o
October, A. D. 1870.
E. I-LETCH EH, widow ol Crawford S.
Fletcher, late of Stockton, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
\j. 31. Partridge m ty be appointed Administrator on
said deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Abbie E. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
he published three weeks oiccessivoly in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said < our tv, on the second Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, it any they have, why the prayer of said
petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest*—B. P. Field, Register.

all tin;

HEAVY

:C-

o

comprises

St\ los of SFITINUS

Dress doods! OVERCOATINGS

—

Company.
-—r-^T»

At a 1 rebate Court held at Belfast, w ithin and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
October, A. D. !>:<*».
1 DOE, Ad.ministrator, of the estate ol It. J.
yj.
Farrington, late of Burnham, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having pri si uted his account of
Administration for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator giv e notice to
all persons interested hy causing a copy of this order
to he published three weeks sue -essively in the Re
publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Prohate Court, to ho held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of November next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if air they ha'e, why the same
should not be allowed.
WM. M. Rl ST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest B. P. Field, Register.

Jk_

\\ Itieli

—

Intelligence has been received at Bangor of the
I he
loial loss of schr Ada \\ tiould, ot that port.
essel v\a abamloneil at mm sometime after tin* 1 At h

ARRIVED.
12th, schs Mary, Cook, lisliing grounds; Lafayette, Crockett, do; Amuzon, Bates, Bangor;
llereoine, Fetch, do; Ollett, Quinn, do; KS Wilson,
Patterson, Stockton.
Oct 12th, sloop Hershel, Doyle, Bangor.
Oct 14th, brig William H Parks, of New York,
Chase, Boston; schs North, Smith, Bangor; Win
Tell, Mathews, do; P M Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaven.
Oct 15th,

on, to be published three weeks successively in the
R* publican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate < ourt to be held at the
Probate Odice in Belfast, aforesaid, on tin* second
Tuesday of November next, at ten o’clock in tie* forenoon, ami shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
B. P. Kiki.r, Register.
A true copy, Attest

hold.

PORT OF BELFAST.
Oct

Centennial who intend visiting Mew York will
find the Grand Union Hotel, opposite the
Grand Central Depot, one of the best Hotels

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice t<- :;I! persons- interested by
copy of said petition, with this order there-

causing a

Ireland.
Schr Mm II Mitchell of
Wicklow, Sept.
Maehias, from Dublin for Cape Breton, struck heavily on the bar here to-day she ha.- since been hauie 1
off, and moored inr-ide, vvilii -i\ t* el of water in the

)IED.

winr*

At a Probate ( ourt held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
<ictober, A. 1 >. Ib7b.

coast,

HEEP
i

k. W. kbit S; Co.

County

chatties and credits of said deceased arc not siifli
cient to answer his just debts and charges of Administration. by the Mini of eight hundred dollars.
Wm-: t.i ui:i: your petitioner prays your honor to
grant lmn a license to sell and convey so much ol
the real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion of the Widow’s dower thereon, as will satisfy his debts and incidental charges, and charges of
Administration.
EKED YOUNO,
By John Okkki.y.

\\ 1TH
lOaOU

of I ’robnte for the

I7MIED

-.

DOMBEY AND SON

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal
Sargknt, No. 8 Main Street.

Judge

YOL’N(i. Administrator of the estate of
l urhur Young, late of Palermo, in said Coun_■
ty, deceased, respectfully renroseuts that the goods,

carried away foremost and all head gear in a heavy
sea oli' Faulkner's Island, Ct.Oet *th,and was towed
into New London '.’tl>, for repaii
Schr .Magnolia which was -old at Bangor a few
days since at 8*8, was some l>years old, i'»0 tons
burthen, and the lirst vessel in the State of Maine
that was rigged with three masts.
The mate ot the brig Mary C. Koseval* died at
Tybee on the 11th, tie- captain having died three
duvs previously
Schr F I. McDonald, o! llella.-t, at Oalveston lrom
Boston, was in the hurricane of Sept ltUli, but was
not seriously damaged by it. The ve.-st-l was struck
by lightning, however, the same day, and the mi/,
zen-topmast was completely destroys d: the iniz/enmast was also somewhat injured, but not so severely
as to necessitate condemning it.
Schr Mary A Holt, of F.ll-worlh, lrom Bucksville,
S C, for Calais, got ashore at Back Live: in the gale
of last month, but was gotten oil' and towed into
Norfolk 7th iust. She lost her rudder while thumping on the bar of the Kiv er.
Brig Mechanic, of Cortland,
London, Oct I-.'.
Kelley, from Bristol, is ashore on t he County Down

Corrected

Oats
Reaus

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

M 1..MOUAN DA.

Schr

ssmosl.*!

BELFAST

1.1 urn n,

•••

Tar,

Solution,
Forest
Forest Tar Troches?
Forest Tar Salve?
Forest Tar Soap?
Forest Tar Inhalers?

1870

domestic: poets.

-■

Forest

1876

Philadelphia, Oct 17th, schr William Frederick, Ames, Gloucester, Eng.
Ar at Vineyard Haven, Oct Pith, schrs Jacldr,
Getehell, hence for Key West; Mark Pendleton,
Pendleton, Bangor, for .New York ; Hattie, Gilchrist,
hence tor Bucksville, S (': .James Holmes, Ryder,
lienee for New York; S .J Gilmore, Sylvester, Bangor for do, (and all sailed.'
Sid from (.charleston, Oct. 1'th. '■•.•hr Mary Lynu- I To tlie Honorable Judge of Probate for the County
of Waldo :
burner, Coombs, Baltimore.
Ar at Jacksonville, Oct Oth, schr James W Brown,
>. LAMSOX, Administrator of the estate ol'A*
Kane, New Vork and this port.
• K.
of Thorndike, in said County*
Bumps,
Chi from Oalveston, Oct oiIt, sclir J I' McDonald,
deceased,
respectfully represents tlmt the goods*
Ivane, Pen-acola; (see memoranda
chatties and credits of said deceased are not suindent to answer his just debts and charges of AdminEOEEIHX rout.-.
istration, by the sum of six thousand dollars, and
Shi from Liverpool. Oct Oth. hark Arizona. Van that said Administrator has taken out license to sell
Schroeder, P.aliinmre. 11th, shin P R Haztlline, It. al Estate to the amount of four thousand dollars.
Wii i:!:i.1 oi:k your petitioner prays your houorto
llerriman, Rangoon.
giant him a license to sell and convey so much more
Ar ::t Antwerp, < >ct f’.th, bark I >a\ i 1 Babcock,
of
Yn.
said real estate of said deceased, (including the reKiclinioud,
Colcoul,
version of the Widow's dower thereon,) as will satisfy
Ar at Hamburg, Sept 20th, ship Thomas R Pills
his
Frontcra.
debts and incidental charges, and charges of
Pitcher,
burv,
Sid from Dunkirk, Oct 7th, ship Wm McGilvery. Administration.
States.
.J. I». 1.AMSOX, Administrator.
United
Nichols,
Ar at Palermo, Oct 10th, brig Fidelia, Atwood,
At
a
Court
of
held at Belfast, within and
Probate,
Bangor.
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
Ar at St IJeh-na, Sept 10th, brig Neil White,
of October, A. I). 1670.
rhombs, Manila for New \ ork.
Ar at Singapore, no date, bark Stillman A Allen,
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
Taylor, Newcastle, N S W.
At C alcutta, Sept Oth, ships Ivanhoe, Herriinan,
causing a copy of said petition,with this order thereLiverpool, for Bombay ; I? P Buck, Curtis, for Ba- on, to be published three week** successively in the
tavia.
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, lhat
Ar at Bombay. S« pt *th, ship Cora, Coombs, for they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
the* Probate otlice in Belfast aforesaid) on the secCalcutta.
ond Tuesday of November next, at ten o’clock in the
PHAKTKUS OF THE W F I K
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not he granted.
Compiled specially lor the Journal.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
off-shore freights continue extremely dull tor the
A true copy. Attest- B. P Kiki.r, Register.
season, a seeming lack of confidence which generally prevails among shippers, acting as a decided
To tin Honorable .Judge ol Probate for the County
hindrance to business, of the \M vessels chartered
of Waldo
to load grain and oil at the ports ot New York, Philthe
wei
and
Baltimore
k,
past
only
during
adelphia
W E>1\ Administratrix, with the will
one was American, while the bulk was made up of
annexed, of the estate of John West, late of
This is but little
British and Norwegian barks.
in said Count), do.- -used, respectfully repreBella-t,
different from every freight report, and conclusively
sents that the
chatties and credits of said deshows that fully seven-eights of our foreign business ceased are not goods,
ullicient to answer his just debts nnd
is done brother than American tonnage. During
charges oi Administration, that a sale of some porthe last few days, the following charters have been
tion of llu- real estate is necessary lor the payment
Sch T 11 Livingston, New York to this port,
made
of said delieioncy, and that by a partial sale of any
coal, $l.f>U; sch Annie L McKeen, lienee to Jack- certain portion of said real estate the residue would
sonville, ice,
per ton ; sell Malabar, Ellsworth
be* greatly depreciated in value.
sols Lor
to Koudout, New York, staves, lido, per M
WnKi’.i.i <»ni. your petitioner pray your honor to
etto Fish, of Thonmslon, Jbu M lumber. St. Mary’s
to s.«*ll and convey tin* whole of
grant her a liecn.
River to New York, $7.1.*; sell Nellie Doe, of Ban
tie* real estate of said deceased, including the regor, coal to that port from Hoboken, $ 1 .«'>.»: sell S 1
version of the Widow’s dower thereon,, to
Seahury, of Bangor, New York to St. Augustine, said debts and im Mental charges and charges satisY)
ol'Ad
lump sum; bark ( onimeree, of Newcastle. N York ministration
HARRIET WEST,
and
and
to
ibraltar
Cadiz
hack, general cargo, lump
her
JOSEPH
WILLIAMSON,
By
Attorney
Boston to San
new ship Portland Lloyd
sum;
1 aneisco, current rate-; bark Alfred of Bath, New
At :t v ourt cl Probate, held at Belfast, within and
Y *rk to Cadiz, staves, &c., current rates; sell Lum !
for the County of Waldo, ou the second 1'uesdny
Ot Calais, from a Maine port to Port Spain, Triniof November, A. 1
l>-7b.
dad, lumber,
gold; > ‘h John Ifouglas, of Bucknorth
side
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That tin*
Cuba, lumber, $10
port, Pensacola to
gold, or a Windward Island, $11 gold; sell Alta V petitioner give notice to nil persons interested by
Cole, of Harrington, New York to Ponce, P R, causing a copy of said petition, with this order there$1..V-.’.'* silver ; brig Hattie M Bain, of Portland, Turks on, to bo published tim e weeks successively in the
J -land to Bath/salt. 11c; sch Annie p Merritt, of Republican Journal a pap< r printed at Belfast, that
Boothbay, New \ ork to liayti and back,private; sell they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Probate Ollice in Bellas" aforesaid, on the secAbbie Ingalls, ol Machias, thence to Arroyo, P R,
lumber, $> silver; brig Mansion, of Searsport, New ond Tuesday *>1 Novembern**xt, at ten o’clock in the
York t«> Barbadot s and Denu rara, Joe. gold per bbl; forenoon, and sin \v cause, if any they 'nave, why the
same should not bo granted.
sell D II J-Jisbce. of Camden, New York to two ports
WM. M IH ST, Judge.
in Jamaica, LJc. gold jut bbl; sell O M Merritt, of
A true cony.
Attest
B. 1‘. Kiki.r, Register.
P.
S'ork
to
New
It,
$l,10f>
Mayaguez,
Boothbtiy,

■

■

YOUR

Ar at

NOTICES. HATFOED HALL,
BELFAST,

SPECIAL

--

FASTEN

i WARRANTED

j

;

I

I

a perfect cure in all the worst
forms of Pii.ks, Lkprosy, Scrokklx, Riiku.maTisM, Salt Riikum, Catarrh, Kidnky IMskasks
and all diseases of the Skin, and the greatest Blood
Pt RiFiKi: ever discovered. Entirely Vegetable. Internal and external use. Monty returned in every
case of failure.
II. l>. FOWLK & CO., Montreal
and Boston. Sold everywhere. $1 a bottle. Send
for Pamphlets.
cow3niosH

Tim©

They know

to

fFi’um tho Uanburj' Nows.]

Go,

the time

t<; go;
The fairy clqcks strike their inaudible hour
In field and woodland, and each punctual flower
Hows at the signal an obedient head
Aud hastes to bed.
The pale Anemone
Glides on her wa v with scarcely a good night;
The Violets tie their purple night caps tight;
Hand clasped in hand, tiie dancing ('olurnbines,
In blithe.'Omc lines,

Drop

their last courtesies.
Hit from the scene, and couch them for their rest;
The Meadow Lily folds her scarlet vest
And bides i* ’ricuth the Grasses lengthening green,
Fair and serene.
Her sister Lily floats
On the blue pond and raises golden eyes
To court the golden splendor of the skies.
I’ne sudden signal c ones, and down she goes
To iind repose.
In the cool depths below,
later, and the Asters blue
Depart in crowds, a brave and cheery crew;
While Golden Rod, still wide awake and gay,
A little

Turns him away,
Furls his

And, like

bright parasol,

little hero, meets bis fate.
The Gentians, very proud to sit up late,
Next follow. Every Kern is tucked and Set
’N'eath coverlet,
a

Downy and soft and warm.
No little seedling Voice is heard to grieve
< >r make
complaints the folding woods beneath ;
No lingerer dares to stay, for well they know
The time to go.
each us your patience, brave,
Dear flow* rs. till we shall dare to part like you,
God’s
will, sure that His clock stikes true;
Willing
That ills sweet day augurs a sweeter morrow,
With smiles, not sorrow.

An

Autumn

Ride.

A ride ! a ride!
file horses are pawing before the door,
Ip! up and away to the breezy moor;
We clatter adown tin* village street,
l'he gudo-wives deem our steeds are fleet,
Light nobly they bear us up the hill,
Hefore us tiie downs lie wide and still,
Where the purple heather is rich in bloom,
And the yellow gorse and the golden broom.
The bramble is trailing across our track,
Its berries are turning from red to black.
When summer and autumn, hand in hand,
l’our down rich gilts on the smiling land,
What pleasure on earth can we compart*
With a ride o’er the moors in a breezy air
The skies above are clear and blue,
Look up, no cloudlet meets the view
Around us all is bathed in light,
I he earth with richest hues is bright,
l ar ofl'they melt in a Silver haze
That veils the landscape from our gaze,
a softness o’er the scene
And
No painter’s touch could give, I ween;
.'•’jell coloring would his skill defv,
I'or art with nature ne’er may vh
When tiie sun is bright and the sky is clear.
And the sweet birds are singing far and near,
No pleasure on earth can we compare
With a rifle o’er the moors in the breezy air.
Gulden Hours.

spreads

Molly by

tho

Gate.

By the roud two married maples,
Where the robins love to mate;
< »n the grass, beneath their shadow,
Molly'> waiting by the gate.
Dark, or bright the day that saileth,
Silent, under heaven's dome,
it bath one sole hour for Molly
That which brings her father home.
—

He, within the panting city
\\ orking out man’s common fate,
often ~ees before his vision
l.itth Molly by t In* gate
Who hath pro\ ed his strong defen ler,
Who doth hold him pure and true,
By tin* baby face uplifted,
Budding mouth, and eyes of blue:

Everywhere some dear temptation
Holds allurements fair and new ;
Sate a little child doth lead him
All the perilous pathway through.
Evermore bis spirit sees Her,
Be it early, be it latest ill the little, dear child-daughter,
Molly, waiting by the gate.

Jewels of

Thought

The next night he
He asked to see her
came around again.
alone. She readily complied. She was
ail of a tremor
Her heart went out to
him in a gush of sympathetic love. She
stood ready to throw both arms about his
neck and cry out her jov.
There was not.
much color in his face and his voh
.as
husky. Ho said:
‘■1 have been with you six months, Ma
tilda. and I tried in all that tune to do
what was right.” He paused an instant to
recover the voice which was faltering rapidly, while her trembling increased, "I
know that 1 have got considerable temper,
and that 1 do not control it always as I
ought, But 1 have tried to be faithful to
on, tried to do everything that 1 thought
would tend to make you happy. And ieeliug this. I have called to-night to see if
you wouldn't be kind enough to give me
a sort ot testimonial to this effect, so that
l could show it to any other young lady 1
might want to go with. It might help me.”
lie looked at her anxiously. All the color lelt her face in a flash.
She made a
great effort to swallow something which
threatened to suffocate her.
Then she

Dear God, 1 uni >o weary of il all,
1 fain would rest me fur a liltle space.
Is there no great rocks where the shadows fall,
That I may cast me down and hide my luce?
I work and strive, sore hardened mid afraid,
fhe road is flinty mid iIn* way is long,
And the weak start' whereby lay steps are staid,
lieiiiis like a reed \\ lien the bitter winds art *trnag.
ilte lofty thought proves fruitless in tiie deed,
1 tie prize [ toil for seems t: glittering lit
There is no comfort for present need,
No guerdon promised lor futurity.
I shrink in terror from tiie endless task,
I look with horror on tin* barren land,
And ask, as only hopeless hearts can ask.
Tiie meaning of my days to iinderstuudi

j

j

i

Scientific skill cannot go

j

J

There are two ways of going through this
World,
>ne is to make the best of it. and tiie
other to make tin* worst of il. Those who take
tiie latter course work hard for poor pay.
It is more easy to write about money than to
have it; and those who have ii laugh at those
who can only write about il. [Voltaire.
file teacher who succeeds best is in who
puts ids whole soul into his speech, and thus
imparts hi- soul to others in tiie very process
of conveying information to their understand-

ings.

In social intercourse, tiie vain mail whose
vanity i- but one form of hi- geniality, sees
others in the same ..olive light In* sees himself. lie becomes oppres-ive only when he diminishes other individualities in magnifying
his own.
The whole of the universe i- full of tiie majestic and awful reality which would stir tiie
inmost depths of our heal ts if we could only
realize and feel it.
Intellectual gilts are like gifts of strength or
wealth, or rank.or tvordly power—splendid ju-truments il nobly used, lint rccpiiring qualities
to Use them milder and better than them-elves.
Observe a method in tin; distribution of your
time, liver, hour will then know its proper
employment, and no time will lie lost. Idleness will lie shut out at every avenue, and with
her that numerous body of vices that make up
her train.
“The poor ye have with you always," said
the Master. “Not if we ran’help it Lord." cry
out the worshippers in a thousand gorgeous
We intend to keep tiie poor by
temples.
themselves. We don't think they would feel
at home in our gay assemblies.”
Not long ago an engineer brought ills train
to a stand a! a little Massachusetts
village
where tiie passengers have live minutes for
lunch. A lady came along tiie platform and
said:
The couduetor tells me tiie train at tiie junction in 1’.. leaves fifteen minutes before our arrival. It is Saturday night, that is the last
train. 1 have a very sick child in the ear, and
no money lor a hotel, and none for a
private
conveyance a long, long wav into the cuuntrv.
What shall I do?”
"Well,” said the engineer, “1 wish I could
tell you.”
"Would it he possible for you to liurrv a little?" said tiie anxious, tearful mother.
"No, madam, I have tiie time-table, and the
rules, so I must run by it.”
She turned sorrowfully away, leaving tin?
bronzed face of tiie engineer wet with tears.
Presently site turned and said, "Are you a
Christian?”
"I trust I am,” was the reply.
“Will you pray with me that tiie Lord may
ill some way delay the train at tiie junction.”
“Why, yes, I will pray with you, but I have
not much faith.”
Just then tin* conductor cried, “All aboard.”
The poor woman hurried back to the deformed
and sick child, and away went the train climbing tiie grade.
“Somehow,” said tiie engineer, “everything
worked like a charm. As 1 prayed, I couldn’t
help letting my engine out just a little. We
hardly stopped at the first station, people got
oil and oft' with wonderful
alacrity, the conductor’s lantern was in the air in a half minute,
and then away again. Once over the summit
it was dreadful easy to give her a little more,
as 1 prayed, till she seemed to shoot through
the air like an arrow. Somehow I could't hold
her, knowing i had the road, and so wo dashed
up to tiie junction six minutes ahead of time.”
There stood the otner train, and the conductor with the lantern on his arm.
“Well," said
lie, "will you tell me what I am waiting here
for. Somehow I felt I must await, your coining
to-night, but I don’t know whv.” “I guess,”
said tiie brother conductor, “it is for this poor
woman, with her sick and deformed child,
dreadful anxious to get home this Saturday
night.” iiut the man oil tiie engine, and the
grateful mother, think they can till .whv the
train waited.

The

Niagara Falls Gazette says: “Some
strangers actuated by curiosity, threw a
goose into the river from the bridge leading from tiie main land to Hath Island, a

few days ago, to test if it could survive a
trip over the American fall. The goose
made the voyage in safety and was subsequently secured uninjured by a ferryman
below the cataract.” A man would be a
goose to try the same experiment, and yet
he would not survive it.

the elfects of

these remarkable preparations. Chronic Sllacanaatiam of many years’ standing, Neuralgia, Weak
Back, Fever Sores, WVepciig'-Mincwfv, Sciatica,

Caked-Breasts,

Distorted Joints and

of the worst kind

are

Sprained

For Sale

Limbs

cured by the White Centaur

It will

destroy the pain and hra! ivithoat «
*c«ar all ordinary Burns and Scalds.
It will extract
the poison of Bites and Stings, and the frost from
Frozen Limbs. It is very efficacious for Ear-ache,
Tooth-ache, Itch and Cutaneciii Eruption**.

|

Best Boots & Shoes
FOR THE

LEAST MONEY.

Josiah Westake, of Marysville, O., writes:

is

cheap.

DINSMOEE & SONS
Have just put hi an Immensely LARGE
STOCK, which they bought direct from
the manufacturers for

C-A-S-H-,
they
LOWER PRICES

in

Symptoms.—Obstructed breathing, partial closure
«>n.
or both nostrils, a stopped u]>, “stuifed up"
ling in the head, constant blowing of the nn»e,
discharges from the nose of a watery or thick yellow
r greenish mucus, frequently streaked with’blood.

Liniment.

■

•fL Di.v

ok (

St., Nkw ’i

It

and Oirls

-WILL

only

grown persons as well as Children. They
need* to increase the quantity. l*nt children

have

so

j1
:

j

j

It< efleets

certain than Cawtor Oii. It
alcohol and is as pleasant to false
as honey. It'm ver gripes. By
regulating the stomach
and bowles the Castoria cool* iSie l»loo«l, expels
worms and prevents feverishness, quiets the nerves
and produces health—then of course children
can sleep in quiet ami mother* can
rent.
contains

<
;

Id >\VEU THICK than any other Shoo
Store in the State.

a

are more

recommended

by

physicians

all

it, and it is having a
rapidly increasing sale. It is prepared with great
can* after the recipe of Dr. Samuel Ditcher, of Mass.,
at tie* Laboratory of ,J. B. Rose & Co.,-hi 1 ><*y Street,
nurses

who

have tried

New York.

For Genlleinen's

■V'

Twelve Cays

U

i)' Pdffi

(IrntU

HiPll.—

\

l have

painful

placed

just

hospi-

tal for twelve days without cun-. 1 then asked permission of tlie surgeon to try tin- Coddins’ Voi.tak
J'dAsti.i.s, and in a Jew Imu- after putting one on
was entirely relieved of pain and able to bend
my
back; am now thoroughly well. 1 consider them
simple wonderful. Kespeclfuilv yours,

■ w —

■ ■

■hit

•>

I

»n,

Co. I, 1st
1*70.

Artillery,

May •'»,

and can
you a
Hoot or Shoo, and at tin;
have it look and wear

I

Goods

!

FOR

THK

first class

Furnishing Goods

Hat, Cap and Gents

His Stock consists in

New BaiII
<

>f

There are m&rfyr* to
be cured by using

stock of all

SOLD

An

BY ALL

a

qualities

large stock of

styles.

UMIRELLAS AMI RUBBER CLOTHING.
O. W.

E. C.

HILTON,

Merchant
AND

Tailor,

DKALEU

IN

Men’s Youths’ &
HEADY

Boys’

MADE

CLOTHING!
No. 54 Main St.
| At the Old Stand of Ilersey & Woodard.]
•#3F*The reports of Fashions regularly received and

for sale here.

Belfast, Sept. 20, 1870.

latf

Fall Cloaks!
WILL BE OX EXHIBITION TO-MORBOW
-A

T-

GEO. W..BURKETT'S & CO.

JLm

o

invariably

187©.;

by which the proce-s i~- r« mien d much h >-■ painful
and tedious than by tin- old met hod s.
I.
: h instiled in Rubber or Ctlluloid Base, as persons prel't r.
He has the country right for the u e of
Or. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates
Particular attention given t o making :.nd inserting
artificial teeth.

-O :o: oadd, d to
Stock BOND'S BU I'TKIt
Pilot Bread, Snaps
of :d! kinds, Lemon Biscuit, Oat Aleal Biscuit and
Blinds lVe-ii from Bond’s Barkery, Boston. Also
•i
large sortment of Fishing Tackle, Hooks and
Lines, &c.
Also I have just r-'emved and shall keep constantly on hand a Largo and Well-Selected Stock ot
A Vi:

i'OR,

HENRY H.
(With

AND DOMESTIC

BY THE

AT

past t«

n

^
~

0

a
"■

pH
r
«
Ch rH

years

IMPORTANT CAUTION.

incgar

QUANTITY FOR FAMILY USE.

None are genuine unless the signature ol .1. il
I'*;* k, ns agent fw.r the l nited states, suit
each box of Pilis, aud Ointment. A Land-*.:,
ward will be gi en to any one rendering such
ma:ion as may lead to .,<• detection of any pai
parties eonnterfi itiug the medicines or vcmlim
•-ame, knowing tin m to l*e .spurious.
sold at the manufactory of Professor li*
tv & ('*•_, Ni.'U Void., an*1, by all respectuhi*
gists and dealers in medicine throughout tin
i/ed world, in boxes at V. cent-. h; cents aud
each.
i.
There i- considerable saving by taking
lil ;!« !* .-i/1 -.
N. H.
Direction'! f >r the guidance of pn
•"••
ry di-order ai*- affixed to each box.

Agent of th*' Boston AT:irine Insurance < ’ompany,
For s!•;aj;si’t»nr and Vi iM v.and A cent for the
sale of Pl iVIl I’JNH 1.1 MBF.lt and Ti M P.Flh for
from W. I.. Bid KS’
Ship Order-, Bridges, \e.
Mills at Buck-vllle. S. r.
iS7*>.
rnOJ*
Searsport, Me., April A'.,

Piano for Sale !

&c.

5SS53

f"*"'

\ N PXPFFI.F.M’ PIANO, OF «.<><» I) M A K K
jtlL and in tine order. Will he sold at a haraain.
Apply at the .Journal < Ml'ie
Belfast, Feb. ti*2, Klo,

■

tC‘.»

GEO. C. GOODWIN. Sole
111::

r~-E2E

TO YOUNG

N, MASi'ltY k SONS Ih ady Made ('oler.s for
interior i.nd exterior of Mouses, Barns,
(’all and see before purchasing « i.-e.

Painting

where.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main St., Belfast, Ms.

Me.

tl'

fcr-'V

_Pr-

MEN

\
I.rclure on the >amr«
I r* at in nr. and Radical cure oI
nal W *-akness. <»r Spermatorrlm .•
duced b\ Self-Abu e. Iuvoluntam
issi-iiis, I mpoteucy, Nervous Debilitv. and 11
; tin ids ;.* .Marriage g neraliy;
on-uinptiuii, P|
n l PI
-. Mental ami Pit
-ical 1 ncupucit \,
li* H’.PR r ,P ci .\ l .RW PPP, M, 1aw
< -m en Rook.
tie
.\c
IP' world-r* imwni d author, in this adno'
la *■;11re, cb arlv prov*
un ,i
from id
exp.-n
Mia. thi- awful ••■•ii'i •piettc. s ot .‘■••If-.vf»n~• n>
ef.
-tllailv reniO' .*1 W || I UI lll.'ii.r.ai aud U .'
da; g'-mc- -nrgc.ii op* rat ions, bougie-, iuMrum*
iugs, or cordial-; po'ntiic out u mode of *•,:
on*
certain ate if ••dual, by which every stub
j in* matter what his roi «; i t <" 11 may be, m.ii c a
self clie.aplv, |.i i. a’< l\ aud radically.
I
/'In < /■' liiri
i I j>/'* r<
/«• a {■'(//"'
am! (ho; a.„*./,.
‘-. nt, under
i u a plain
u\
o-ai,
••Pipe, t.* ..a
|
mi receipt ol -i.\ •* nt-, or t w*■ j* *-iag«
j iin
Addia >s,
•.

of

W

*.

M

™

i=

_

ffi'O

Buyers

(ireat inducement to

Boston

Fences, kc.

a

03

^

,

•I.

Acjt..

ii LECTURE

PURE LEAD AND OIL-

W
W

W

u

Belfast,
High St..
tfl

!

aitse, etc.

any

Paints, Oils & Varnishes

18

■

Consumption, l>ebility, Drop-y, Dy-enten,
la-, i mah' Irregulari: its. 1-V\ cr> of all kindCoat, Headache, Ii mige-i ion, Intlanimation.
dee, fiver « otnp!. 1 eaibago, Pile.-, P1
t>m, Retention of urine, scrofula or King’s
>*:
'coats, stoin ami Rravrl, Tic Douh
I'uniof', I leers, W orms of ail kinds,Weaku*

GRANT,

late lion. Win. McGilvi ry for

Sardines,FIGS,Pickles,
RAISINS,
JELLIES, NU'Sv

SALE

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

0.

Kidneys

For Stomachs Gut of Order.

1

A.

s

diseun

•No in* dit ine w ill -o effectually improv ;h•
of ihe .-'.itniach u- these Pile ; the} remove ei
ity occasioned either i>; internperance or in
diet. They reach the IP., and it due. it to a h*
action; ticy ai< wonderfully eilicaciou- in
rpa>m- in tact they re «-r fail in ruling all di
of tie- liv. and sto»c:eh.
Il|>: l.OWAl kS PIPPS are t lie bc-t know
world lot* the following diseases Ague, A
l:iiii».:< < >iiip!aint-. Rlotches on tie skin, I

tfhi

Bead & Remember!
just
my
CP Yt'K LBS, Soda and Fancy
Til

Pil,i

following

In all ill-1 a <
a.’* cling tie-. organ:, w i
they <1 cn !<• too much or too lit; !<■ water or u
ho
iilllicted
with
the dole or gravel, or
they
af!u s and pain-- set;...! in tin loins over tie r*
* 1 Hu- k:
pills
should !». taken a..
It.eye
ml tie ointie
ing to t.a• print'-.! lit e;ion-,
should be w-11 rubbed into t .e small of t he Pabed im.
’I bis Realm nt will giv
ilmo-t inn
ate relief when all oib- r mean- have t .i!.••

eluding
MORRISON'S DENTAL ENGINE !

■H.

tlir

cure

Disorder ol' the

of
Dr. Moore, corner of church and
-e? >;:rii'g streets. Has all Ha 1 :ii.• t
improved instruments f.m operating uj•on t>a »h, in

ttv

187©.

HOLLOWAY'S

Successor to Dr. 0. MOORE.
May dill be found at the old stand

EXTREM ELY

W

=

Boots & Shoes
1 lie

place

to

Buy

F at

|

EVEiRYTtiiio gf
JN

THE

SIMM*

Grand

G R AN I T K

A N l

A I, l

Opening
r

i?

Who on account of failing health, proposes to sell
out his entire Stock of BOOTS and SHOES at
about the original cost at retail, thereby giving the
wearer the benefit of the l.uW FRICKS l'or < ASH
and CASIFONLY ; as I propose t«* close* up my
business very soon no credit will be given.
Mv Stock consists of all the various styles of 1 A
DIES. MISS and CHILDRENS’ A//', cLoni,
and A //> FOXED HOOTS, also S !.l l' F EltS, Jit i
TOX S/JO/S, also MEN’S and ROY’S ('A!,E
HOOTS, Af.EXAS HOOT, also <\l I. F S'J'/JA /
HEFEI.E SHOES, also Common A//’, TJIJFE,
and SI'IHT SHOES, for common wear. In fact
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and
finally, call ami examine the QFAJHJ'Y and /'/,*/FES, and you will be sure to buy. As 1 propose to
give all HOOD HA EH f/.V.s' as long as they LAST,
if I am able to attend to business. Don’t forget the
place, at

FT. IT. FORBES,
No. 13 Main Street.

I T

S K K

>

IJsit*

At James W. Clark’s

Belfast, .1 it

a r

GS

MAIN

STREET.

Smith's FmiHi 14ids!
A Fin? Assortment Can be Found

At James

■

Clark's,

Indispensable Requisite

THE BEST ENGLISH DICTIONARY,

j/wTusjF., jiF-nm Sv.

PROVIDENCE RIVER AND VIRGINIA

OYSTERS,

/mexm/fo.

desire 1 o call uttent ion to our Stock of Heady
Made Clothing, Cloths, Flannels, Hat-. Caps
and Furnishing Goods, purchased expressly for our
trade. Head a few of our prices: Youth's Suits
from 15 to -J» years ot age
ranging in price from $7.00
to $15.('o p.-r suit; Mens' Spits $s.on and
upwards;
J-» prs. Hants only $J.50 per pair; these goods are
neariy ail wool and lined throughout; 75 pr-. all
wool Hants manufactured from Warren Cu.-s, only
$■■{.00 to $ l.oo per pair, cost last season $5.00 to $d op.
To be cion d ••it the balance of our Stock of Licht
Weight Fiuier ( oats. I he.-e coatseost last sea.-on
from $7.0') t<»
j.nii ear!); the
ntire lot; to be sold
at from S.'Loo to $0.00 < acli.
Job Lot N'e.-ts $1.00
each; Coder shirts Jh: each. Also a full assortment of Furni-hing Goods, Hats, L aps, &e. 1 lease
call and examine goods.
First class <\»at .Makers warded. No other*
need apply.
A.XHHLWS BKO>, Smvesnus to A.
UmlJ
Harris, Hhcni.x How, High S|„ Belfast.

ELECTRIC
BELTS*
^

selling large PROVIDENCE RIVERS
daily, at $1.E> per gallon, suiid.
VIRGINIAS at the lowest prices. Also, PROVIDENCE RIVER NATIVES AND PLANTS in
the shell by the bushel or barrel.
hail 1
We

I'm. Best 1*i:a<
Extant.”—London

th al

Kngihsh

Quarterly Jicriew,

I)iction.u:y
Oct. 1873.

United States.
Washington, I). C., Oct. 25, 1875.—The hook has
become indispensable to every student of the English language. A Law Library is not complete without it, and the Courts look to it as of the highest authority in all questions of definition.—Morrison U.
Waite.

A
son,

■

25

MILLER,

Albany Street, Boston, Mass.,
(Opposite Albany Depot.)

complete History of Andersonville l’ri
by Hr. It. It. Stevenson, Surgeon in

OYSTERS
OTHER-

with an Appendix containing the
of 13,000 Union soldiers who died
there, with date aud cause of death. Sent
on receipt of price, $3.00.
A »|D<mmIm1
c*«iinbook. TURNBULL BROMd.
THERS, Baltimore,

going West don't
^ ! People
BASKETS and LUNCHES
^

at short

notice.

Travellers

—H

LAD IE

i*n
m-.

77.

Merino

The best and cheapest lands in market are in EastNebraska, on the line of the Union Pacific
Railroad. The most favorable terms, very low
rates of fare and freight to all settlers. The best
markets. Free passes to land buyers. Maps, descriptive pamphlets, new edition of “The Pioneer”
sent free everywhere. Address O. F. 1IAYIN,
Laml CoinnaittMioner, U. P. It. IV.,Omaha,

lebraika.

LOOK
AND READ.
No
breaking of chimneys. Something new, it
more

sells at sight. Agents wanted to sell <i. M. Bull’s Patent Fireproof Mica or Isinglass Pgramid Ijimp
Chimneys. This is one of the greatest money saving
articles of the present age; they will last for years;
they give a steady light; they can be used as a nurse
lamp; they will heat water in a few minutes. Sample
sent post paid for 30 cents to any address. Territory
free to agents. Large profits made. For terms, etc.,
address
g. M. BULL. New Baltimore. N. Y.

REVOLVER, 7-shot, Nickel Plated, and
100 Cartridges $£. Send postal for illustrated
catalogue. Agents wanted, p. O. BOX 1505 New

A

York

City._

The

Stock
is a sure road to
•«■>«« of

rapid

Privileges
fortune. Send for

new

Profit*,” frees with full in-

formation concerning the Stock Market.
i T.
Cold and
POTTER, WIGHT & Co
Stock Brokers. 1
35 Wall’Street N. York.

A P CIUTCI Greatest Offer of the season.
I3S Eight $10 Chroinos given away
with Home Irf/esf,including Hoover’s Peerless American Fruit, 2 1-2 feet long, Lake Lucerne, Virgin Vesta,
$5.50.

&c.

Mounted outlit, four chroinos, $3; 8 chroinos,
J. LATHAM & CO., 419 Washington Street,

Boston.

the city.

worth

fifty

33c., well

tor

cents.

m ar

Depot.

undersigned
fJTIIL
i.

has on hand and is constantly
receiving supplies of Lumber, Shingles, Laths
and all other kinds ot Building Material which he
can sell at prices the very low« si, as below
Hemlock Timber, per M.,
$!o.5o
Boards,
$lo.oo to lu.50
$0.00 to O.oo
Spruce Joist,

Vests from 25 Cents
One

to

Case of Children’s from 25 cents

JtfasrT'lease

purehus.ng,

call and
as

Hhmk,
Hoards,

*•

$s.(.'0
$S 00 to 10 00

Cedar Shingles,
$1.J5,
Good Spruce Shingles, per M

Spruce Clapboards,
Gutters, per loot,

1.5o, l.;., and 1.00
$1.5i

$U.on to Jl.no
k* to 10c

have in stock, Ash Lamb,
Hlum-d and Jointed,} Hard Hiue Flooring, Cedar Hosts, (», s, in and
1J It., Laths, Cement, Lime. Hair, etc., which can
be sold at FXTKLMLI.Y LOW HHICFS.
M. K. CUOHKlt.
Stf
Belfast, August, 1S7C
I

see

Boom

Also,

the above

to

35 Cents.

goods

before

I shall sell CIIEAl* for CASH.

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,

No. 4 Bulfmch St., Boston,

41 Ann St. New York: r

o

"

450

Opposite Rover© House.

},-

TiiK SCIKNFH OF

L!FK;

Medical

March

31st,

by

Go to Jas
tho

W- Clark’s.

Notice.

iVlcrtgagees

Association."
1375.

KINDS,

Aid.

Ol

MHiiK Tll.W ll\ MMltW’Ol'Ili'Silll
“National

( )

Kiibbcr Hoots & Shoe*

Or, SEEF-PRESERVAXION.

Gold Modal Awarded to the Anthor

■

^

lo r* l*> give- public note'*
'ai'scril-i
£_:,*■ claims the following discribe*! real «
Tl'.sr ..1 by tin iT.AI'.om .MI.AH'AI.
iii
spuate
in tic County ot Waldo
r.J i\>! I ! i I K, a new dition ofthe <•*•!« brut'd !I Reginuing Prospect,
at a -take ami stones in the -**ut!
medical work entitled tin- “SCI F.N< K Ol
Ui'i.;
oi
land
corner
occupied by < \V. P< ndl-ton rh
it tri al' upon M \
or, SKLF I’llKSKKVATION.
northerly IT" roils to a -1;tk«• ami stoics, tm
Boon, how lost, how regained and perpet unU d;
rod* to a '’akeaiel stones ; 11 •: n
eas.erlv
cause ami cure of Fxhausicd \’it:i 1 ity, Imp<’*m
erly si i im*!- t*» a -'ale ami stones in < a.-t 1.:
Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrh.i a,or >• m
Iii Pittb-liel'l l"t Hem e westerly c rods (.> a
Nerymi- am:
iual Losses (nocturnal and diurnal
! v sr
in the corner of a wall, t lienee si.ut
Physical Debility, i!y poehondria. (Roomy For. mL a lake and stum -, th ace wester!}- 1»\ land ot I
iugs, Menial Depi't s'i in, Ln-e of em :g;v. II „_i:' Liitie so rods t" t'.i ]ilaee of lieginnin. conia
,•
»,
Countenance, Confusion of M ind and Loss
Id ncp'S 11»* r«- or ! e s >, i.v virtue of a Mi-rtgug* I
a-eory. Impure Slate of the Blood, and all di
from I a. man
rt i- and Dani' l D. W*■ 1 >^ter to I
arising Irom tin- Li* mum «>i > nrni or tin. i mo-.
dated .Mav bo i^rPai.d recorded in Mu- Ibgi.-lr
lions or i’M'csm". of mam re years.
I
Demis I
Waldo < '••IllltV, Rook 1<M. I‘ag
:
V,
It tells y u all aboi
de ol it u<
the condition !' -aid mortgage has been ami n ••
Physiology the Phy -m.logy of M irri :gr, ! W d l»roki n. I*\ r* a *»u wlien-of
claims a f’erecl*
lock ami«Kb-pring, Pay ,~i rail ‘outrasts, t In- Murad';
<11 \RI.PS KINORl fa
o! ti e
an e.
Kmpiricism, Perversion ol Marriage. Conjugal Id
Rv N II. ID us vi i*. his Alton.'
cept ami Friendly Counsel. Phy-ical Inlirmiiy. I n
1 nited (ictober
-vv f
m
Causes and Cure, Relations Between
\ ice, I he Miseries < :
Proofs of the Kxpaimiou
Imprudent** .Ancient Ignorance ami Lrrors, Mi an
i'i:i I Pi:i\i
ui (': i;:
C ure of Body ami Mile!,
I i:i;.\ rM i.x j, Audre-s to Patients ami Inrun hi
valid Readers, The Authors Principle-. Tin-print
ot this hook is only $ 1 (.’().
"M i 1

-•

■.

•>

Notice.

Special
A

I

-'

■ •.

closing out my Stock on account of poor
health, all persons indebted to me by note or acare
count,
hereby notitied that Their accounts must
be settled immediately, or they w ill be placed ill the
hands of other parties for collection.
II. II. FORBES.
*U»tf
Belfast, June f>, IMf.
s

am

BORDERS

River

—A N D—

VERY LOW AT

J. C. THOMPSON & SON
•10

PULL

BOWI

VOXJH VEST”!
-O :o: Care now

WE ami

having

a

furnish

ran

supply of VESTS
our

hands with

work.
OW'XG
now have work.
are ready to work,
GEO
iSelfast. June Id.
Earth's

MACHINES can
MONROE hands who
will please notify us.
A. OGIMiiY W CO.
1N7d.
tldt)
for

E.

A Full Line of Ladies’

notify

persons that are building or
using the Ilayford and Strout Hay Press in the

Thereby
United States

or

all

New Brunswick

on

my unsold ter-

can settle the trespass with Willard P. IlarriBelfast, unless the Press is my own build or
A. STROUT.
previously settled for.
3\vl4
Belfast, Sept. 25, 1870.

ritory,
inun,

ggk

For

Sale.

PIGS and HOGS at my barn, from the

Best breeds I
YOUNG

could find in the State last fall.
Also, some stumpage for firewood, on my NorthA. G. JEWETT.
port and home farm.
3wl4*
Belfast, Oct. 3, 1870.

Also, anofnt-r valuable mvlival work treating -.
clusively on MKNTAI. AM) M'.I.’VllI S hI.-i.A-F.S; more tImu kOO loyal octavo pages, twenty eie
taaiial niuslin. Price
gant engraving-, houml in mi
only £c_*.oo. Barely enough to pay for print in:
l he Book for young ami n iil lle-ag* ■! nn-n !•>
readjust now, is tin-.'••mienei* of Lite, o; m d Pr ser
*'

GEO. E.

WALLACE,

!l\lbl>E\ BLOCK, Belfast, lie,

P. THOMPSON.

Ailurnuv

\ (

’umiscllor ;il Law,

BELFAST,

F. A.

GREEB7

Altorney! Counsciiorat
Aiden’s

A M. Id
\iri\ii ,■

i'1

••

1

i:i: i i i: \ i

a:

Block,

in-

Main

Law,

Street,

BELFAST, MAINE.
Particular attention given to Collecting

and Con v kyancing. Prompt attention given to
Communications by mail.
Gm52.

i, ^-Catalogue sent on receipt of tic. for po>tage.
Kit her of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Addiv- PKAB.oDY MKDH \ L I A s I
Tl I K, No. 4 Bultinch M,, Boston, Ma--., opn. Ib*
vere House.
X. 15. The author can be consulted oil the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases r«*'|Uiring
skill, secrecy ami experience. Olilce hours, a. m.
! yd
to t> i*. m.

AM KISH'AN

ANI*

KOllKKSN

I’ATKNTS

H. EDM
American
Hofei.
Main Street, Belfast, Me.
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
R

Tuckkk.

B. F.

Tuckkk.

3mos3

Belfast

Savings Bank.

REMOVED to their new Banking Room
in Custom House Square,are prepared to re
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on’ same, the first Mondays of June

PROVIDENCE

RIVER

HAVE

and December.

Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,)from 9 to 12 A. M.,and 2 to 4 P. M.

Saturdays Bank closes at 1?, noon.
ASA FAUNCK, Prest.
Quimry, Treas.
Belfast June8th 1874.
tf

John 11.

OYSTERS,
Nos. (28 & 130 Court St., Boston.

selling our PROVIDENCE RIVER
OYSTERS, fresh from their beds every day, for
$1.25 I)or gallon, solid. Also, we have a large stock
Wi-

are

NATIVE OYSTERS, by the barrel,
8wia
est market prices.

of

COHN !

COHN !!

BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW CORN
I O" "V/just received by Sehooner Lizzie Mills.
The Corn is of excellent quality. For sale LOW.
In store at Lane’s Wharf.
ALBERT CARTER.
till
Belfast, Aug. 9, 1870.

at the

|0w-

Musical Notice.
will receive

K.

few

KELLS,
MISS
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cabinet
taken with
For
ABB1K

Organ. Special
terms inquire at 143 Main
25. 1876—tf21

a

beginners.

care

Nov.

i
Bcrnh.iei

s«

'■ l".
A M. I nitv
1 i
B ncham at
> A
I.
...
Am,, at B. I:
!♦»..»
I'. e» i*. .VI
I.* a\. 1;m nhani at
l‘ M. ITiitv
I.*.
I
»
I'
•.
dikt
Brooks tf 1
Arri\e at Belfast
I li' -e l'rains Connect at liurnha n with l’ortia
ih» ton and Bangor Train-.
» h:t«)!.»«■-r
1>7'-.

I,,
(like

ave

IF

G-o<od

at Law!

Attorney
Vv

Trains now leave Belfast at s
I im>
ir.
lliormlik**
Burn!lam
A. M
I
1
M
I.eave Belia-i a!
I i; i:
Arrivi.:j
dike l.l;.
* 1’- >1
Burnham at
s.

•'

WliolesaleDealers & Planters of

CAUTION.

This Book also contains More than Fifty
Prescriptions for the above named and
other diseases, each one worth mere than
the price of the bo; k.

at Law!

Couches to convey passengers to and from tin* cars
and boats.
Sample Booms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the
House.
Belfast, Sept. 23, 1876.—11*13

C. R. DAVIS’ Hayford Bl’k.
3wl4

At Jas. W. Clark’s.

Maine Central Railroad

JOHNbOK,

Attorney

J. D.

Boat at

Beaver Boots & Slippers

,•

>

eturm >1 from ) tirn|ii in
\ation. The author has
cxcelient health, ami is again the < hiet ('oiisu dug
I
Physician of tlie Peabody Medical Institute. \
Builinch Street, Boston,'M.i---Rt pu.dman h .»
nal.
ad ad e nuparison : bt
l he Science of Lis'*- i- d.
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
! most extraordinary work <>a Phy-iologv ever pubOffice formerly occupied by Hon. .Whemiali Abbott.
on
Herald.
lished.”— Bust
“Hope nestled in tin bottom of Pandora's box,
ami hope pluim s her wings anew, -dure Tim Cxiing
ese valuable works, published by the Peab< d>
Medical Institute, which tire teaching timusamls
how to avoid the maladies that -up the citadel of
life."— Philadelphia Kutpiirer.
“It should he read by the voting, the middle .’.get!
ami even the old.”—New York i nbuilt
'I'he first ami only .Medal ev er conferred upon any
Medical Man in the country, as a recognition of-kill
business Entrusted to him will receive
nted to tin* an
and professional servict s, yvas pn
rompt attention.
thor of these works, Maif'h :: 1 -1. ls?ti. The presenits
the
time
of
occurrence by
was
noticed
at
tation
the Boston Press, and the lending journals throughis of solitl
1
i.iMedal
out the country.
rnagniticent
gold, set with more than one hundred India dia
niotids iit' rare brilliant;;.
“Altogether, in its execution uml the richness of
its materials, and size, this i- tlecidetlly Hit* must
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any
purpose whatever. It is yytdl yvortli the inspect ion
It yvas fairly won tint! worthily
of Numismatists
MAINE.
bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, .lum- :*.*i,
0mos41

G.

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

OYSTERS
Every

,.

WANT A

YOU

Boot,

Glieap.

Go to JAS. VV. CLARK’S.
Ci

\

ity

lit

t

Street.

For Inventions, Trade Harks

nr

lUsigas,

No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St.,Boston
A TER an extensive practice of upwards of :!0
years,coat i naes to secure Patents in t he F nited
States; also in Great Britain, France, ami other for
eign countries. Caveat-, Specitieations, A->ign
meats,and all papers for Patents cxeeatedon reason

Carver's Harbor Packet.
-;o;-

sailing packet I*. AT. Be
Capt. 1 lioma- Burgess, |.
reMinn-d her weekly nipt w ceil thi- city and Carver's ||<u h
tei?\"iualha\ eii. am. w ill anuntii furl,
not ice.
Country produce of all kinds w ill be purchase.!
the "nine prices. \Vlien in port the ( nptain ma\
found on hoard the packet at Hamden's wharf, oi
the store of Woods, Mathews \ Baker.
r

last
|MIB
\ KY,

jg'-'-y'1
again

l.x.client accommodations f
l’:i--en^
Cait. TUPS. Bl KCF»
$l.oo.
tflU
Belfast, fsept. 7, l>7i>.
••

Fine

CALL

reasonable charges.
Boston* Jan 1 1876.

JOHN TAGGART.”
Iyr27.

AT

Belfast Hardware Store
There you will
Before purchasing vour goods.
lind General II A It'D W A UK, l’AINTs, OILS
and VAKNISHKS, NAILS, GLASS, and
KAKMKU'S rool.S, constantly on hand and
for sale at l.()\\l>r I’KHT.S. Don’t forget
the place, ANHIKU’S, No 1 l’henix Kow.
tN.
April -U lsr.A.

To the

People

of

Searsport.

HAVE taken the Agency of the Belfast Mm.
ni.i. Works, Clark & I’ernald, Proprietors. 1*»
sons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any d«
seription can do so of me as cheap as they can l>u>

I

am v\

here in this State.

A. T.

Searsport, Sept, lrt,

successful practitioners with whom I have had of
CHARLES MASON,
ticial intercourse.
ComVrof Patents.”

‘‘Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on bis part leads nietorecommend
all inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very

*

s>

i/.
“Voted, l hat the City Marshal he and lit r.
instructed ;>> prosecute all iolations of the Lict
Laws, on tl.e part of innholder-, vietualer-.
k. « pers of billiard saloon.-, oectnrin^ on ami at
the !.',th inst. Also, that the City Clerk lie ami in
by is instructed n> notice ot ,-uch ad i >u t»f thi- Bo
t. he published in both local papers."
A true copv ot record- Atte-t
let k
I.MLia BoaBI'M W. (it \
lltt
lm'.
October

TESTIMONIALS.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of t he most capable and

“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and trustworthy and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an early and favorable consideration nt the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.’

r,

passed.

A

made to deable terms, with despatch. la search.
termine the validit> and utilit y of Patents of I uventions, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matters touchingtlie same. Copies of t he claims ot
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. Assignments recorded in Washington.
Xo A genet/ in the. (nited States possesses superior
facilities tor obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a Patent, and the usual great delay then*, are
here saved inventors.-

\-

City Clerk'- < Bbco.
At a met t i a^ of the Municipal < Mlicer- of -aid t
holdeii October “d, 1>7tin* following vote

t:

NORWALK

Received

1

<

"

-office

B. F. WELLS.

Providence

Papers

.-AND-

$2.00.

___

judicious selection and management of

Main Street,

Vests !

The most extensive assortment in

Splendid Quality

If you want reliable information, where and how to
get a cheap WA It fl,or government II •» iiM»*t«*ad
free, send your address to S. J. CilLMOltE, Land
Commissioner, Lawrence, Kansas, and receive gratis
a copy iifTli** Hanwan Pacific IIoiiKuticail

Foot of

LUNCH

fail to call.
furnished tor
tl 15

names

111

Mew Lumber Yard

*■

Refreshments at al! Hours.

charge,

^

M. R. COOPER’S

arc

FRANK

cure

dkhilitv.

B a T ICE:

fresh from their beds

iiitbrid^eB

imph* am! cheap

on

the miect i- \\>».\
lhrow
only remedy to he trusted
dogs.” Send for circular to Dr. J. Karr.
M>J Broadway, N. Y.
4\vl4
ter i*i;i-.m,\tt i:i:
hi a; it i. ami the
physic to the

19 Commercial Street, Boston.

•'

5, !S7G.

Wholesale Dealers ami Planters in

KVKKY

Student, Intelligent Family,

Webster's l

at*

—

DRUGGISTS.

HOMESTEADS.

Also

«

V

BOTH ORNAMENTAL * USEE!

ern

and

*

Mew ItlMJt

Something

The use of this aperient will carry off naturally,
and almost imperceptibly, the offending cause. The
disease is removed and the head ceases to ache

■■■■■■■■MHnan rr»

penders.
large

For Cutaneous Disorders,
And all * ruptions •<f the -kin, thi> (lintinent
invaluable, ii does n• -t In al externally alom
penetrate- with the mo.-t -•arching died\. r.) root of the ev il.

DR. Gk P. LOMBARD.

!fcf“Best Five Cent Cigars
i. g in the City.
<*no. t*. Wells,
^
^

i

"

—

er.

Gents Under Garments, Hosiery,
A FARM AND HOME
Shirts, Collars. Linen and
OF YOUR OWN.
Paper Neck Ties, SusNow is the Time to Secure It!
A very

in
7
1

•iwiii

headache who might

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient.
The stomach, overburdened until its recuperative
is
power
weakened, revenges itself upon the poor
head, which it makes to ache and torture the offend-

part of

all descriptions,

|

X3 DENTIBTEYI!

Xj

—AT-

Miss Brown will take charge of the Millinery
usual, w ho will give « ntire satisfaction to all.
MBS. WELLS, !7 Main Street.

/ A

WADLIN&MERRILL’S

WESTERN LANDS

Style Bints,

O

WL

<C

-C:«:C--

^ LlVuLiLUiii

in

■

Store at

54 Main Street.

i lartou Street.

as

0^

Styles. Best Quality.
LOWEST
PRICES,

1

CO

a

S

Pure I'ider <fc rider \

Hats. Feathers & Flowers.

i

iron Ware!

ANDI8S0

just opened

WELLS

just

returned from Xew York ami Boston with all the latest styles of

time

Latest

«

WORKS:

.•

FOREIGN

®

-AND

C. W. HMTE7

1370.

—o

FOUR PAGES COLORED PLATES.
Publish. (1 by G. & C. MERRIAM, Spiinglield,
Mass. >old by all Booksellers.

STORE.

Has

\v<

"'utevloo I!oa<l. f

OFFICE:

keep them

“Dr. Holloway has cured my headache that
chronic.''
••] gave one of ymir Fills to my babe for tie
morbus. T he dear little thing got well in a the
“My nausea of a morning is now cured.”
‘•Your box of Holloway’s Ointment cured n
noisesjin the head. J rubbed some of your Uinta,
behind the ears, and the noise inis left.”
“.•'end me two boxes ; I want one torn poor tan.
i enclose a dollar; your price is ::5 cent.**, 1 u*
medicine to me is worth a dollar.’’
“Send me live boxes of your l*ill*.‘
i.t t in«* t :: «■ three boxes of your Fills by f
until, for Chills and 1 « vcr."
1 have over goo such testimonial* a.- tin -,,
wait: of -pa
compels me to conclude.

--.

From tin- Chief Justice of the

^TES-W

137©.

I;i HOOT’S and SHOES, go to

Having discovered, in a manner which might be
considered almost providential, a positive can* for
Consumption and all Lung Complaints, 1 feel it my
duty to make i! known in a practical manner by furni'iiing a sample bottle, free of charge, to all sutler
ei'S my onjy hope of remuneration being that tin*
medicine will perform all ! claim for it. The ingredients are of the choicest herbal products, and perfect
D.- sale; sent by mail. Address at once, Itr. €>.
1*IBS',*,I** ISB&OIVIV. 1 Grand Srreet, .lersev
City, New .Jersey.

-l-On

OP«mflK-nrm

ON

Main Street, Belfast.

.l/cssrs. JfW/.’J <)'• 1‘i ttvr: Grutinnni.—€<*ddin>’
VoDTAir l*i. a.STD ns are doing wonders.
They
work like magic, and those you sent last are all sold
and more wanted. Send me three dozen as soon as
you get this. Money enclosed herewith. I want
them to-morrow night, if possible. In haste.
T. F. FA l.MLU, i\ M.
Yours,
No. Fayette, Me., May 1, 1870.

I

easy

same

-pro: T-

MAM

Teacher, Advanced

•Sold by all druggists. .Sent by mail on receipt of
25 cents for one, $1.2.‘> for six, or
for twelve,
carefully wrapped, and warranted, by WKKKS K
FOTTFK, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.
-iwl4

MONDAY OI F SEAR’S ISLAND. A LAIN
streaked boat. The owner cun base tin- same
by proving property and paying charges. Call on U
W. T. COCHRAN.
Sears Island, Cct. 10, l-Fii.—15

U

Dinsmort* A iSonsk

Fort Warren.

ARE DOING WONDERS/’

TJ-?p~.

PICKED

:Xaaiesf Styles,
£]
lining
give
peiTretly

■■■■——ammm

Jhbcrtiscmcnts.
A

Al.l.\ANi>i:ii JAMKSO.N,

!h

ery

in

recovered from a lame mid painful back
the
UK*! of your Coti.ins’ Vodtaic Fdastdi.-s.
My hack
was so lame and
that I could not stoop, walk,
or do dut. of any kind, and wa<
in the

through

they always keep the

wear

:imosl'»

-t^wOTw»wy.ii

LAME BACK.
Hospital.

ROOMS to let iii tli1* house owned
by the subscriber on Spring Street, near the
For! la ml steamboat wharf. Feople looking for a
good, cheap lent, should call on
MRS. MARGARET II UGH.
7tf
Belfast, Aug. 17, 1.87ii.

m
|

WARmTnGTON'&CO

This firm contidently assure tin* masters and ow ners of ships that they have the best of lacilities t. r
-d.
executing every branch of shipwork, !• r bothw
n and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to give
satisfactii n.
t;.,d

:p ii ices i!

looms to I«et.

(xo and See il'Tliey Wont !

no

ustoria is

and

At

especially

‘•Your Fill are limrvellous.”
•J Mini
.r another box, and

house.”

Mast, Spar & BSockmakers,!
JOINERS, & C

AND WILL BE

Ship and earria.e Trimmings, Agricultural Implements, Faints, Oiis, Glass, ‘&o. No. 52 Main
tt:;4
Street, Belfast, M<-.

HAYING

•'

Kxtraets from Various Letters.
•‘1 had no appetite; Holloway’s Fill* gave
hearty one.”

SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

J.f, THOMPSON k SON’S

'(Successors to Carle & Munson,/

JvTrs.

I he Testimony of the Whole World
H OLL( > W A Y S
PIP I .s

HOUSE,

tf;:i

K. T lOKISON & CO.

Boys’

Thick Boots!

many complaints lor which Castoria is adapt'
ed—like \% iml Colic, Sour Stomach, Worms’
l etter, Teething and Croup, that it is

! recommended for them.

Sons

SANBORN

HERRIIV?AN.

CAN EE FOUND AT

3

SELL-

Helen’s and

to

—

Lame anu Painful Back.

Shape!

Dinsmore &

a

kidneys,

Furniture Store

School Boots

uisk.

suppose that Castoria is not

mistake to

a

adapted

sale, certain, and permanent cup- for Catarrh of
every form, and is the most perfect remedy ever
devised. It is purely a vegetable distillation, and is
applied locally by insutllation, and constitutionally
by internal ailministration, Docullv applied rdief
i.insiattloni'oi/s. It soothes, heals, and cleanses
the nasal passages of every feeling of heavine. s,
obstruction, dullness, or di/zine
Constitutional^
adminisp-red it renovates the blood, purities it of the
acid poi.-on with \v hieh it i- a1 ways charged in
Catarrh, stimulates the stomach, Jiv< r, and
P'-rtects digestion, makes new blood, and permits
the tormation of sound, healthy tissue, amt linallv
obtains complete control over the disease. Tin* remarkable curative powers, when ail other remedies
utterly fail, ot Sankokd's Kahicai, Ct'It!•: are attested by thousands who gratefully recommend i: to
bllow-sulferers. No statement i- made regarding
it that cannot be .substantiated by the mod respectable and reliable references. It is a great and good
medicine, and worthy all confidence. Each package
contains a t reatise on'Catarrh and l)r. Sanford's
Improved Inhaling Tube, and full directions for its
use in all cases.
Sani <dtp’s Uapk ai. Cl in: i< sold by all whole
sale and retail druggists throughout tin t inted
States, i’rice, £1.

ilieir

Boys

and warranted in

Castoria.

IU'oj
'atakkii is

Some New Styles Just Received for
Winter Wear, which are. Handsome—
Waterproof—will not rip, and will

Bleep

USUALLY KEPT IN A

Of all Kinds, at LOWEST PRICES.

CURED.
Criii;

For Ladies, always on hand, and for which
lhey are the only Agents in Lelfa-t.
j'hey are the Lest Fitting Loots in the World.

Laboratory of »J. 13. Rose & Co.,

PERMANENTLY
vnicAi.

everywhere,

Hoots!

MARK THESE EACTs,

where he will he glad to welcome them. The house
is near the depot, well fitted and oilers every inducement tor a quiet summer resort.
A good stable is connected with the house. Give
me a call.
JOSKPll SANBORN, JR.
tf48
Belfast, June t, 1875.

F.EA-ANT

"hTork

Kid Hutton

French

its effects.

Sound inn s tin* matter becomes encrusted in tinnasal passages and is removed only by prolonged
effort.
In the morning on rising the symptoms are
tin-worst. Violent blowing, hawking and spitting
until the crusts are removed, at least partially, and
the throat is freed from the matter that has accumulated during t he night.
I- inallv the prisonous <ecre
tions attack the throat, bronchial tabes, lungs, terminating in pulmonary consumption, accompanied
by a most offensive breath and impaired eyesight
and hearing.

K

It i- sold

been offered in Lelfa>t.

1ST ew

kind, the effects are
the same. Liverymen, Stage proprietors, Farmers,
should never be without the Yellow Centaur

of
lei

ever

5,| mJWwell
LHSJft

11K \LKKS IN

SXLXJMJLXrS

Lameness of any

or

DAN’

Belfast, Feb. 15, 1870.

JOSEPH SANBORN, JR.,

a

SSSSai Announces to his many friends that he has
returned and again taken possession of the
knmvn

11 AKADEN.

C“A.“©"3rI I Hardware, iron, sod, House,
Than have

e

Immediately if Wanted.

Will be f old

of horses and

owners

It makes very little difference what the case is,
whether it he Wrench, Sprain, Poll-Evil, Ringbone,
Scratches

w;111 JIou.m-, Ell, Wood-house and
1 arge Barn, From 9 to 12 'I ons
cut
Ilay
annually upon the pniniscs. A good Orchard upon the premises. For further particulars apply to t he subscriber.

marking, Testimonials, Family*Records, Writing
(Jilt llooks. Inscriptions in Funeral Wreaths \r
Tkums—Including Stationery, 21 Lessons,
12 Lessons, $2.00. T erms pryable in advance, j
further information send for a circular or >;
above.
.L W. WATERMAN.
8wl2
No. 50 Main Street, HcTta>;

Sanborn House.

>*«M

-F O Rgold to

mules.

CHRONIC

will SELL at

And which

weight

Valuable Real Estate for
Sale!

■

>

Rent.

or

r|Mic property on Miller Street,
S A- now occupied by Demine C.'ol«3*v5s02«F*§§’ ^ Consisting of b acres grass land

“Centaur Liniment sells better and gives the best
satisfaction of anything in the market.”

What the Centaur Liniment lias done for others
will do for you. It is handy, it is reliable, and it

:

A

“For years my Rheumatism has been so bad that
1 have been unable to stir from the house. The first
three bottles of Centaur Liniment enabled me to
walk without my crutches. 1 am mending rapidly.
1 think your Liniment simply a marvel.”
C. IL Bennett, Druggist, Rock Prairie, Mo., says:

it

♦♦♦Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
Repairing, shot Guns Repaired and Bored to shoot
close.
No. 46 MAIN STREET,
Jan. 1st, 1870—tf

EV KRYTH1NG

OUSE with an Acre and a halt
of land l'or sale or rent. One
of the new houses ou Iielmont
Avenue. Terms easy. Enquire ot
'SMMK. gE< >.
G. \Y E L LS.
tfF,.>
Belfast, Feb. 29, lS7o.

The people have at last found out where they
can buy the

Liniment.

Mr.

Decline in Prices of

Large

above hits opened to receive pupils, day ami
evening, from to lg A. M., and from g t;'i.•
F. M. Afro C lasses Monday, Wednesday and !
dav Evenings from 7 1-1 to ,s'l-2 1\ M.
This is an Institute pertaining exclusively to )'
man mi*.
Work done in every style, such as

E
rjpil
I

Machine Attachments,

Sewing

STORY' HOUSE with
.'L quark-!- of an an acre of land.
Centrally located, corner of Court
and Dark Streets; has a small barn
in connection, also cistern, good
well of water, fruir trees, etc. The house has been
lilted to accommodate two families, and has all convenicnees tor such,
iv-rson wishing to examine
property or make inquiries will call at No. 59 Court
Street.
ti l
ggBelfast, July 20, ls*i.

«

This Liniment has cured more Sprained jSweeniThis is a constant sneeze, sneeze,
neeze, until
yur head seems ready to lly oil', until your nose an t ed, King-boned and €«iiliecl ISorsc** in three
•
yes discharge excessive (plan:ities oi' mucus, thin, 1 years than have all the Farriers in the country in
acrid, and poisonous, until, unlit for 1: n-iness or an
age. Its elfects are simply wonderful.
pleasure, you number yourself among the most utWe have thousands upon thousands of certificates
llieted of mortals, destim d to sutler periodically the
greatest distn ss without relief or consolation, hvery as strong
the following
draught, every breath of air seems an enemy in dis
guise. Tnis is properly called Acute Catarrh, and
“My horse was lame for a year with a fetlock
commonly, Cold in the Head, its constant recur- ! wrench. All remedies utterly failed to cure and I
retire <s due to constitutionally weak or diseased | considered him worthless until I commenced to use
nasal organs, and enfeebled action of the perspira- i Centaur Liniment, which rapidly cured him. I hearticure of this distn ssly recommend ir.
l’»cv gijin (is. In the permanent
ing malady Sani;i*!;n s K.\i>k AC Cl 1:1: roi; ( atai:
“REV. CEO. W. FERRIS,
ki; i- a never-failing sj.ecilic.
Jnstrnt relief follows
“Manorvillo, Schoharie Co., N. V.”
the lirst (lose. Its use destroys the morbid
“Dkai: Sih,—I have used your Centaur Liniment
tiveness to atmos]>lu ric changes which predispose
people* t«* this uisease. and is sure to prevent an at- in my family, and find it to be of great value. Please
-end nv two dollars’ worth, one for the mules and
tack of CHln 'NIC ok I'J.CKIIATIVK CATAKLIII.
hors'-s.
RILEY SICKLES.
4
Falls Station, Wyoaiino Co., Pa.”

tflO

The London Ti nes makes some
very
gracious remarks concerning America, in
a late article
upon the Centennial, it
says: "All of us have come to see that
the Americans did good to this country
as well as to their own, when
they conquered their independence, in the Tory
Ministries vvIi > tried to tax them without
their consent, we have learnt to see the
champions of a despotism which, if triumphant in America, would have re-acted in
England; and we admit that the colonists
were lighting the battle ol
liberty for us
as well as for themselves.”

beyond

MACHINIST!

TWO

now

W. WATERMANS

}.

READ,

DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF

House for Sale.

know just what the Centaur Liniment will do. They will not mend broken bones or
I cure Citnc«*r, but they will extract soreness, al!
lay pain, cure Rheumatism and a larger range ol'
j flesh, bone and muscle ailments than any article ever
before discovered.
We

T.

Gk

We Have Heard of it!!

.4? ditiun, can be bought for $1)50.00.
F. A. COLCORD, Agent.
J.t.\
-twill*
Searsport, Sept. 20, 1870.

be healed and tike wounded made

can

is worth its

Santouh’s

...

-O F-

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

"sustain”

Death is more desirable than a wicked life.
And not to in* born is better than to lead a disgraceful life.

The hum*

j whole.

•‘You get out of this house as quick as
you can, you miserable whelp, or my father shall kick you out.”
Ho didn't toy with time,
lie left without the testimonial

This is the destiuctive and terrible stage of the
dis- a'C. The whole nasal passage-, including the
eyes and ears, the tonsils, throat, bronchia! tubes
and lungs become, one after another, affected, iniiatued, ulcerated, and succumb rapidly to this frightfu! monster. A peculiar ..cid is generated and set
at. liberty bv this disease, which permeating the
blood, weakens and destroys its renovating- power,
and allows the system no opportunity to throw oif
the malady until this poison is neutralized and expelled. It is here that constitutional treatment becomes of tin? most vital consequence, ‘-bccause miles-; arrested at this stage the disease will make
rapid progress towards pulmonary consumption.”—
fi’ttrn n's flousdiohf Ph/tsieiaii. Meanwhile a soot hing, healing, and astringent medicine must he upplied directly to the nasal passage.-, this forming tin*
most perfect treatment of the disease possible.

..,M\ Scliz, R. P CHASE, The dam,
y W- a .age received by lightning having been
F s i repaired and being in fair running con-

!

spoke:

and “abstain.”

Death and lilt* are in tin* powi r of tiie tongue:
and they that love it shall eat of tiie fruit of it.

Liniments!

:

For Bale.

IMMENSE SALE

He lelt.

pleased.

ULCERATIVE

and Devotion.

Neglected calumny soon expires.
All philosophy lies in two words,

he

AM

Centaur

a quarrel Sunday evening. He
got mail ami swore he’d leave her. Then
she got vexed and told him lie could do as

They had

QUIMBY.
tfl l

1K75.

GRANITE

Iron Ware!
FOR

A.

D.

SALE

AT

FRENCH’S Stove Store.
LADIES & GENTLE*

A
Ess I X men,
nUbll I w «-N*w
W(
ed.

to

Canvass

for

a

TKMl'KRAXCt:

title, nu mbers of temperance organizations
*5wl-’
Address J. 1*. FITCH, Hartford, Ct.
wan!

